Fifth Session
Sunday, October 16, 2011 at 10:00 AM
Lots 1864-2415
Collections and Accumulations
New Yorker Hotel, The "Bank" Room, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

U.S. Cover Collections
1864

Autograph & Political Collection, 92 items,
many political items & autographs, better includes Duff
Green letter, Patrick Hamill letter, Reverdy Johnson free
frank, White House McKinley mourning cover, George
Bancroft letter, interesting & valuable collection, owners
prices total $5,715, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1865 )
Maritime & Naval Accumulation, several hundred covers and ephemera including 3 CDVs, from the
1830s to 1960s, includes many naval cancels on card or
cover such as USS Eagle, USS Pennsylvania, USS North
Carolina, some in China or Guam, better includes Steamer
Fashion cancel, "Steam" on Galveston to Montgomery, red
oval "Packet Express", "S.B. F.M. Streck", many scarcer
items, owners prices over $29,000.00, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1866 )
Splendid Valentines Collection and More!
Beautiful collection comprised of approximately 35 either
elegantly embossed or larger floral design covers, each including their equally ornate, high quality valentine enclosures from the stampless period, generally to the 1870's. In
addition, there are numerous lovely valentines without the
covers, a maudlin poem entitled "The expiring bride" droning on about the death of a bride, several rare 1850's-60's
handwritten letters to various "free love" societies, several
other intimate letters and more. Truly a unique assemblege,
transcending the mere valentine (!), largely Very Fine, this
one will get viewed!
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1867 )
Small Bureau Cover Collection, exciting collection of 52 covers, cards and wrappers, great franking
and destinations, better includes mixed franking on cover to
New Zealand with five 1¢(212) and seven 1¢(219), #279 on
overall illustrated cover for Toledo Ohio Centennial to Germany, 1¢ wrapper to Stockholm Sweden uprated with #247
& 255, #281 on 5¢ postal entire to Suva Fiji, #268 on U349
to Rio de Janeiro, #223 on cover to Uruguay with "Missent
To/San Francisco", #220 late usage with Q6, and #223
mixed franking with Great Britain #111 and pair #89 on forwarded cover to Cairo, plan on spending some time with
this lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1868 )
Washington Franklin Balance, 58 covers and
cards, includes RPO's, registered, mourning covers, slogan cancels, ad covers including Laboratory Of Thomas A
Edison, wonderful lot, needs inspection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1869 )
Remarkable Prexie Cover Collection, 164
covers with an outstanding range of frankings, but even
better are the destinations, some of the better are Guatemala, Java, Beirut, Liberia, Ecuador, Belgian Congo,
Yunnan China, Saudi Arabia, Calcutta India, Wai India,
South Africa, Ethiopia, Fiji, Accra Gold Coast, Ceylon,
Tonga, Saint Kitts, Haiti, Hong Kong, Iceland, Teheran Iran,
Baghdad Iraq, Jamaica, South Nigeria, Syria, Tripoli,
Lournco Marques Portguese East Africa, Casablanca,
Chung King, Barbados, Aruba, Congo Belge, British Guiana, Cameroun, Burma, Shanghai, Sudan and North Rhodesia, the usages are just as impressive with many
censored, a few of the better include censored to
Cameroun West Africa, a returned to sender by censor to
Chunking, and a Tin Can mail from Tonga, all in all, an exciting way to start this popular subject, inspection is
mandatory, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1870 )
Balloon Mail Covers 1891-1932, 36 covers, all
balloon carried in races, includes 2 from the Gordon
Bennett Balloon race, one autographed by the crew members, others carried by City Of Cleveland, The Belgica,
Goodyear The 7th, Detroit Times among other, also includes 1891 cover & ad sheet for the Breadys "The Most
Popular & Accomplished Aeronauts of the Age, values up to
200.00, a lot that would be impossible to duplicate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1871 )
US First Flight Covers 1923-68, 100+ airmail
covers, mostly CAMs & FAMs, many better frankings,
better includes FAM 18 matched set, FAM 5, 6, 10, & 20,
also airport dedications, Kitty Hawk anniversaries, a wide
ranging & intrigueing collection, please be sure to inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1872 )
Extensive (mostly) Postal Entire and Postal
Card Vintage horde, substantial box accumulation comprised mostly of 19th Century used entires, along with a
lesser group of 19th Century postal cards plus a small
group of early flight covers, etc. Were guessing there are at
least 500 items here, with strong 1880's-90's entires, with
strong Iowa small town usages some printed Ads uprated
usages abroad, postal cards from the same vintage with a
strong New Jersey flavor and much more. Wonderful old
group ripe for surprises, F-VF, worth a close inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. General Collections
1873 )
Postal History on Stationery Holding, tremendous lot of postal stationery in box, 140+ covers, with
ad covers, fancy cancels, better destinations, better include
ad wrapper to Virgin Islands, used from Newfoundland with
stamp, wrapper with 5c Bureau to South Africa & several
specimen overprints, typical mixed condition, owners
prices total 6,600.00+, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1874 )
Excellent Selection of Approximately 300
19th Century Covers, beginning with a handful of
stampless, and continuing on to include some nice 1851
and 1857 usages, good Banknotes with registered usage,
some attractive postal entires, nice Bureau's and early
commemorative issue covers, etc. many lovely surprises
throughout, great old-time horde, bulk generally F-VF, well
worth a close inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1875 )
U.S. Cover Accumulation, an interesting mix
of all sorts of U.S. covers, several stampless, Confederate,
unused Patriotic, #10 & 11 group, 14, 26 group, 24, 63, 65
group including 1 patriotic, 68, 73 on circular, 93 drop rate,
bank notes, Bureau Issues, 1902 Regular issues, Washington / Franklins, First Flights, Handpainted Endangered
Species FDC, 1909 Challenger Space Mail Cover, Perforated Parks FDC set, a few foreign and other interesting
items. Generally F-VF condition.
Estimate $600 - 800
1876 )
Postal History Lot, lot of nine covers, includes
1830 Washington DC stampless, 1911 cover with WX6 on
reverse, and three #11 on cover, excellent group for the
specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1877 )
Postal History Group, group of five covers, includes #26 on campaign cover, #63 on Sanfords Opera
House allover ad cover, #319 on full color allover ad cover
front & reverse, #368 Schermack on ad cover & two JQ2 on
shipping tag, excellent lot for dealer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1878 )
Balance Of Cover Collection, 800+ covers &
cards, not really a balance, includes small Bureaus, postage dues, officials, special delivery, Prexies, Washington
Franklins & private perfs, with ad covers, fancy cancels,
better frankings, better destinations, typical mixed condition, owners prices total 29,114.00, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1879 )
US & Foreign Cover Lot, several hundred
cover in one carton, includes US FDCs with a few better
among the airmails, cacheted covers from various events
and a nice group of military covers from the 1930's through
WW2, includes nice Marine in Iceland cover, Marine seal
tied to cover, keel laying, launchings, ect, unsearched and
ripe for picking, should be worth many times our low estimate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1880 )
19th but mostly 20th century Cover Accumulation of mostly US, thousands of covers in ten cartons,
mostly 20th century, a few foreign, includes binder of
1904-1930 commemoratives, ad covers, first days, postal
cards, cacheted covers, large group of CT material including Stafford Springs, picture postcards, group of Canal
Zone, there is a great deal of common later material but this
lot should reward close inspection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1881 )
Postal History Balance, group of advertising
and early FDCs, includes US Postal Agency Siberia cover,
#294 on cover with Pan AM Expo cancel, 1895 Scott illustrated ad cover to N Dixmont ME, 1891 State of Maine
Prison Inspectors illustrated cover, should prove worthwhile, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1882 )
US First Day Cover Hoard, several thousand
FDCs in two albums and four cartons, many complete sets,
runs from addressed and not cacheted to unaddressed and
cacheted, useful material, please inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S. General Collections
1883 Hm
Extraordinary High Quality Selection,
1847-1930 (1/J78), premium quality selection of choice
mint and used U.S. including many GEM quality singles,
highlights include a gorgeous #1, 30A, 38, 114's with fancy
cancels, 115, 117, 119, 232-237, 288, 290, 294-299 complete, 305-6, 309, a select 311, and a magnificent 402,
Washington Franklins well represented including a nice
group of 1919 plerf 11's, and a 524 (no gum), there's nice
571-573, and a magnificent C3 Fast Plane variety in marvelous quality, real nice Special Delivery Issues including
E1 (no gum), E4 (never hinged), E7, and E11, finally there's
an unusally handsome J78 used plate block/6, a great lot in
a quality that's second to none, inspection will prove rewarding as there's many hidden GEMS through this
beautiful lot.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1884 Hm
Spectacular U.S. collection neatly housed in
Lindner album, 1845-1930's (9X1/O66S), a most impressive nearly complete collection missing only the major rarities, used early issues, mostly mint from there, exceptional
quality throughout with many GEM quality stamps, highlights include 9X1 (2), handsome examples of 1 &2, a huge
margined 12, a genuinely used 17 bisect on cover, 28b-29,
31-39, 67-73, 92-101 complete F grills, 112-122 complete
mint/used, 1875 Pictorial Re-Issues 126-7, 129-30, Banknote issues 137, 139, & 141, 145-155, 156-166, 182-191
and 219-229 complete, 1893 Columbians are quite handsome 230-245 complete, the $3 Columbian being a well
centered imprint single, 246-262, 264-278, choice set of
1898 Trans-Miss 285-293, a magnificent set of 300-313,
315, strong Washington Franklins, including 331-342,
348-355 (355 being a quality guide line pair), 374-382,
390-396 coils, 397-404, 414-423, 424-440, 459-480, 505
error in block/15, 498-524, 551-573, a choice White Plains
sheet 630, 658-679, Airmails are complete C1-C15 which
includes a choice set of Zeppelins (C13 & C15 N.H.), Special Deliveries complete E1-E16, complete Parcel Post Issues Q1-Q12, and a scarce group of Official stamps with
"Specimen" overprints of State Department Issues,
O58/O66S, including the scarce 6c, 12c, 24c, and 30c values in quality condition, this collection was formed by a
quality conscious collector who really took the time to select
premium quality stamps for his collection, 20 certificates of
authenticity accompany.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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U.S. General Collections
1885 Hm
Highly Useful 19th and 20th Century Collection, Late Arrival, a delightful collection containing many
valuable items, this came in after the deadline - so please
inspect, F.-V.F. some faults as one would expect.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
1886 m
Used US Collection 1851-1983, interesting
collection in Scott Minuteman Album, sparse in 19th Century with 113, 237, 238, 289, 290, then picks up with 20th
century commemoratives, few better Washington Franklins, excellent airmails with C1-6, Zepps C13-14, K1-3,
Q9-11, and ends with UN used collection, useful collection,
generally F.-V.F.
$2,240
1887 Hm
Valuable Collection on Lighthouse pages,
1852-1930's (7/E11), impressive United States collection
in extraordinary quality, virtually complete from 1888 on,
highlights include #37, 40, 72, 91, 116-121, 212-229, a
choice set od 230-245, a nice quality complete set of
Trans-Mississippi Exposition issues 285-293, 300-313, excellent Washington Franklins, including 331-342 complete,
374-382, 397-404, 414-423, 424-438, 440, 468-476,
478-480, 523-24, 547, 551-573, 630 souvenir sheet/25,
658-679, Airmail complet from C1-C15 which includes a
lovely set of Zepps, Special Deilveries are complete from
E1-E11, and a gorgeous set of Shanghai overprints
K1-K18, nice condition throughout as the collector took the
time to carefully select nice quality examples for his
collection, 3 certificates accompany, Very Fine.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
1888 Hm
Interesting collection balance, 1852-1933
(7/730), comprehensive U.S. collections loaded with many
high value stamps, highlights include #14, 27-29, 39, 86-91,
92-98, 112-118, 120-121, a few faults here and there, but
generally nice with many saleable stamps.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1889 HHHm Useful US Collection, 1857-1964, excellent
collection with many better items including #144 used,
241-245 mint, Washington Franklins need research, Prexies & Liberty mint complete, C1-3 & C5 mint, C13-15 mint
& C18 mint, all in all a useful collection affording a variety of
potentials, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1890 Hm
Useful US Collection, 1857-2005, mint & used
collection in three Scott National Postage Stamp albums,
better includes #191 used, 217 used, 229 used, 240 used,
291 used, 630 mint, 658-679 mint & used, plenty of postage, 3138 mint, C1-C6 used, C13 used, C18 mint, Special Delivery complete mint & used, Parcel Post complete
mint & used, decent Officials, mint & used Ducks, an overall
interesting collection with room for further continuation,
while some typical mixed condition on earlier may be expected, condition appears fine to very fine with mint
generally hinged, o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
1891 Hm
U.S. & U.N. Collections, 1863-1969, mint and
used in two Davo albums, with better items including; 76,
78, 69, Confederate group, 151, 217, 219-28, 230-38,
264-75, 323-27, etc., typical mixed condition mostly in classic era, generally Fine. (Scott $6,200).
Estimate $600 - 700
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1892 Hm
U.S. Collection, 1870-1959, mint and used
hinged to Scott National album, including the following
better items; 165, 205 mint, 211 mint, 208 used, 205 mint,
218 used, 226 mint, 230-39 mint, 287-8 o.g., 291 used, 299
o.g., 300-8 mint, 327 NH, 400 o.g., 551-73 o.g., 581-91 o.g.,
658-79 LH, C1-6 o.g., O53 disturbed o.g., O63 dist. o.g.,
O78-9 no gum, O88 o.g., O27 o.g., nice group of 1st - 3rd issue revenues, etc. Nice group with some mixed condition
(mostly in 19th century), generally Fine and better. (Scott
$22,963).
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
1893 Ha
Used 20th Century Block Collection,
1901-1990's, starting with Pan-American blocks to late
20th Century, including. #296, 298, 299, 397-400A, 548-50,
325, 620-21, 614-17, and more with some mixed condition,
overall fine to very fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1894 HHHm Washington-Franklin Choice Assortment,
1908-1917 (338), singles & pairs, outstanding group of
quality Washington-Franklin issues in singles and pairs, a
couple of used, includes 338 & 471 x (3) each, mint hinged
include 420 & 426 pairs, choice never hinged include 406
plate block, 435, 465, 471, 473, 474, 514-516 x (3) each,
also includes PR57 x (3), choice sound lot, except for one
PR57 (creased), tremendous lot for any show dealer who's
looking for choice mint stamps, o.g., mostly never hinged,
Very Fine.
$3,061
1895 HH/H
Washington-Franklins and More, Select Examples, 1917-1929 (503/E13), singles and blocks, impressive assortment of well centered stamps, including 503,
510-11, 514, 676, and E12 x (3) each in mint condition,
blocks of 4 include 509, 565, 671, and E13 all never hinged,
many choice handpicked stamps that would realize top dollar if offered individually, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very
Fine.
$1,314
1896 HH/H
Premium selection of a dozen items,
1917-1932 (497/723), includes blocks of four with plate
numbers of #515 (one NH), 516(two NH), 571(all four
stamps NH, 663 plate block of 4 (selvedge faults) NH, 700
plate block of 4, 497 coil simgle and 723 coil line pair, plus a
few other lessor items. Purchased in the 1960's and intact
as received, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
$1,167+
1897 HH
Collection of freaks, misperfs, and
paperfolds, 1919-1992 (499/2630), comprehensive collection with no duplication of 172 different perf shifts, offsets, imperforate between, and paper folds, one of the most
extraordinary diverse offering of these stamps obtainable, a
perfect lot for the eBay dealer looking for great material to
sell, or any collector wanting a nice foundation of freaks
from which to expand, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1898 H
U.S. Plate Block Collection, 1920's-60's,
mint, many NH, with better items that include; 2c reds,
692-701, 704-15, 740-9, 756-65, 803-34, 859-93, 1053.
Generally sound and F/VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 1,700
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U.S. General Collections
1899 HH/H
Scott National album, 1920 to 1990 virtually
complete (537/2511), meticulously assembled collection
of choice quality stamps in Showguard mounts, including
some 1922 Flate Plate issues 567-68, and 570, plus the
perf 10's 581-90, coil issues 597-606 complete except for
599A in singles and pairs, also included is a choice White
Plains sheet 630, with small hinge remnant, otherwise most
issues are mint, including a nice set of 1938 Presidentials,
and a plethera of the modern issues, o.g., mostly never
hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
1900 HH/H
US Bureau Precancel Collection, 1922 Onward, massive collection in seven albums in hingeless
pages, starts with 1922 issue to present, organized by city
and state, plus some additional material on stock pages, includes Prexies, Liberty Issue, and later definitives, there
are precancel type varieties, an overall well presented collection with strong coverage in this specialized field, some
mixed condition as to be expected, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1901 HH/H
Farley Position Blocks Plus, 1934-1935, nice
lot of mint blocks, singles, position pieces, excellent group
for internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
$6,900
1902 HH/H
Farley Plate Blocks & Souvenir Sheets,
1934-1935, lot of Farley plate blocks or souvenir sheets, includes 756-765 plate set, 750 & 751 in quantity, 740-749
three sets, one hinged and many other plates, great lot for
internet sales, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
$2,720
1903 HH)
Famous Americans Series Collection, 1940,
arranged and published by Malcolm C. Dizer, in a custom
15" by 17½" album., each stamp is represented by a FDC
and a complete mint pane of 70 with extensive write up, unusual and rare, the first time we have ever seen this item,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1904 HH
Occupied Nations Collection, 1943-44, arranged and published by Malcolm C. Dizer, in a custom 15"
by 17½" album., each stamp represented by complete mint
pane of fifty with write up and photos, probably rare, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1905 HH/H
Substantial Specialized Plate Number Coil &
Precancel Collection, 1981-2000, in seven albums, three
stockbooks and an oversized book with some loose, from
1981-2001, containing thousands of PNCs in pairs, strips of
three & five, or larger, each identified, light duplication, includes many specialists varieties some of which are unlisted: untagged, tagging varieties, perforation varieties,
Gap in pre-cancels, and every type of variety one can imagine, this in depth transportation coils collection is formidable
and includes some imperf pairs and strips, also two volumes of local precancel coils sorted by city and state, the
face alone is enormous, a PNC specialists dream lot, owner
was meticuloius and festidious about acquiring even the
most subtle variety, we note exceptional retail potential
(owner paid many hundreds of dollars per item or more
throughout and generally spared no expense in acquiring
items for the collection), certainly would be the basis for a
comprehensive base for starting this area, retail is very substantial (based just upon owners cost) and can only be appreciated once seen, please leave ample time for
inspection and you will be pleasantly surprised, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1906 HH/H
Private Vending Machine Coils Selection
(314/484), Brinkerhoff Type I, : 314, 320a, 343,
346(signed), 368, 408-9, Type II: 320(paste-up), 345, Type
IIa: 368 (strip of 4), 409, Type IIb: 408-9 (paste-up) ($1,562
catalog); Mailometer Type 1: 373; Type IV: 345 (signed),
408(paste-up strip 4), 408-9 ($194 catalog)Schermack
Type III: 314 (strip of 4); 320 (line strip of 4), 343, 344, 346,
368(paste-up strip of 4), 373, 383-4, 384(strip of 4), 408-9,
481-2, 484 ($486 catalog); US Auto Vending Type I:
344(strip of 4); Type II&III: 373 ($228 catalog), on original
stockcards as purchased from Robert Siegel, Haremr
Rooke and others, intact as received, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, generally F.-V.F.
$2,470
1907 HH
Booklet
Pane
Collection,
1900-1918
(279Bj//502b), a substantial specialized booklet pane collection of over 500 panes exhibiting an impressive selection
of different positions and varieties an outstanding opportunity for the booklet pane specialist, better items include
279Bj and 279Bk, 300b(2), 301c(6) and a nice variety of
319(24) booklet panes, o.g., never hinged or hinged, some
faults to be expected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1908 HH
Booklet and Booklet Panes, Substantial Collection, 1914-1932 (BK42//BK84), a difficult to duplicate
specialized collection of over 400 booklets and booklet
panes, the booklet panes commence with 552a and end
with 720b including a large number of different positions,
plate numbers and varieties, an outstanding group sure to
please, o.g., never hinged or hinged, some faults to be
expected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1909 HH
Booklets, Specialized Collection, 1917
(BK54-BK57), a small specialized collection of 17 booklets
exhibiting a nice selection of positions and varieties, desirable and useful group, o.g., mostly never hinged, few small
faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1910 HH
Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection,
1939-42 (BK86//BK103), a comprehensive collection of almost 300 prexie booklets and booklet panes, better items
include BK91, BK94 and BK101, examination is
recomended for this fine group, o.g., never hinged or
hinged, some faults to be expected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1916 Ha
Wines, 1942-54, 1/5c - $20 (RE108 // 203),
sheets of 100 (50 x2 of high value larger sheets),includes
RE108-13, 115-28, 130-1, 133, 135-41, 144-7, 149, 151-4,
160, 174, 180-1, 183-86, 188, 190-3, 195-6, 199-201, and
203;without gum as issued, straight edges on outside margins all around sheet, overall Very Fine (Scott $44,130).
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

1911 HH
Booklets, Substantial Specialized Collection, 1967-1996, many thousands of complete booklets
and booklet panes filling 34 albums, most of the value from
1985-1996, in 5 cartons, all neatly displayed on pages,
each item identified by plate number and position, light duplication, extremely fresh, noted individual items spotted
into the hundreds of dollars, face value is substantial, enormous six-figure catalogue value, viewing of this popular
material will prove worthwhile, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
by far the most comprehensive and specialized collection
we have had the pleasure to bring to market of this most
popular area.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

1917 HHa
1973, $5 Steller's Eiders (RW40), plate blocks
of 4, lovely group of 16 plate blocks, including RW40 (1),
RW41 (1), RW42 (6), RW43 (5), RW44 (2), and RW45 (1),
all nicely centered, face value is $320.00, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
$1,150

1912 HH
Airmail Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1928-71 (C10a//C79a), the meat of this collection is
18 C10a panes and 7 unexploded booklets exhibiting a
number of positions including some scarcer ones, the balance of this group is not to be ignored with a great variety of
booklets and panes of other airmail issues showing many
different positions, examining this collection will be a pleasure, o.g., never hinged or hinged, some faults to be
expected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1913 H
Cut Square Collection, 1853-1903, unused
and used on homemade quadrille pages, with better items
that include; U6-8 used, U11-12 unused, U13-14 used, U15
used, U17a used, U18a unused, U29 (3) unused, U33
used, U42-44 unused, W47 unused, W51 used, U67 unused, U68 used, U69-70 unused, U71-3 unused, U92 unused, U94-5 unused, U97 used, U98 unused, U99 used,
U100 unused, U101 used, U102-7 unused, U109 unused,
U146 unused, U154 unused, U169 (2) used, U176 used,
U185 unused, U195 unused, U197 unused, U200-3 unused, U206-15 unused, U217 unused, U224 unused, U240
unused, U246 unused, U286-7 unused and U346 unused.
Attractive, mostly sound collection, generally F/VF.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,000
1914 Hm
Revenues, Useful Old Time Stockbook Selection, comprised of hundreds, with good perforated first
issues, often duplicated, to the $5 values, good battleship
issues, playing cards and telegraphs, motor vehicles, stock
transfers, wines, some beer stamps, documentaries etc.
We also note some state revenues, officially sealed labels,
narcotics and more. some useful pickings here and there,
condition ranges, but much is F-VF, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1915 Ha
Wines, 1942-54, 1/5c - $20 (RE108 // 203),
sheets of 100 (50 x2 of high value larger sheets),includes
RE108-13, 115-28, 130-1, 133, 135-41, 144-7, 149, 151-4,
160, 174, 180-1, 183-86, 188, 190-3, 195-6, 199-201, and
203;without gum as issued, straight edges on outside margins all around sheet, each sheet in plastic holder, overall
Very Fine (Scott $44,130).
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
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1918 HHa
1984, $7.50 to $15.00 Duck Plate Block
wholesale grouping (RW51/RW73A), plate blocks of 4,
extremely fresh offering of modern Duck stamps, all plate
blocks/4 except a couple modern adhesive singles, includes RW51 (4), RW53 (4), & RW55 (4) each a matched
set of all plate positions, RW58, RW59, RW61, RW63,
RW65, RW70, RW72 (1) each, RW68A, RW69A, and
RW73A (1) each, face value is $1,015.00, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine.
$2,358
1919 HHa
1941 Postal Savings Stamps (PS11/WS10),
blocks of 4, group of 9 blocks of 4, including Postal Savings
stamps, PS11-15, and War Savings stamps, WS7-10, extremely fresh and choice, the PS15 block has plate no.
22732 in selvage, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
$346
1920 Hm
Back of the Book Collection, U.S. and Possessions, mint and used with better items that include;
Confederate States 2e used on piece, Shanghai mint set
(short K12 and K18), Cuba E1 used, Guam 1/13 mint, E1
mint, Philippines 212 no gum, 233-233A used, 224-5 mint,
236 mint, 237-8 used, 239 o.g., 217A mint, 340-53 o.g.,
433-46 o.g., 485-96 o.g., C18-27 o.g., E1 no gum, J5 o.g.,
Ryukyu Islands C1-3 NH. Mostly sound and generally Fine
and better. (Scott $13,191).
Estimate $2,500 - 4,000
1921 Hm
Back of the Book, Premium Selection, mint
and used in Scott specialty album, pages and stockpages,
#C22, C16, 17, plate blocks, Revenues, Ducks, Q1-12,
Postal Stationery entires and more, some faults on earlies,
but mostly fine to very fine, plenty of value here.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

U.S. Balance Lots
1922 H
Extensive United States Consignment Balance, including a large, jam-packed stockbook of many,
many hundreds, with quantities of used Banknote issues
extensive Washington-Franklins, with the occasional better
mint values popping up here and there, duplicated mint
Lexington-Concords, Wallons, Pilgrams etc, lots of Farleys,
plus coils, BOB issues with lots of used duplicated officials,
some possessions, Philatelic Exhibition labels, 3 Scott albums, a second stockbook and more. A little tough to view,
as the material is really packed in, most appears F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1923 Hm)
US Stamp Balance with Useful, interesting lot
of mint & used, better includes #30A used(faulty), 229
used, mint o.g. bureaus, 550 mint NH, 296 mint, 400A
mint & C10A mint LH, plus others, nice group should prove
useful and worth inspection, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1924 HHHm US Mint & Used Balance, useful group of US,
1961-1956, better includes reprint 10x2 Providence Provisional, #231(x8) most appear NH, mint Columbians to
#238(appears NH), 285 mint(x6), 287 mint, 288 mint, 324
block of four mint NH, 329 (x5) mint NH, 397 & 398 blocks of
four mint NH, some nice Washington Franklins mint, 578
strip of three mint NH, small group of questionable coils,
700 block of four mint NH, and small group of mint booklet
panes, many with plate numbers, with a little effort this
should prove to be profitable, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. Assortments
1925 H
US Classic Assortment (24/286), 21 items with
substantial catalog value, early classics include unused examples of #34, 35, 76, 78, and 191, plus there's a nice never
hinged selection of imprint and plate # strips, including
#264, 267, 279B, and two #286 plate # pairs, small faults,
but generally a clean lot especially the plate # pairs and
strips, F.-V.F.
$11,344
1926 Hm
Mint and Used Miscellaneous, on pages, a
nice selection from classics to Ducks, lots of $5 to $50
range material, with much fine to very fine, with faulty valued very low.
Estimate $900 - 1,200
1927 HH/H
US Mint Lot, nice lot of mint, includes O27
hinged, 78S hinged, 68S NG, block of four O83S NG,
619 NH block of four, 462 plate block of six NH, 306 NH,
517 LH, 516 NH, 219 NH, 414 LH, J34 hinged, RW29 NH,
517 NH, & 274 hinged, quite a few are VF, please inspect,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600
1928 H
Small but Useful selection (304/F1), attractive
group of 23 different, including 304-7, 334, 337, 376, 394-5,
407, 416, 418, 420, and F1, all sound and usable except for
a small thin spot on the #337, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F.
$1,120
1929 HH/H
Mint Assortment, small collection of US includes mint set of Agency in China K1-16 and Guam 1-8,10
& E1, plus $200 of US face, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S. Accumulations
1930 H
U.S. Album Carton Lot, late arrival of 6 cartons
of albums each valued at $200-$1000. Plenty of retail
value. Viewing is strongly suggested.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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1931 HH
U.S. Error Accumulation, NH, 102 pieces of
Imperf, color omitted and varieties for Scott $15,392, plus
over 64 pieces of various misperf freaks.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,000
1932 HH/H
U.S. Plate Block and Singles Mint Accumulation, with many NH, many better items with plate blocks including; C12, 537, 550, 328, 368, 367, 756-65, 740-9, 647,
621 (2), 617-9, 859-93, singles include; 399, 401 block, 402
block of 6, 399 block, 397 block of 6, 398 block of four, 234,
294-5 blocks, 299 block, 233 block, 238, etc. Nice mostly
sound group, generally F/VF.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,000
1933 H
Famous Americans Grading Accumulation
(859-893), handpicked copies from approximately 1 million
stamps each measured by a grading expert, labor fees paid
were $15,000 plus cost of stamps. Lot cost owner approximately $50,000, will sell for a fraction, possible long term investment. He graded 753 stamps to be graded 98 and 21
stamps to be graded 100.
Estimate $3,000 - 5,000
1934 H
Fresh Old Time Accumulation, virginal lot
housed in glassines containing choice handpicked stamps
in wonderful quality, highlights include plenty of Washington Franklins, including a choice 390 guide line strip/4 and
533 (2), there's a nice set of 581-591, and a pristine mint
599A pair, there's a C18 single and block/4, plus some
choice Duck stamps, inspection shows most are immaculate never hinged stamps, a great little lot.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1935 Hm
Extensive United States Accumulation, Consignment Balance, filling 4 large cartons, includes a huge
amount of face value material in the form of sheets, plates
etc, spanning the gamut from 3¢ commems to $5
definitives, with just about everything in between including
coils, booklts, safe to say, a huge amount of face. Additionally there are US and UN FDC's, vintage picture post cards,
6 binders of 1900-60's singles and plate blocks, even a bit
of foreign, highlighted by a wonderful Malaria topical collection, with unlisted impers and more. Fun lot to wade
through, warm up your calculators, a careful and through
inspection suggested.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
1936 HH
U.S. Sheet Accumulation, NH, 2 sheets of
#584, Fine with slight selvage flaws, also over 100 sheets of
634, with some electric eye sheets, some very dark, possible carmine lake. (Scott $12,850 for 584 sheets only).
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
1937 Hm
U.S. Album Page Accumulation, mint and
used with better items that include (used unless noted otherwise); 238-40 mint, 3c 1851/1857 specialized group,
banknotes, 76, 69, 78, 153, 218, 219-29, 230-40, 264-76,
285-91, 294-99, 300-311, 323-27, 397-404, 658-79 (2
sets), E1-7, Q1-12 (2 sets) and more. Some mixed condition, generally AVG/VF. (Scott $17,600).
Estimate $1,800 - 2,000
1938 HH/H
U.S. Plate Block and Single Accumulation,
mint, many NH, 803-34 (2) plate block sets, 756-65 (4) plate
block sets, 704-15 plate block set, and 8 803-34 presidential single sets. Generally sound and F/VF.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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1939 HH/H
Duck Wholesale Accumulation, mint mostly
NH, duck singles $925 face value, plus RW13, RW14,
RW25 plate blocks, mostly sound and generally F/VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
1940 Hm
Valuable Accumulation, mint and used group
consisting of two collections, a small dealer stock on cards;
an Airmail dealer stock in two stockbooks, some mixed condition should be expected, with most fine to very fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1941 HH/H
U.S. Accumulation, mostly mint, with many of
the stamps NH, with better items in quantity that include;
301 NH (10), 535 Block NH (6), 528B NH (30), 528A NH (9),
mostly sound and general F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1942 HH
Worthwhile US Mint Accumulation, with
strong emphasis on plate blocks and blocks of 4. Includes a
strong showing of Farley issues, with perf and imperf singles, pairs, blocks and plates, plus good 2¢ red, with some
better plates, Prixies, with coil pairs and strips, plus souvenir sheets, booklet panes and more. Nice variety of saleable
material, mostly F-VF, well worth inspection.
Estimate $600 - 800
1943 m
US On Paper Assortment, thousands and
thousands of stamps on paper, most closely cut, includes
commemoratives, revenues, BOB, in seventeen cartons,
inspection strongly recommended, perfect for packet
maker, spend some quality time this winter with these
stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1944 Hm)
US Accumulation Mint & Used, useful US accumulation in three cartons, includes mint singles, blocks, &
strips from 1909 to present, better used material includes
#C1-C6 and nice group of Battleship revenues including
many handstamped cancels, group of souvenir cards, condition is mixed as usual, wonderful opportunity for collectors
as well as dealers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1945 Hm
US Mint & Used Stamp Accumulation, tens of
thousands of stamps in five cartons, stamps are loose on
paper, on cards, in binders, some heavy duplication, runs
from the latter part of the 19th century to present, have not
been checked for anything, would be great for packet
maker or internet dealer, sure to please, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1946 HHHm Grandma's US Accumulation, thousands and
thousands of stamps in four cartons, in albums,
stockbooks, glassines and envelopes, an overall interesting and useful lot, mixed condition as expected, perfect for
the packet maker or internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1947 HHHm Lot of US Collections, five US collections in albums, starts with used singles collection, mint booklet and
duck collection, mint plate block collection 1976-1987, mint
single collection 1902-1988 with some useful sets and singles, and finally a mint & used collection, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1948 Hm)
Mostly US Accumulation, in one carton, includes two US collections, binder of face, mint cut square
collection 1876-1990, loose mint & used US and foreign,
US covers and FDCs, United Nations collection, something
for everybody, careful inspection should prove worthwhile,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1949 HH/H
US EFO Accumulation, stockbook with several
hundred EFOs, mostly imperf pairs or blocks of four, or
missing colors, better includes #805b, 1561a, 1951a,
2145a, 2114a and on and on, should be a treasure trove,
sure to please, inspection is a must, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, some minor faults, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S. Dealers Stocks
1950 H
Incredibly Valuable U.S. Classics Dealer
Stock (1/210), breathtaking dealer's stock consisting of
choice quality stamps neatly presented on 215 stockcards,
a tremendous group with an enormous catalog value well
into six figures, highlights include attractive used examples
of #1 (8), 15, 17 (6), 22, scarce mint stamps include 24
block, 25, rare 25 block, 27, 29 (4), 37-38, 39 (4), plus 1875
Reprints 40 (3), 43-44, along with 62B (2), 67 (2), 70b (3),
72 (4), 75 (2), 83 (7), 84 (2), 85 (5), 85B (10), 88 mint
block/9, 95 (2), 95 rare mint block/4, 100-101, 112 plate #
single, 114 block/4, mint Pictorials 115-116, 117 (4), 119
(4), 120 (4), 121 (2), 123, 126, 137, 138, unused Banknote
issues 152, 153 (3), 154, 155 (3), 162 (2), 165, 166 (4), 187,
191, 214 (2) blocks/4, and a select 216 graded XF-90, all
select stamps that would expand any serious dealer's inventory with many rare stamps, over 80 certificates of
autheticity accompany.
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
1951 H
Outstanding Wholesale Dealer Holding
(548/WO33), tremendous offering of high quality stamps on
over 250 cards, mostly mint never hinged stamps, heavy in
the 1922 Flat Plate series, including 571 (80), 572 (48), and
573 (19), plus there is a nice set of 658-679, this magnificent lot is particularly strong in Back Of The Book issues, including C1-C6, C10a unexploded booklets (3), C18's (36),
Special Deliveries E2 VF, o.g., n.h., nice Postage Dues,
and incredible selection of scarce Newspaper Stamps, including PR14, 16, 23, 57, 59, 60, 75-79, 81, 89-91, 92 (11),
93 (4), 94 (2), 95, and 108, there's a choice set of Parcel
Post issues, and a choice group of Revenues, including a
R97a, there are Duck Hunting Permit stamps, and an outstanding group of Cut Squares, including U96, U464, UO6,
9, 16, 26, 27 (2), 34, 39-42, 44, 47 (2), 58-59, 67, 71 (2), and
finally a set of Canada 162-177, the quality is extremely
high throughout, we count at least 90 certificates of authenticity, one of the most desirable wholesale dealer holdings
we have ever offered.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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1952 H
Exceptionally Choice Top Quality Dealer
Stock (216/547), one of the niceest and most comprehensive United States dealer's stock one could ever imagine,
select stamps neatly presented on 264 stockcards including a 216 imprint & plate # strip/6, 217 (2), 218 (2), 219D (2),
229, nice 1893 Columbians including 240 (2), 251,
253-255Pa blocks of four, 261A, 262-3, 277-278 (2), particularly handsome group of 1898 Trans-Mississippi issues including plate # pairs, and singles 289 (14), 290 (2), 291 (5),
along with a block/4, and a 292, choice Pan-Americans and
1902-1903 Regular issues, including 311 (5), 314 & 320
centerline blocks/4, 325 (10), 327 (2), and a truly
ouitstanding selection of Washington Franklin Issues, including a GEM 340 block/4, 341, 351 Line Pair, scarce Bluish Papers 362 (2), 395-6 Line Pairs, 399 block/4, 400A (2),
along with a block/4, 404, 412 Line Pairs (2), a GEM 420,
423 (2), 428 block/4, 439 (2), 446 pair, and (2) singles, 447
Line Pairs (2), 460, 477-479, 480 (3), 500 (3), 505 error of
color, 519 (2), 523 (2), 524 (6), and 547 (7), absolutely remarkable selection with an enormous retail value, a lot
worth close examination as there are many high quality
stamps that would realize big prices, 78 certificates of
authenticity accompany.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
1953 H
Impressive Dealer Holding (572/RW30), wonderful large dealer stock consisting of 230 stockcards
loaded with high quality mint stamps, strong in Back Of The
Book issues, including Airmail issues, Special Delivery issues including a E1 block of four, Postage Dues, outstanding Duck stamps, and even some choice Revenue issues,
there's also a 1033a Silkote paper variety, stamp after
choice stamp too numerous to mention, enormaous catalog
value in the tens of thousands, careful examination will
prove worthwhile to the dealer or collector willing to put in
the time to carfully figure this entire lot, 33 certificates of
authenticity accompany.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
1954 H
Perfect eBay lot, 296 items on cards ready to
be placed on eBay or Stamp Wants, a great lot for the
dealer looking for a comprehensive lot where the work has
already been done, the lot begins with attractive examples
of #1 & 2, there's choice 1861 issues and some really
choice 1869 Pictorials, there's nice mint examples of 30,
229, 240, 259, 291, and 312, along with a quality 298 block
of four, a choice group of errors, Duck stamps, Locals, and
Hawaii issues, a huge amount of value, all choice stamps
without any junk or filler.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
1955 Hm
U.S. Dealer Stock, mint and used in stockbook,
including C10 NH plate block, Columbian NH / LH set to 30c
(no 3c), 262 mint, 288-90 NH/VLH, 325 NH, 326 NH, 550
NH (10 stamps), various imperf and misperf errors, and
more. Generally F-VF, with some mixed condition. Inspection suggested.
Estimate $1,300 - 1,600

1958 Hm
Impressive Precancel Stock, many thousands
of precancels in glassines, envelopes and boxes, with
stamps seperated by city and state, many identified as to
Scott numer, an enormous stock that will take time to go
through, should prove to be worth the time, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worthy of further research and unchecked for perf
variations.

U.S. Face Value Lots
1959 HH
Premium Face Accumulation, NH, with face
value of $3,864 and includes high values, 1596d plate block
and Recalled Legend sheet. Great lot with plenty of retail
potential.
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
1960 HH/H
Mint US Face Accumulation, approx. 5000.00
face in three cartons in blocks, strips, full sheets, booklets
and singles, good mix, little before 1940, plenty of high values, a better than average face lot, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1961 HH
Substantial Mint US Face Value Accumulation, on a large stack of White Ace pages, in envelopes,
etc. Bulk of value lies in 13c to 32c values, plus there is an
envelope with a fair range of slightly better, some misperfs
etc. Generally VF o.g., NH, face value over $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1962 H
Large US Face Plus holding from the 3¢ and
4¢ Rate Period, in 7 Elbe Roosevelt albums composed of
mint plate blocks to large multiples, booklets and panes,
coil strips etc. you will find better airs, seven duck
stamps(Scott RW1/14 no gum to og), nice 2¢ reds, Kansas/Nebraska singles complete, nice Washington 200
Annaversary issue, Presdential issue complete with pair of
$5 and blocks to $1 and a small but useful group fo FDC's.
Set aside a bit of viewing time for this one. Overall Clean,
fresh and F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1963 H)
US Face Lot, excellent face lot, consists of plate
blocks from 1959 to present along with sheets, sheetlets,
commemorative yearsets, and a book of FDC, counted face
exceeds $2,300 plus uncounted, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1964 HH
US Postage Lot, nicely balanced lot with a total
face value of over $2,600 to the 39¢ rate period. Clean and
VF as expected.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1956 m
U.S. Dealer Stock, on stockpages, mostly used
with some better items, including; 69, 71, 72, 76, 87, 91, 96
(2), 98, 112 (2), 117 (3), 120, 153 and 11, 11A, 26, 65
Group, etc. Some mixed condition, generally Fine. (Scott
$13,963).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

1965 HH/H
US Mint Face Accumulation Plus Premium,
mostly plate blocks, with 3¢ & 4¢ up to dollar values, includes 1053 plate block, 1973-77 souvenir mint sets, few
sheets and part sheets, small lot of sheets and part sheets
stuck together, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1957 Hm
U.S. Back of Book Stock, mint and used in
stockbook, with many moderately better items ($5 to $75).
Some mixed condition, but generally F/VF. (Estimated
Scott $9,000).
Estimate $800 - 1,000

1966 HH/H
US Sheet & Coil Accumulation, lot made up of
sheets, coils, blocks and singles, values run from 3¢ to 50¢,
all fresh clean postage, total face 8,350.00+, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1967 HH/H
US Booklet & Pane Accumulation, nice lot of
all mint complete booklets and mint panes, values run from
13¢ to 55¢, total face 2,400.00 +, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1974 Hm
U.S. Possessions, 1864-1965, on pages, mint
& used collection includes Canal Zone, Guam, Hawaii with
#19 mint (stained), plus some early UN, nice group to
breakup for internet sales, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1968 HH/H
US Mint Face Stock, approx. 3,000.00 face in
sheets, blocks, strips, sheetlets and mint year sets, most of
the value in higher values, additionally there is a lot that
should be worth more than face, please view to get the total
value of this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1975 Hm
U.S. Possessions Collection, mint and used
housed in new Scott Specialty 3-ring album, sparse to moderately filled, with Canal Zone, Cuba and Hawaii. Overall attractive and generally F/VF.
Estimate $200 - 300

1969 HH/H
US Sheetlet & Pane Collection, mint face lot of
sheetlets, S/Ss and pane, good mix of higher values, total
face 2,900.00+, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1976 Hm
Canal Zone, Mint & Used Collection, excellent collection of mint & used Canal Zone, better mint includes 4-8, 14, 27-30, airmails complete, excellent postage
dues, and ends with plate blocks including C21-26, C27-31,
J25-29, not checked for varieties, needs inspection to be
truly appreciated, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
$4,100

Confederate Collections

1977 H
Canal Zone Postal Stationery, 23 mint items,
all entires, better includes U1, U2, U5, & UC1(x2), nice
clean fresh group, Very Fine.
$820

1970 )
Confederacy Collection, nice collection in
binder, starts with unused strip of 7 #11 unused and block
of 9 #11 unusedboth faulty, then moves to covers with #12
on cover(x2), #11 on cover with red cancel, pair of #6 on
cover(x3), and #4 on cover, also Jamestown VA
stampless with 10/7/61 cds, also includes 17 stampless
with Balt & Ohio RR cancel, and 9 stamped, all with southern cds, wonderful lot with plenty of valuable material, inspection is a must, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
1971 Hm)
Confederacy Collection, collection of stamps,
reprints, and covers, includes #4 mint, 8 mint(x2), pair #6
on cover with Shelbyville TN, full sheets of Springfield reprints, numerous facsimiles, and quite a bit of ephemera, interesting group, please view, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. Possessions Collections
1972 HH)
U.S. Possessions, Mint Accumulation Including Marshall Islands, Micronesia & Palau, mint &
first day covers, 1983-1990, thousands of mostly mint NH,
S/S's, booklets, blocks and strips in 15 albums plus loose,
tremendous catalog value, includes Micronesia #48-51
with inverted overprints and double overprints, local overprints on Palau booklets, with many matched set of blocks
of four and complete sheets, with several hundred
cacheted unaddressed FDC's, useful material, inspection
is a must, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1973 HHHm U.S. Possessions, Collection, nice collection
consisting of Cuba, Hawaii including # 49 mint, Puerto Rico
and Guam, also includes small group of US Postal Agency
in China and wine revenues, please inspect, should prove
worthwhile, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1978 H)
Cuba Postal Stationery, lot of 51 items, all entires, better includes U5, U6(x2), U11, U12(x2), U15, W2, a
few with printed ads, great lot for the specialist, Very Fine.
$725
1979 H)
Danish West Indies Postal Stationery, lot of
ten items, all entires, better includes U1, U1a, & UX2, all
mint, great lot for the specialist, Very Fine.
$245
1980 )
Hawaii Postal History, two covers, first has two
#76 (one faulty) on cover with 1896 Honolulu duplex and
light purple Maui cds to Brimfield MA, second is UX8
uprated with #74 with 1900 Honolulu duplex and Hilo cds to
Japan with horizontal crease, very nice lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
1981 H)
Hawaii Postal Stationery, 1884-1897, lot of 40
items, all entires, better includes U2c, U3, U5, U13, UE1,
UX1(x2), UX2(x3), UX3, UX6(x2), UX7(x3), UX9(x2), UY3
unsevered, nice group that would be difficult to duplicate,
Very Fine.
$1,900
1982 H
Hawaii Postal Stationery, mint envelopes
U7-U9, blue interiors, difficult group to find this nice, Very
Fine.
$1,450
1983 H)
Hawaii, Paid Reply Postal Cards, 1883-89
complete (UY1-UY4), complete set of mint unsevered reply cards, UY4 with mount adhesions on reverse, excellent
group that would be difficult to duplicate, Very Fine.
$1,650
1984 )
Hawaii, Picture Post Cards Collection,
1898-1940, selection of 148 cards, premium Aloha Nui and
many South Seas Curio Company editions, several real
photo, hula dancers & surfing; many Waikiki Beach scenes,
hotel scenes, street scenes, volcano views, and many
more; all but a very few pre-1940, condition generally F-VF
or better, many used.
Estimate $700 - 800
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Foreign Country Collections
1985 H)
Philippines Postal Stationery Collection,
142 items, all mint and entires, better includes U2, U4(x2),
U5, U6(x2), U7, U19(x3), U20(x3), U23(x3), U24(x3),
U25(x3), UX1(x6), UX2(x6), and UY1 unsevered (x5), an
intriguing collection perfect to expand or break up, please
inspect, Very Fine.
$1,300

1993 H
Armenia, Substantial Accumulation, including a very useful, mint, stockbook selection of many hundreds, offering strength in oveprint and surcharge issues
with multiples etc. In addition, there are some old revenues
used on document, some interstine covers, a nice mounted
collection, counterpages and more. Great od time mix,
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $600 - 700

1986 HH
United Nations and US Collection, housed in
10 Linder binders, includes 1 volume of 20th Century US
with a few better items here and there, plus 9 binders of UN,
comprised of 3 volumes singles collection of NY, Geneva
and Vienna issues and 6 volumes of plate blocks from all 3
entities with an aggregate face value in US dollars of approximately $3,000. Generally VF o.g., NH, examine.
Estimate $600 - 700

1994 Hm
Asia Collection, substantial mint and used collection in large Yvert album to 1940's with excellent showing of Malaya & States, great Thailand, India States,
Portuguese India, also Syria with scarce overprints, group
of Lebanon better mint sets, and bits of Palestine, Cyprus
and others. Much value in £20 to £100+. Patient hunting will
reap huge rewards in this one. Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

1987 HH
United Nations, Massive Mint Accumulation,
comprised of mostly recent issues in plate blocks etc. Includes lots of the modern issues you don't see that often,
and the vast majority is in New York offices. huge face
count, gentlemen, man you calculators!
Estimate $500 - 750

1995 H
Asia, Carton Accumulation, mint and used selection incl. excellent Indonesia, Timor, French India (hundreds arranged in 3 stockbooks), Hong Kong, French South
East Asia, Japan, Manchukuo, Iran and Mongolia, as with
any carton lot such as this, some mixed condition should be
expected, generally Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,400

1988 Hm)
United Nations, Comprehensive Collection,
1951-1990, 13 binders or albums filled with hundreds of
mint NH, used or first day covers, includes binder with mint
set with specimens, binder with UN Temporary Executive
Authority West New Guinea, binder of 1st days, proofs and
souvenir cards, albums with matched inscription blocks of 4
1951-1990, used set, binder of mint Geneva 1969-1990,
binder of flags, a very appealing and profitable assemblage
for the UN enthusiast, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1996 Hm
Asia, Useful Mostly Used Accumulation, of
many hundreds, housed in 3 stockbooks. hong Kong is the
best, beginning with used Vicky's to QEII, with lots of used
1935 Silver Jubilees, plus some mint Korea, Malaya and
Area, etc. No great rarities spotted, still some useful material noted, mostly F-VF, examine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1989 Hm
United Nations Collection, 1951/2007, NY,
Geneva and Vienna issues, 1990/2007 nearly complet NH
in two Lighthouse hingeless albums with some mini-sheets,
1950s/80s on Minkus pages in two vlumes, mixed mint and
used with some NH incl #38, generally F.-V.F. Estimate
$300 - 400
1990 m
United Nations Stock, 1951-1970s, in glassines, all organized, quantities to around 50 of an item, useful and seldom seen used stock.
Estimate $100 - 150
1991 H
United Nations, Mint MI Blocks Collection,
1951-1979, New York 1-35, 37-44, 278-9, 310-1, C1-4,
Geneva 1-85, never hinged, fresh and F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberely.
Estimate $100 - 150
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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1992 H
Andorra (French), Strong Mint Collection,
1931-1964, including Scott 1-77 short only 60, 114-23,
124-42, C1 and C2-4. Clean, fresh and overall VF with
much of the material either lightly hinged or never hinged.
Viewing invited., ex Amberley.
$2,750
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1997 HHHm Asia, Useful Mixed Lot, composed of a
stockbook of mint Hong Kong, mostly QEII with a little
George VI, with most of the value in NH high value
definatives and a number of complete commemorative sets
as well as a stockbook of almost all used modern Taiwan. A
clean group of a couple thousand stamps,viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
1998 Hm
Australian States on Scott Specialty Pages,
useful mint and used collection with nice range of medium
and better values, retail prices marked, generally Fine.
$12,800+
1999 Hm
[Australian States] Queensland Collection,
1860-1909, mostly used in mounts on pages with some premium including Used 1, 3, 4-6, 6A, 6F, 11, 21A-C, 30-31,
49B, 49D, 53, F1, Unused 55, Mint 7, 9, 52, 141-42, B1,
etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2000 Hm
[Australian States] South Australia Collection, 1855-1912, mostly used in mounts on pages, some
better issues scattered throughout including Used 1-3,
5-13, 45, Mint 14-15, 51, 129, 156, etc., usual mixed
conditrion, much F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2001 Hm
[Australian States] Victoria Collection,
1850-1908, mostly used in mounts on pages with better
throughout including Used 2, 3, 4, 7, 19, 74-80, 99, 120,
146-53, F1, J22-24, Mint 141, 154, 167-68, 203-05, J25-28,
etc., typical very mixed condition, otherwise Generally Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

info@kelleherauctions.com
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2002 HH
Australia, Booklet Collection, 1927-1997,
many hundreds in four volumes, early booklets present with
some duplication, includes one volume of prestige booklets, modern period has a face value that exceeds AU$
3,000++ without any premium plus the better earlier booklets, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2003 Hm
Australia, Clean Collection to 1960, mint or
used, neatly assembled on Elbe Roosevelt pages. Begins
with a nice range of used issues to the mid-1920's, strong
mint thereafter, including better items such as nimt 72-75,
96-100(2 100, shades), 124(2, shades), 130-32, 139-41,
142-44(2), 147-49, 150-51, 177-79, 218-21, O2, good
dues, plus a nice selection of 10 1950's-60's unexploded
booklets, nicely annotated. Fresh and F-VF or better, attractive old-time collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2004 Hm
Australia & States and New Zealand,
1864-1969, mint & used collection in Scott Specialty album,
better includes New South Wales B1 mint, South Australia
#2 used and excellent officials, Tasmania #2 used, with
North West Pacific Islands, New Zealand, Niue and Norfolk
Island, excellent old time collection with many shade varieties, multiples, ect., a collection that deserves some extra
time to discover the hidden gems, mixed condition on
earlier, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2005 H
Austria, Cover group, 1856-1925, 28 covers,
with a wide variety of frankings, desintations including domestic Austria, Hungary, Lombardy-Venetia, Turkey, Bulgaria, Germany and England. Inspection a must, some nice
items here, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2006 )
Austria, Cover Group, 1923-35, 10 covers or
cards, including uses abroad, mixed frankings (note Fiume,
Switzerland, Italy), airmail and more - inspect!
Estimate $100 - 150
2007 Hm
Austria, Powerful and Extensive Mostly Mint
Collection, 1850-1970, on black stock pages and identified, first issues used, Franz Josef issues well-represented
including unused 10-11a, 20, 27-33, 51-65, 70-85 including 70d Numerals Inverted, 86-105, and virtually complte
from there to 702 including Dollfuss mint and used, 428-31
mint and used (latter with cert), Semi Postals complete and
including Rotary, WIPA singles, WIPA s/s (mint and used,
plus extra mint single from s/s), Renner sheets and singles
and apparently complete through B305, Airmails through
C60, postage dues well represented -some used, a few
Newspapers- mostly used, Military including M1-68, plus
others, valuable and serious collection with ALL the key
items represented, in some cases both mint and used, a
few negligible faults but basically sound, owner purchased
many items as never hinged, which makes this an even
better lot, inspection invited, F.-V.F. overall, ex-Amberley.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2009 m
Austria, Excellent Two Volume Used Collection, 1850-1990, neatly assembled in a pair of Schaubek
albums. Includes an excellent range of premium items,
such as Scott 1(3), 2-5, 6, 6b, 17-21, 32a (XF pair), 33, 40,
41046, 70-85, 100a-27, great semi-postals like B93-98,
B106-09, B112-17, B132-37, B138-41, airs like C32-46,
C54-60 (less C55) and lengthy runs of sets surrounding.
Clean collection, F-VF, well worth inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2010 m
Austria, Selection of Semi Postals and Airmail Issues, 1920-1953, includes B11-29, 50-109, includes Rotary set and Ski set each tied to small piece,
B110, 110a, 112//286 vitually complte includes both WIPA
singles, C1-3, C4-60, all seem in excellent quality, good
catalog value and retail potential, generally Very Fine,
ex-Amberley.
Estimate $400 - 600
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2011 m
Austria, Cancel Lot, 1867-1883, cancel study
on the Franz Joseph issues of 1867-72, 1874-80 & 1883,
besides Austria proper, also includes outlying territories
and provinces lost to Italy, Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia, ect.
after WWI, many rare towns and localities, 164 stamps, 1
cover & 1 postcard mounted on descriptive cards and black
Lindner stock pages, this type of lot is rarely offered or seen,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2012 Hm
Austrian Offices in the Turkish Empire and
Crete, Selection, 1867-1914, group of mint and used comprising of 110 stamps, includes #1 with Bucarest cancel,
items incude (used unless marked) : *1-3 (various shades
and printings, 4-7, virtually every stamp represented mint or
used, some with both, also included is a nice selection of
Offices in Crete. quite useful, generally Very Fine,
ex-Amberley.
Estimate $400 - 600
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2013 Hm
Austria, France and Switzerland Collections, Switzerland collection used with Pro Juventute, Airmails, Pro Patria, regular issues and more, spans
1930s-50s duplicated sets up to 10 times or more (cat. Sfr
15,000), Austria collection o.g. and used group, cat.
€2,500, France collection housed in Schaubek album,
moderate to mostly filled, some mixed condition, still many
sound with many fine to very fine.Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2014 Hm
Austria, Liechtenstein & Switzerland,
1850-1975, mint & used collection in a Scott Specialty album, includes Austria Offices Abroad, Lombardy-Venetia
and Bosnia, useful Liechtenstein and excellent Swiss with
nice run of Seated Helvetias and Semi postals, airmails and
postage dues, and with decent officials, condition better
than usual, overall fresh and clean collection and a joy to
view, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

2008 (H)
Austria, 19th Century Collection of Mostly
Mint, some are no gum or regummed counted as no gum,
good variety, high cat., inspect, generally Fine.
Michel €13,888 ($19,027)
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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2015 Hm
Austria, Liechtenstein & Switzerland,
1850-1985, mint and used collection in two Scott Specialty
albums, includes Austria with #17 used faulty, 39 used with
excellent BOB, Switzerland with #24 used, 28 used, 29
used, 30 used, and 50 used, and a Liechtenstein collection, many mint sets are included, great opportunity to start
in this area, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2016 Hm
Baltic States, Outstanding Accumulation, including a wonderful Lithuania collection in a "Pasto Zenklu"
specialty album, beginning with a solid section of first and
second Kaunas issues and largely complete from there,
with better mint like Scott 92-92D trial printings, extensive
surcharge types, 176-88, 242-55, 256-77K perf and imperf
sets for all, B1-15, B16-29, B30-42, B43-54, C21-31,
C55-62 perf and imperf, the footnote-listed C80 with F.
Vaitkus flight overprint etc. In addition, there are 2 sheet
binders with full or part sheets from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, a nice used Estonia collection on pages, plus a powerful, neatly organized stockbook selection of many
hundreds, with dozens of premium Baltic issues in
managible quantities. Solid lot from this popular area, F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 1,500
2017 Hm
Belgium, Enticing and Valuable Collection,
1849-1963, a lovely freshness permeates throughout this
extensive collection with many elusive issues, classics are
somewhat parallel mint and used and includes some valuable duplication of some later issues, highlights include unused/mint 4, 6, 7, 8 vertical pair (faulty), 11-12, 17-22, extra
22, 23-6, 28-38, 39 used w/ cert, 41-3, 45-8, 48(2), then
used 1/39 with #39 parcel cancel, some duplication, continues with a solid run 49-123, 124-37 with duplication of another set plus two each of 5fr and 10fr, then another used
set plus additional two values of the 2fr (key value), 170a,
171, 221, continues on with 138-513 which looks complete,
includes some special S/Ss, Continues with Semi Postals
which are even more complete, B1-B735 with B84-92 and
B114-22 with special overprints, Sheetlets or S/Ss include
B68a, B106, B152-3a, B166-8a (2), B169, B178(2),
B179(2), B458a, B466A-B, B483a, B513a, B534a (2 plus a
cplt booklet, B625a, B730-1a, plus B625-37 imperfs, Airmails C1-20, CB1-3, E1-6, plus a C1-4 on flight cover, finishing with Occupation mint and used as well as some
Telegraph & Telephone stamps, a substantial and valuable
holding with many premium never hinged items throughout,
inspection will allow ones full appreciation of this collection,
fresh and F.-V.F., ex-Amberley. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2018 Hm
Belgium, Highly Complete, Mostly Mint, Parcel Post Collection, 1879-1985 (Q1//Q465), first issue is
uSed (with some faults), but from there onwards it is a veritable delight to view these seldom encountered issues in
such pristine condition, Q7-48 complete plus Q42-8 imperf,
the elusive overprints include Q49, 51, 53-55, 56-8, 59-60
with Q60 photo cert, apparently complete from that point
onwards until Q465, no need to view this gem, just bid! fresh
and F.-V.F., ex-Amberley. Michel 1.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Scans available for this lot in its
www.kelleherauctions.commemorative.
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2019 Hm
Belgium, Valuable Key Issue Semi Postal
Sets (B34//B143), comprising of four different issues:
B34-47 (4 mint and 2 used); B69-77 var Overpints (5 mint
sets); B114-22 (4 mint sets) and B132-43 (4 mint sets),
lovely selection of compact value, overprint sets mostly
signed and one with certificate, some were purchased as
never hinged (but all cataloged as hinged), impressive,
F.-V.F. or better, ex-Amberley. COB €15,280 ($20,934).
$13,220
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2020 HHHm Belgium, Comprehensive Collection, diverse
old time collection 1849-1966, with lots of extras, starts with
#1-5 used, 9 used, 74 used, 121 used, 135-137 mint, 171
S/S mint NH, 221 S/S used, B118-122 mint, B132-143
mint, B605a mint, with many of the remaining S/Ss mint
and many complete mint sets, virtually complete, please inspect, great value within, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2021 Hm
Belgium, Well Filled Mint or Used Collection,
1849-1930's, beginning with a mostly used run of classics,
including Scott 1-16, 18-22, 23-26b, 60-75, 82-91, 92-102,
B93-98, B144-50, B156-62, plus mint 59, 126-37, 172-84,
221a, Q18183, Q184,204 and much, much more. Substantial aggregate catalog value, bulk largely F-VF, examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2022 Hm
Belgium, Useful Collection, 1912-1960,
assembeled on Elbe Roosevelt pages, containing a solid
range of better values such as (mint unless noted) Scott
102, 121 used, 124-37, 171, 212-15(2), 221(2), 229-36(2),
172-84, plus used B1-16(20, B558-60(2), some good classics, plus a nice Belgian Congo section. Fresh and generally F-VF, nice old-time lot.
Estimate $500 - 750
2023 Hm
Belgium and Congo, Highly Comprehensive
Collection, 1849-1967, a vast, clean and valuable, overall
mostly mint collection of many hundreds of sets, singles
and S/S, neatly assembled in a Scott Specialty album. The
collection is approximately 95+% complete, beginning with
used classics like Scott 1-2, 3-4, 6-8, 9-12 (9 mint), 13-16
(13 mint), 18-22, 28-44, 45-48, 60-75, 82-91, 108-22, plus
outstanding mint like 92-102, 124-37, 171, 172-84, 221,
295 imperf pair, comprehensive semi-postals like B1-8,
B9-16, 48-68, 69-83, Orval Abbey footnote issue, B93-113,
B114-22, B125-31, B144-50, B156-62, B166-467 and virtually complete from there. Also included are wonderful sections of Belgian Congo, parcel posts etc. Bulk generally
F-VF, a splendid lot, well-worth inspection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2024 Hm
Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands & Colonies, 1849-1971, mint & used collection in 3 Scott Specialty
albums, includes Luxembourg with #1 & 2 used, 15 used,
many mint semi postals in sets, Netherlands with #11 used,
12 used faulty, and 53 used, Netherlands Antilles, Dutch
Indies with #1 mint and 2 used, Surinam with #11 mint,
and Belgium with #1 & 1a used, 9 used, and Belgium
Congo, a clean lot with many medium priced stamps, sure
to please, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2025 Hm
Belgium, Belgian Colonies & Luxembourg,
1849-1990, mint & used collection in Scott Specialty album,
includes excellent Belgian BOB with many parallel mint &
used issues, Belgian Congo and Ruanda Urundi, also Luxembourg with owner's cat value of 2200.00, well worth
checking, condition is mixed as usual, o.g., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2026 Hm
Bermuda, Outstanding Mostly Mint Collection to 2001, beautifully displayed in one binder, highly
complete and absolutely, loaded with premium items such
as mint Scott 1, 5, 8-9, 10(perfs clipped at left), 31-39,
40-54, 55-69, 71-79 plus shades, 100-03, 105-14, outstanding KGVI with many Gibbons listed shade varieties for
the 2sh to £1 values, plus apparently complete QEII issues.
Also includes some better used like 1-4, 6, 7, 13-15, some
nice mint blocks, and more. Fresh and generally F-VF or
better, a wonderful collection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2027 Hm
Bermuda, Nice Stockbook Selection, of hundreds in all, mint or used and often lightly duplicated, with
coverage from the Vicky's to the early 1960's. Includes a
decent range of useful sets and singles, with some cancellation potential as well. Fiscal cancels and damaged not included in the Gibbons catalog value of approx £2,100,
examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2028 Hm
British Central Asia Accumulation, mint and
used, messy group on loose album pages and stamps
sorted by stockcard and Nepal album, as well as Ceylon
group, interesting selection, with some mixed condition,
mostly in classics, but still many fine to very fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2029 H
British Commonwealth, Massive and Valuable All Mint Mostly KGVI and Early QEII Stock, an outstanding, clean and high quality stock, well-organized and
identified in glassines with most items in managible quantities. What makes this holding so special is that the value
lies in the premium issues for the most part. To list the better
items would fill pages, but some of the best show BAT
1-5(13 sets), 25-38(6), 39-42(6), 16-19(7), 45-59(10),
64-67(18), 72-75(23), Tristan 1-12(6), 1427(8), 28-41,
42-54(4), S. Georgia 1-16(5), 17-30(8), plus Gibbons listed
varieties of this issue, 17b-30b(3), Falklands 84-96(3),
99-100(2),107-20(8), 128-42(6), 122-27(2), 166-79(6),
197-209(5), 21022, 2L1-5L8(5), 1L19-33(5), Australia
365-79(6), plus excellent Antarctic Territories, Caymans
135-49(2), Christmas Island 1-10(18), 11-20(23),
39-54(16), 23-33(6), Papua 122-36(6), Rhodesia and
Nyasaland 141-55(4), St. Helena 140-52(8), 159-72(6) plus
strong Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice, nauru, Norfolk, Pitcairn 1-8(6),
11-12(2), 20-31(9), 72-84(12), and well, you get the picture.
Wonderful lot for the trader, includes a small amount of
non-QEII material as well, largely VF og, bulk NH, a joy to
review.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2030 Hm
British Commonwealth, Massive Dealers
“Inventory Reduction” Stock, a very substantial, generally clean and exceedingly well presented dealer stock with
each item on a black 3x5 stockcard in its own individual
glassine. The coverage is universal, and spans from better
Victoria issues through the early QEII years. As most "units"
are premium, individual lots, and there are hundreds in all,
to list the quantities of "better" items would fill a page, but it
is safe to assume the better sections include Australia, Bahamas, Bermuda,Cape of Good hope, with a nice surface
printed section, extensive Gambia Cameos, strong
Falklands, Grenada, GB proper, with watermark varieties,
etc, nevis, Turks, Hong Kong, Fiji, South Africa, St Helena,
excellent St Vincent and many others. Everything is annotated and more or less ready to go, huge agregate value,
bulk generally F-VF, a wonderful lot for the trader,
inspection invited.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2031 Hm
British Commonwealth, Vast and Valuable
14 Volume Collection to 1960, alphabetically assembled
in 14 Elbe Roosevelt albums. Virually every country is represented, with just a sampling showing Scott (mint unless
noted) Aden 36-46, Seiyun 20-27, Mokalla 20-27, Antiqua
25-30, 67-76, 107-21, Ascension 17, 23-32, 62-74, Bahrain
1-13, 96-98, Bahamas 85-89, 158-73, Barbados 9 used
strip of 3, Basutoland 1-9, 46-56, Bechuanaland 105-15,
124-36, 154-65, Bermuda, with good earlies, plus 51,
126-28, 143-62, British Guiana used 50-54, plus mint
21--22, 253-67, Brunei 37, 38 and many River Scene views,
largely complete Burma, Caymans 69-79, 85-95, 135-49,
nice groups of Cook islands, Ceylon, Cyprus 125-35,
158059, 168-82, 183-97, excellent Falklands like 4, 5-6,
17-18, 30-39, 54-62, 65-74, 107-20, 128-42, 1L19-30, one
entire volume of malaya, Singapore and Straits Settlements, excellent ireland, with booklts, coils and hihg values,
strong Hong Kong, Sierra Leone, papua and new Guinea,
Zanzibar, Turks Islands, Tonga, New Zealand, Iraq, Grenada, Nauru 17-30a, natal 81-96, Solomons 1-7(1-2 used),
67-79, 89-105, strong Malta, North Borneo, Nyasaland
Priotectorate and much, much more. A marvelous lot, huge
aggregate catalog value, inspection invited.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

www.kelleherauctions.com

For more British Commonwealth collections,
including a massive S.G. £80,000 balance lot,
see lots 1153 and 1154.
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2032 Hm
British Commonwealth, 1840-1980, mint and
used collection in seven Scott Specialty albums, includes
Aden, Aitutaki, Antigua with #21-30 mint, Ascension, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Basutoland, Batum,
Bechuanaland, Bermuda, British Antarctic Territory, British
Central Africa, British East Africa, British Guiana, British
Honduras with #1 mint & #2 used, British Solomon Islands,
Brunei, Burma #13-15 mint, Cameroons, Cape of Good
Hope, Cayman Islands, Ceylon #27 used, #49 used, #52
used, Cook Islands #9-14 mint, Cyprus #159 used, Dominica #1 mint, East Africa & Uganda #25-27 mint, Falkland
Islands & Dependencies, Fiji #33 mint, Gambia #20-39
mint, Ghana, Gibraltar, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Gold
Coast, Grenada, Hong Kong #178-179 used, extensive India, Iraq, Ireland, Jamaica, Kenya, Kenya Uganda
Tanganyika, Kuwait, Labuan, Lagos, Leeward Islands,Malaya #1-6 mint, Maldive Island, Malta #21 used,
Montserrat, Natal, New Guinea, New Hebrides, Niger
Coast, North Borneo, Pakistan, Pitcairn Islands, Rhodesia
& Nyasaland, St. Christopher, St. Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis,
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Samoa, Sarawak, Somaliland Protectorate, excellent and deep Seychelles, Sierra Leone,
Singapore, great Straits Settlements with #5 used & 88
used, Trinadad #56 used, Zanzibar and Zululand with
Great Britain #1 used, #53(x3) used faulty, #65 used, and
in depth Officials, an incredible collection with many shade
varieties, multiples and parallel mint & used runs, please
leave plenty of time to inspect this lot, sure to be worth
multiples of our low estimate, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

2035 Hm
British Commonwealth, Meaty Collection, on
Scott Specialty pages, primarily with classics to early
1970's, quite well filled with great value in Edward VII to
Elizabeth definatives, many sets to 10/-, £1, etc. and to hundreds of £ each. Note Fiji, Leeward Islands, Mauritius,
North Borneo (this one on Vario stock pages), Nigeria, Rhodesia, Singapore, South and South West Africa, Sierra Leone, South Australia and Virgin Islands. SWA has 1st
pictorial pairs set to 20/- mint and used, VF, South Africa
has 1st pictorial pairs to 10/- mint (5/- used), and there are
many more highlights to numerous to list. Huge catalog
value, great value here!
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

2033 H
British Commonwealth, Powerful All mint
Selection of Premium Issues, a fabulous, clean and valuable all mint selection of premium items only, mostly KEVIII
to the early QEII years, with each item on it's own 3x5 black
stockcard. To list all the better would fill a page, but a solid
overview shows Seychelles 1-12, Rhodesia 16-17, Gibraltar 107-18, Barbados 79(20, 81-89, 90-101, 102-08(2),
16-26, Bermuda 18-25, 55-69(2), 71-79, 105-14(4),
133-34, 143-62(2), 255-57(4), Bahrain 130-40, BAT 24,
Falklands 84-96, 107-20, 128-42, 166-79, 1L19-33(2),
Gambia 1, Leewards 29-40, Solomons 67-79, 128-42(2),
J1-8(2), Newfoundland 98-103, 104-14(3), 183-99(2),
212-25, C2, C6-8, Bahamas 85-89(2), 110-13, 158-73(3)
and, well, you get the idea. A wonderful lot of popular material, superb lot for the trader, fresh and F-VF or better,
inspection invited.
Estimate $6,000 - 7,000

2038 Hm
British Commonwealth, Excellent Two Volume Collection, 1840-1936, neatly assembled in a lovely
pair of Gibbons "New Imperial" albums. There is a wealth of
value here, beginning with excellent, mostly used GB
proper, starting with Scott 1-2(two of each), and including a
virtually complete 1p red plate number section, plus strong
line engraved and surface print issues, Officials and more.
Better colonies include Australia, Bermuda, Canada, India
and States, Gibraltar, hong Kong, Malta, British Levant,
NSW, New Zealand, St Lucia, St Vincent, South Africa, Victoria, Western Australia and others. Very considerable aggregate catalog value, bulk generall F-VF nice lot, well
worth a careful review.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2034 Hm
British Commonwealth, Extensive and Valuable Mint or Used Accumulation, a large carton accumulation featuring dozens of useful country selections, better
individual sets and singles etc. We note a glassine box full
of better nearly all mint KGVI and early QEII sets and singles offering a wealth of premium items. We also find 4
Scott albums, with good Cyprus, a stockbook including
good Hong Kong, Ceylon, strong Victoria, Western Australia from Scott 1 on, South Africa with bi-lingual pairs, Samo,
Papua, good Canada and Newfoundland, Australia and Ireland plus much, much more. Substantial lot of popular material largely F-VF or better, a careful inspection invited.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
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2036 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mint Collection to
1950, hinged and n.h. fabulous oldtime group albeit unorthodox presentation, great lot for one who knows Commonwealth and can find all the good stamps that others
overlook, study this lot and you will be rewarded, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2037 Hm
British Commonwealth, Beautiful Overall
Mostly Mint KGVI Collection, of many hundreds, assembled in a nice Gibbons KGVI album. This attractive collection is largely complete, including nice sections of
Ascension, Australia, Falklands, Nyasaland, St helena,
pitcairn, india, GB and Offices, Sierra Leone, Gibraltar,
Northern Rhodesia, Canada and others. Loads of premium
sets and singles, a splendid lot of this ever popular reign,
generally fresh and F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2039 m
British Commonwealth, 7 Volume Scott Specialty Collection, used, clean collection to 1960. Intermittent useful ranges with value in £5 t o £50 range items,
including some definitive sets to £1 values, all useful classics. (Stanley Gibbons estimate £18,000 - £20,000).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2040 Hm
British Commonwealth Collection, mint and
used collection housed in 5 Scott International albums
sparse to moderately filled, some mixed condition, overall
Fine and better.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2041 Hm
British Commonwealth A-Z, 1841-1966, mint
& used collection in seven Scott Specialty albums, with
good showing of Great Britain, BOB and Agencies, Australia and States, Canada and Provinces, Hong Kong, ect.,
better includes Barbados B1a mint, Bechuanaland #8 & 26
mint, British Central Africa #55 used faulty, British Guiana
#24 used & O3 used, Canada #50-54, 56-60 mint with #57
NH, excellent large & small Queens with #35a mint,
#96-103 mint and excellent BOB, good Cape of Good
Hope, Cayman Islands #7 mint, useful Falkland Islands &
Dependencies, Gambia #10 mint, Gibraltar #54 used,
Gold Coast #55 used, extensive Grenada, Hong Kong
#178-179 mint, wonderful Jamaica, Malta and New Zealand, extensive Straits Settlements & Zululand #22 mint, a
real old time collection with many extras, save some time to
inspect, many hidden gems lie within, o.g., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2042 Hm
British Commonwealth, Excellent Mostly
Used KGVI Collection, housed in a nice Gibbons KGVI album, very well filled throughout including better sections of
Australia, KUT, hong Kong, India and States, GB proper,
Gibraltar, Ceylon, Newfoundland and many others. Very
substantial, aggregate catalog value, generally F-VF, a
lovely lot in its own right, yet well-suited for further
expansion.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2043 m
British Commonwealth, Collectors Duplicates, packed into glassine box and brimming with useful
individual items and sets, all identified by Scott number, an
advanced collector's last twenty years of duplicates and
some of the highlights includes GB Offices in China 1-8, 12,
Bahamas 11-2, Bahrain 12-4, Barbados 41, Basutoland
1-9, Bermuda 94, 128, Br Honduras 17, 20, Br Solomon
67-79, Brunei N #s, Burma 1//17, Cape Mafeking 163-4,
167-8, 171-4, Vryburg N2, Cook 38, Dominica 4, 49, 85,
Falkland 6, 8, 16, 64 (£1) cats $375+, 95, Fiji 75, Gambia
12-9, 132-43, Gibraltar 29-35, 88, Grenada 4, 6, Hong Kong
5, 64-65, 166-66A, 179, various Ireland incl 77, Jamaica
139, Lagos 6a, 19-19a, 61//81, Malaya 10, Penang 50//64
plus others, Mauritius 41, Newfie 32, N Nigeria 7, 49, NW
Pacific 27-8, 45, BCA 23-5, Nyasaland Prot 47-50, 65a, Papua 40, 122-36, PEI 4-5, 13, Rhodesia 47, 107 mint, St Helena 4, St Kitts 34, St Lucia 24, St Vincent 14, 15, 47,
156-69, Tanganyika various, Virgin Islands 1, 2, 29-37,
76//87, Zanzibar 14-6, 20, 24, 33, 90, Quite useful and although there are a few faults, in spot-checking we did not
find any, very useful and desirebale area which is strong in
British Africa, will reward the serious viewer and will be invaluable to filling British wantlists (as many are the elusive
inexpensive and undervalued items) or retail/internet sales,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2044 Hm
British Commonwealth, Premium Selection,
comprised of mostly mint KGVI issues, though some nice
earlier material noted as well. Highlights include Canada
Scott85 NH imprint block of 8, 256-62 plate blocks, some
nice south Africa bilingual pairs, Antiqua 84-95, GB 2 used,
new Zealand 145-59 complete in used blocks of 4, good
KUT with perf varieties and much, much more. Much premium material throughout, with everything on 3x5 black
stockcards, F-VF examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2045 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Collection, in two stockbooks, with each issue sorted by country with many older, some better, some mixed condition,
that add up to huge catalog value, including New Zealand
Chalon Heads, Australian States, India, Ceylon, etc,
generally Fine.
Estimate $1,400 - 1,600
2046 HH
British Commonwealth, meaty mostly NH, in 2
stockbooks with huge value in omnibus; 1937 Coronation,
1949 UPU, all 1960's with Red Cross, Freedom from Hunger, Churchill, UNESCO, WHO, ICY and more, 1935 Jubilee very near complete (including Ascension, Hong Kong,
and other goodies) plus some Queen Elizabeth definatives
and good Channel Island material. Nearly all NH, except for
'35 Jubilees (some are NH) and occasional odd
non-omnibus items.
Estimate $1,400 - 1,800
2047 Hm
British Commonwealth, Useful Wide Ranging Accumulation, assembled in 9 stockbooks, plus an album. Includes a nicely filled, mint or used Canada collection
to the mid-1980's in a Lighthouse hingeless album, plus a
stockbook selection of Canada and Newfoundland duplicates, the former strong from the Small Queens through
BOB issues. Additionally we find several stockbooks, including 2 volumes of mostly used Ireland, lots of useful
KGVI items, seperate volumes of modern mint British, plus
modern East Africa issues and much, much more. Loads of
useful items throughout, generally F-VF, well worth a close
inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2048 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mish Mash, with lots
of mint incl. stock and good sets, note Norfolk Islands with
sets to 10/-, scarce 10/- specimen overprint, etc., worth a
careful look, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2049 m
British Commonwealth, Mostly Used Collection, mostly used collection on quadrille pages incl. Bermuda, Grenada, St. Vincent, Mauritius and Jamaica,
mostly fine to very fine. SG approximately £8,000
($12,560).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2050 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Accumulation, in Minkus album along with various loose album pages and other loose items. Countries incl. Australia
(contains 1971 used block of 25), Turks & Caicos, Trinidad
& Tobago, Grenada, Leewards, Montserrat, St. Christopher, Nevis & Anguilla, and St. Lucia, plenty of value in sets
and sets, with some faults (mostly on classics), mostly fine
to very fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2051 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Lovely Mint QEII Selection, neatly assembled by set on a group of stockcards.
Virtually all are different, and most are from the 1950's and
60's, with strenth in $10-$40 items. Few items in duplicate,
good lot for easy resale, fresh and F-VF, Gibbons catalog
value approx £1,500.
Estimate $500 - 600
2052 Hm
British Commonwealth, Two Volume "New
Imperial" Collection, 1840-1936, mostly used, housed in
a nice quality pair of albums. Overall, the coverage is
mixed, but does include some nice GB proper, Australia
and States, and others. Some nice pickings throughout, but
well suited for further expansion, inspection invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2053 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mint Lot, nice group
of British Commonwealth on quadrille pages, better includes Australia #179 mint, New Zealand O76-86, Solomon Island J1-J8, Gilbert & Ellice J1-J8, nice Egypt and
Zanzibar, collection appears NH in Crystal mounts, but
some have stains from tape, worth checking out, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2054 Hm)
British Commonwealth Trove, carton filled
with British Commonwealth material, mostly 20th century,
includes binder with Ireland stamps & covers, nice group of
Channel Islands, needs inspection, plenty of nice material
present, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2055 HH
British Commonwealth, Modern Errors, n.h.
wholesale group, with many imperf, invert and color missing
error incl. many interesting topical items as well as a few dubious classics, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2056 m)
British Commonwealth, Mixed Up Tail End of
Consignment Accumulation, composed of 76 different
Gibraltar FDC's and a few stock sheets of of mostly used
QEII GB and Commonwealth including sections of GB mint
definative and sets as well as some labels and revenues
and a nice selection of Ireland to a mint £1 definative. Condition varies especialy the few 19th century otherwise F-VF,
examination a must.
Estimate $150 - 200
2057 H
British Offices Abroad, beautiful and fresh
mint collection on printed pages with North Africa George VI
complete Morocco with George V and Edward VII 10/- overprinted mint, Offices in Turkey to 10/- overprinted, also included are Channel Islands mint Queen Elizabeth II 1st
definitive and postage dues are complete including both
perfs of Guernsey 10/-, £1. Lovely collection worth a minute
or two to view!
Estimate $800 - 1,000
2058 HH
British Omnibus Issues Accumulation, mint
(mostly n.h.) on stockpages, incl. Freedom from Hunger,
Red Cross, 3 1937 Coronation sets and a partial Silver Jubilee set, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2059 H
British Omnibus Issues, 1935 Silver Jubilee
issue, the complete set mounted on pages (Should come
off LH), plus an apparently complete 1937 Coronation.
Generally Very Fine, o.g.
SG £1,255 ($1,970)
2060 H
Burma, Lovely Mint Collection with Japanese
Occupations
(34/150,
O116-25,
51-63,
2N29/2N64), in a stockbook comprising of most issues until
1950's, includes some light duplication, pairs and blocks of
some, nice Oficials and Japanese Occupations, those that
we spot-checked were never hinged, very clean and fresh,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

2062 H
[Canadian
Provinces]
Newfoundland,
Splendid Mint Collection, housed on Scott Specialty
pages, loaded with premium, mint sets like Scott 61-74,
98-103, 104-14, 115-26, 183-99, 212-25, C2-3, C6-11,
C12, C13-17, C18 etc. Wonderful lot, fresh and F-VF or
better, examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2063 Hm
[Canadian Provinces] Newfoundland, Valuable Old-Time Collection, mint or used, assembled on
Elbe Roosevelt pages. We note an excellent range of mint
material such as Scott 11A, 28, 31(2), 32, 37, 38, 43-48,
57-59, 61-74, 81-85, 124-26, 129(5), 131-44 (few low values used), 145-59, 163-71, 172-82, 183-99, 212-25(2),
C6-8(2), C13-17, plus a fair range of better mint duplicates,
lots of good used values and more. Fresh and generally
F-VF or better. Nice old-time lot.
Estimate $500 - 600
2064 Hm
[Canadian Provinces] Nova Scotia Lot, includes used 1(x2 one badly damaged), used(x2), 2 (x2),
used 4 (x2), mint 8(x6),mint 9(x5) plus used (x1), used
10(x6), mint 11(x4), mint 12(x5) plus used(x1), and mint
13(x5) plus used (x1), few small faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
$3,673
2065 Hm
Canada, Powerful Collection to 1952, mint
and used with great representation of early items including
1, 2, 4, 5a, 8, 10-12, 16, laid paper 31, 33, Jubilees complete mint except for $2, $4, $5 which are used, Admirals
complete except for 10c plum and 50c. All good $1 value official overprints complete, 4 hole perf officials complete,
War Tax including 5c, 20c (2), 50c overprint. Condition on
earlier is mixed, but later Queen Victoria on generally F-VF.
(Cat $60,000+).
Estimate $8,000 - 9,000
2066 Hm
Canada, Mint and Used Stock, each sorted by
issue and into mint and used condition, many better, vast
majority of value mint, with values from $20 to $300 each,
F.-V.F.
$36,000 ++
2067 H
Canada, Outstanding Nice Quality Mint Collection, 1851-1968, largely complete from 1879, with the
owner purchasing the vast majority of items in the 1950's
and 60's. The collection is housed in a Scott Specialty album. Includes a Scott 1 used, the only used stamp present,
then onto runs of premium mint items like 15,26, 30, 34-36,
40, 41-43, 45-47, lovely Jubilees complete, less only the $3
value, 66-72, 74-84, 89-95, 96-103, 123-24, 131-33, the
1911-1925 Admiral issue complete, including some very
choice quality exampls, 149-59, with the high values NH,
162-77, 178-83, and complete from there on. We also note
lovely BOB includingO1-4, O6-11 (2), O16-25, O26-49,
F1-3, E1-11, EO1-2, J1-5, J6-10 etc. A splendid, generally
clean lot, fresh and F-VF, with lots of select quality items to
be found, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2061 HH
Cambodia, Attractive Collection of Imperfs
and Deluxe Proofs, 1972-72, small stockbook filled with issues of the Khmer Republic period, mostly beautiful engravings produced by the French Printing Bureau, excellent
topical value and generally immaculate condition, Very
Fine, inspection will prove rewarding.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2068 Hm
Canada, Pow erful Collection, 1893-1960, assembled in an Elbe Roosevelt album. Begins with a fairly
representative range of classics, mint or used with occasional duplication, and includes lots of multiples, booklets,
coils etc. Highlights include mint Scott 46-47, 56, 57, 59, 73,
81, 116-18, 119(3), 120, 122(30, 129-30(pairs), 133 pair,
136-38 pairs, or block of 4, 139-40, 146-48 blocks of 4,
160-61 singles and 2 sets of pairs, 149-59, plus 158 block of
4 VF, bottom stamps NH, and extra 159, 162-77, 178-83,
205-07 pairs, 217-27, plus 223-27 blocks of 4 and substantially complete from there, with some better blocks such as
273. We also note premium used items like 4, 14, 15(5), 17,
19, nice large and small Queens, 58(2), 59, 60, 62, 84,
89-95 plus strong BOB, with airs, officials and dues etc.
Lovely old-time lot, fresh and F-VF, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2069 Hm
Canada Stock, housed in two stockbooks, mint
and used, some mixed condition, with 1859 issues, large
queens, small queens, Jubilees to 20c mint and 50c used,
Victoria oak leafs used to 20c, Quebec Tercentenary to
20c, Admirals to $1, 1928 George V set to $1 with 4 copies
of Bluenose and 8 copies of Parliament, other long definitive sets to $1, etc., generally Fine. (estimate Scott $18,000
- $20,000).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2070 Hm
Canada Collection, 1859-1984, mostly used to
Victoria Oak Leafs, mint and used to late 30's, mostly mint
after, on Lighthouse pages, with better items that include;
1859 issue complete, complete large queens, small queens
complete, mint 1897 Jubilees to 20c, mint Quebec Tercentenary set (7c used), mint and used Victoria Oak Leafs, Edward VII used set, Admirals mint and used to $1 with most
coils and imperfs, 1928 George V mint (Bluenose and Parliament used), 1930 George V to $1 (missing 2c Green, 50c
Museum & $1 Mt. Cavell used), F3 mint regummed, mint
and used complete Special Delivery incl; E1 mint, E2 mint,
various War Tax perf varieties, overprinted officials, airmails, other mint and used long definitive 1930's - 40's sets
to $1 and more including plenty of face value postage.
Some mixed condition in classics, generally F/VF.
Estimate $1,100 - 1,300
2071 Hm
Canada, Premium Selection, of mint and used
on stockcards, most cat. $25 to $700 range, some mixed
condition, most fine to very fine. Unitrade C$10,000
($10,170).
Estimate $900 - 1,100
2072 HHHm Canada, Valuable Collection, extensive collection, used and mint up to 1924, then generally mint and
complete, excellent King Georges, after 1932 complete
commemoratives mint, air mails complete mint, wonderful
opportunity to expand or breal up, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2073 HH/H
Canada Nice Coils Mint Stock, mostly NH QE
II period singles, pairs and strips incl some partial rolls, includes 228 (51 incl 13 NH), 297-98 rolls of 500, 333 (447),
406 roll of 500, 466 (200), mostly F-VF, Scott $11,250+.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2074 HHHm Canada, Useful 20th Century Collection of
Mostly Mint, composed of a few hundred in a album and
binder. nice range of material with better like, mint unless
noted, Scott 149-52 used, 158, 177, 217-27(2), 241-45(2),
249-62 and appears complete from there to 1978 with a
nice group of officials as well as numerous paper and tagging varieties. A fresh, clean F-VF unit, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2075 Hm
Canada, Almost all Used Collection on Well
Filled Album Pages, 1859-1965, appears short only a
handful of items with strong BOB including a nice run of officials. Condition can vary but good value to be found like a
mint Blue Nose and a few mint blocks, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2076 Hm
Canada & Provinces Collection, strong mint
and used collection in Scott hingeless album to 1970's. Just
a few highlights include Jubilees complete to $5 mostly
used, Quebec mint 5c to 15c, used 20c, mint Bluenose, $1
Cavell, official overprints used complete to 1953, good
provinces and New Brunswick 1 used, Newfoundland 73
mint, 110 mint, 163-81 mint, C8 mint, C13-17 mint. (Scott
$27,639).
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
2077 Hm
Canada & Provinces, excellent assortment of
100+ Canadian stamps, better mint includes 86 block of 4
with bottom 2 NH, 54 NH, 158 LH, 177 LH, with plenty of
complete sets & dollar values, better used includes 58-60,
Newfoundland includes mint Sir Humphrey Gilbert issue
complete, fresh group sure to please, o.g, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2078 Hm
Canada & Provinces, 1860-1982, mint and
used collection in Scott Specialty album, includes Canada
#17a & 17b used, many shade varieties among the Large &
Small Queens, nice BOB, Provinces are mixed condition
with some better shade varieties, a useful collection to build
upon or break up, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2079 Hm
Canada & Provinces, Small Accumulation
with Strength in Canada, housed in a album, stockbook
and some album pages. Nothing major here but with good
midrange value scattered thoughout making a quick review
a must. Overall F-VF, examine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2080 m
Cape of Good Hope, Old Time Triangle's Collection, on pages, around 60 stamps and includes 4 pairs,
1p (11 singles and a pair); 4p (36 and a pair), 6p (8 singles
and 2 pairs), 1sh (5 including 2 emeralds), some very nice
quality plus the usual less attractive quality, since this came
in late and is fully intact we strongly suggest viewing, nicer
than the usual triangle lots and high catalog value, generally F.-V.F. appearance. $10,000 plus, as most common
2081 Hm
Ceylon, Substantial Selection, mostly used,
and identified by Gibbons numbers on a series of black
stockcards. Includes many better values like used, Gibbons
2(2), 2a, 3(2), 3a, 5, 6(2), 6A, 9, 17(mint, plus 2 used), 21,
23, 26(2), 31(2), 33b, 40(2), 41A, 43, 48(3 mint), 50d, some
nice surcharges, 201b(2 mint), and lots more through the
KGV years. The current Gibbons catalog value exceeds
£8,500 with some questionable items not included. Condition ranges, examine.
Estimate $750 - 800
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2082 H
China, Early Nationalist Collection, clean
mint collection with some duplication neatly arranged on
Vario pages, including good early sets to $5 plus good
slightly later with Emperors (2), Fruit (3), Masks, etc. Lovely
collection worth a good view.
Estimate $2,400 - 2,800
2083 Hm
China, 1878-1972, mint & used collection in
Scott Specialty album with #1 mint & used, #3 mint &
used, #5 used, #9 used, excellent later Imperial issues
plus Nationalist Republic, Provinces, Taiwan, People's Republic, Shanghai, tremendous retail potential, please leave
sufficient time for viewing, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2084 Hm
China Empire & Republic Collection, on
loose Scott pages, mint and used, with some slightly better
including 5c greenish yellow Imperial Dragon and $1 Wild
Goose, condition is generally sound, F/VF.
Estimate $1,400 - 1,600
2085 Hm
China, Mixed Up Stockbook Accumulation,
comprised of hundreds, mostly used, in no apparent order,
but we note lots of used Junk issues, early postage dues,
various SYS issues, early Taiwan and PRC, etc. Some
good cancellation potential here, bulk appear F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $200 - 250
2086 HH
China (People's Republic), Mostly New Issues, NH group of sets, sheetlets and souvenir sheets,
many hard to get issues from mid 1990's to 2010, VF (Scott
$3,159).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2087 Hm
China (People's Republic), Beautiful Comprehensive Collection, 1985-2009, housed in 4 pristine
Lighthouse hingeless albums complete with slipcases.
Coverage is virtually complete and in addition, there are
many booklets and 50 sets of Scott 1905-10. Routinely VF
og NH, nice lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2088 HH
China (Taiwan), Mostly New Issues, NH
group of sets, sheetlets and souvenir sheets, many hard to
get issues from mid to late 1990's, VF (Scott $1,021).
Estimate $350 - 450
2089 Hm
Congo Collection, mint and used from Belgium
Congo to Zaire on stockpages and album pages, inspect,
generally F.-V.F. Michel approximately €2,200 ($3,014).
Estimate $300 - 400
2090 H
Cuba Collection, 1856-1961, attractive mint
collection, mostly sound, neatly mounted in home made
springback album with nice topical sets including Bird Airmails, Butterflies, Fish, both airplane air mail sets and more
as well as some early issues.
Estimate $700 - 800
2091 Hm
Cuba, Large Mint and Used Post Revolution
Stock, impressive duplicated stock of thousands neatly assembled in 5 like new Leuchtturm spring back binders between mid 1960's to late 1990's. Clean, fresh and overall
VF, with owners Scott catalog value of between $25,000
and $30,000, many useful topicals, seldom offered material
that has great potential, well worth a quick review and bid.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2092 Hm
Czechoslovakia, A Magnificent Specialized
Holding, an incredible, wide-ranging holding of many
hunreds of specialty pieces running the gamut from straight
forward, listed rarities, with many of these key items signed
Gilbert, Mikulski and others, or with BPP certificates, to
proofs, listed or unlisted varieties, covers, multiples, essays
and printers waste. This holding is perfectly presented in 5
Safe binders making viewing a pleasure, and begins with an
amazint assemblege of the first issue Hradany Castles,
which is astounding in its scope, and continues on through
the 1920 Pres. Masaryk issues, the 1920 definitive series,
the 1925 Masaryk issue, 1st and 2nd issue airmails, with
unlisted values, multiples, inverts, Michel-listed Local Revolution issues with varieties, E. Silesia, Bohemia and
Moravia, etc. The elusive 1919 posta Ceskoslovenska
semipostals are by far the best we have ever offered, including individual rarities such as B33, strip of 3, a tremendous rarity, signed Mikulski, B19a(2), multiples, double
overprints, Michel-listed varieties, and much more. Coverage extends by issue to the 1960's, which includes some
rare modern material as well. Many covers accent this
holding, generally F-VF or better viewing to fully appreciate.
Estimate $35,000 - 40,000
2093 Hm
Czechoslovakia, Extraordinary Archival Selection, 1920-1937, an amazing selection comprised of
many hundreds of scarce items, not the usual asseblege of
printers waste items (though a small amount of those present), but comprised of scarce-to-rare footnote-listed
imperfs, rare essays and proofs, unadopted designs, etc.
Many issues are represented spanning the above mentioned years, from the first issue castles through a wide
range of President Masaryk types, to airmails, semi-postals
and newspaper stamps. All the items are already broken
down into 80 individual lots and this lot is well-suited for either the advanced specialist or the trader. An incredible lot
to duplicate, largely Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2094 Hm)
Czechoslovakia, Attractive Collection, extensive group of material with mint & used stamps, covers,
cards, S/Ss and ephemera in three cartons, in twelve binders and loose, lots of better items with many useful items,
excellent write ups for much of the collection, some
non-Scott itrms., the perfect lot for the Czechoslovakia enthusiast and includes several specialized catalogs and
blank albums to which the collector never mounted, excellent for expansion, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2095 HH
Denmark, Delightful Booklet Collection,
composed of 53 booklets running to 1990 with many better
including Facit H8, H9, H12, H14b plus much more with a
total owners catalog value of SK44,000 = $9,000++. An
overall clean and F-VF lot and one that will be a great addition to an expanding specialists collection or for breakdown.
Well worth a careful review. ex Amberly.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2096 Hm
Denmark & Faroe Islands, Mint & Used Collection, 1854-1984, with many of the early issues both mint
and used, parallel, a few certificates, unused includes 2,
3-6, 7-8, 9, 11-5, many of the numerals and regular issues,
82, 85-96, 97-137, 138 onwards appears complete, plus a
few S/Ss, Semi Postals B1-65 complete, Airmails C1-10
(purchased as NH), J1-24, also includes 27 var inverted
frame, used includes a nice array of classics, many VF and
useful including duplication of the high values, also includes
a set purchased as 11b, 12b & 15b, Plus Faroe Islands #1
mint and tied to piece as well as #2-5 used plus a few S/Ss,
a valuable holding and worthy of examination, generally
F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Scans available for this
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2097 Hm)
Dominican Republic, Mint and Used Extensive Dealers Stock, 1879//2006, housed in over 60 binders/stockbooks, Mostly 20th Century, STRONG
BACK-OF-BOOK, including Semi Postal, Airmail, Airmail
Semi-Postal, Special Delivery, Insured Letter, Postage
Due, Official, Postal Tax and Postal Tax airmail issues
neatly organized and arranged by Scott numbers, including
varieties (we noticed some earlier SPECIMEN overprints
which looked quite good). Also includes overflow/ backup to
the stock housed in 20+ sheets files and a small box plus 10
books of FDCs. A really comprehensive holding of this seldom encountered but popular country, quantities ranging
from a few to around 25 of each, with some higher quantities in the sheets and overflow backup stock, but nicely balanced. Loaded with Topicals and the more modern issue
period which everyone seemed to miss for inventory. This is
by far the largest holding of this country we have offered
and comprises of tens of thousands of stamps, souvenir
sheets, varieties and even a few collections that did not get
integrated into the stock. The amount of time to try and set
up this sort of inventory would be massive if you could find
the stamps-many are genuinely scarce. Definitely a gold
mine for breakdown/retail and internet sales. Condition is
mostly F-VF (as it was from a source in the western US) so it
is not plagued by the tropical gum/staining that is prevalent
from stocks stored locally in the DR. There will certainly be a
few problems here or there, but generally quite a clean
stock and a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Huge retail
potential please take a look for yourself.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2098 )
Egypt, Accumulation of about 400 Censored
Covers, late 1930's to mid 1950's, composed of mostly
censored, including registered, to India (about 100 are local
usages). Some interesting censor marks noted in this diverse lot. Condition varies so serious viewing is a must for
this useful specialist lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2099 )
Egypt, Accumulation of About 230 Censored
Covers From Egypt to India, composed of commercial
covers with numerous registered from Cairo and Alexandria. A faulty group with vast majority of return address' cut
out and covered by blank white labels, majority on the front,
with nice range of censors as well as some military markings. Useful study group, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2100 m)
Egypt, Small but Useful Group of Incoming
and Outgoing Postage Due Covers, composed of 10 covers including a 1898 cover from Egyptian Army during Sudan Campaign with 2m bisected in pair with a full 2m
postage due on a VF unfranked cover to Alexandia as well
as 25 different mostly used postage due singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
2101 )
Egypt, World War II Period Egypt to India
Censor Cover Lot, composed of 67 covers almost all to the
same address with various censor marks, some double
censored, including numerous registered. Condition
strongly mixed with many having return address cut out and
covered by plain white labels, confined to the reverse. A
number of useful items throughout makes viewing a must.
Estimate $400 - 600
2102 m
Egypt, Nice All Used Collection, 1879-1947,
well assembled on album pages, including a largely complete offering for the period, including Scott 29-41, 50-74,
78-91, 92-103, 105-20, 128-49, 177-90, BOB, with C3-4 on
flown Zepp cover etc. Fresh and F-VF, nice lot.
Estimate $200 - 300
2103 Hm
Europe, Magnificent and Valuable, Mostly
All Premium Selection, with many items still on the original auction pages or on 3x5 stockcards. There is a wealth of
exellent items throughout, including souvenir sheets like
(all items mint unless stated) Germany B33, B68(2 copies,
usual gum condition), San Marino C62 imperf, Vatican
155a, Belgium B166-68 sheetlets of 10, B169, France 75c
1922 Rouen Aviation sheet in green, plus other material like
Monaco, 1972 2f Albert Durer error with Calves cert, Y&T
876A, c.v. €6500, Portugal 5 with clear Sismondo cert,
Switzerland 1L2, two used copies, plus lots of later mint
items, German SW Africa 6, a gem, NH example, Upper
Silesia 45-47, 15 NH sets, Bolivia airmail varieties, Colombia, Y&T 116, Tete-beche, c.v. €1560, 1954 Germany
Huess set NH, Greece in Turkey premium items, nice
Thrace, with N47a singles and pairs, Venezuela 1940
baseball issue, C189-97 in NH blocks of 4 and 6, Italy B5,
mint and used and B6 mint, each signed, 1947 30 lire Torch
NH, good Japan and so much more. A superb holding, well
identified and ready to go, F-VF, a careful inspection
suggested.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2104 Hm
Europe, Excellent Accumulation with an Airmail Twist, offering outstanding Germany, including mint
C27-34(2), C28b, C30a, C35-37(3), C38-39, C40-42(BPP
cert), C46-56, plus used C27-34(2), C35-37, C38-39,
C40-41 and C43-45. We also note mint Berlin 9N21-34(2
sets, one with certificate), Denmark C1-5, Switzerland 226,
Liechtenstein C1-62), C7-8, France C1-2, C5-6, C8-13,
C15 used, C16-17 mint and used sets, C22, C23-27,
C29-32, Hungary C26-34 and more. Some nice covers are
included as well, Germany C36(2) and C37 on scarce
Rossler covers, Israel 1-9 FDC, even a couple Tonga Tin
Can Mail covers. Wonderful mix generally F-VF or better,
inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
2105 Hm
Europe, Collection to 1920, mint and used,
oldtime European album with many better including.
throughout, generally Fine. Michel approximately €40,000
($54,800).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2106 m
Europe, Oldtime Collection, nice used collection housed in Schaubek European album with major diversity, some mixed condition should be expected, plenty of
better premium stamps present, mostly fine to very fine.
Estimate $1,400 - 1,800
2107 m
Europe, 19th and 20th Century Collection,
large fat homemade album, primarily used, strong Germany, Saar, France and Switzerland, Austria, Belgium,
Czechoslovakia and Danzig, generally Fine. Michel approximately €11,000 ($15,070). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2108 Hm
Europe Collection, 1852-1970, mint and used
collection with mostly classics including better France in
Yvert album, including many early shades not typically
found in U.S. albums. Some mixed condition (mostly on
classic issues) generally F-VF. Estimate $1,200 - 1,400
2109 Hm
Europe, 2 Volume Schaubek Collection to
1939, moderately complete, mint and used, with a nice mix
of European countries, in European albums, condition
mostly sound after 19th century, overall Fine. (estimated
Scott $14,000).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,250
2110 Hm
Europe, Substantial Accumulation, including
a couple Scott Specialty albums, one in particular with nice
mint sections of France and Austria, each with good
semi-postals, along with Monaco and Russia, 7 various
stockbooks, offering mint Swiss seripostals, Germany and
Area, netherlands, Russia and others, plus Minkus album
collections of Poland, Czechoslovakia and more. Lots of
goodies spotted throughout, mostly F-VF, well worth a
close inspection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2111 Hm
Europe, Useful, Old-Time Group of Select
Country Collections to 1940, assembled on Scott Specialty pages in one volume. Coverage is either mint or used,
and strength lies in Scandinavia, with substantial offerings
of Denmark, including used classics and Scott 82 and 135
used, plus mint 210-19, C1-5 and others, strong Iceland
and Sweden, plus worthwhile sections of Finland and
Greece. Perhaps the best country, howeve, is Romania,
which includes excelent used 19th Century, plus later mint
like Scott 196-206, 369-79,384-88, 415-16, 417-19, good
semi-postals like B40, B50-109, good Danzig and more.
Condition varies on some, still loads of useful, better items
included, well worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2112 Hm)
Europe, Stock with Strong Germany, hundreds of stamp in nine stockbooks and albums or loose, includes Germany and DDR, with many mint NH, multiples of
some, many S/Ss, includes small stock of Europe with
better material including Russia 678-686 mint LH, and
C34-35 mint LH, Saar B20-21 SS, with nice group of Swiss
stampless, an interesting and valuable group sure to
please, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2113 Hm
Europe (Western), Vast and Valuable, Mostly
Mint Stock Selection, a large, 3 carton accumulation composed mostly of 1930's to 1990's sets, singles S/S,
minature sheets and blocks of 4, bulk sorted by country,
numbered by Scott numbers in glassines, then housed in 3
ring binders by country. Some light duplication is present,
and we note solid offerings of Greece; 2 volumes, plus a
valuable glassine selection, strong Austria and Spain, each
in a couple volumes, Belgium, Monaco, Latvia and Lithuania, Faroes, strong Liechtenstein, plus hungary, Switzerland, Sweden etc. Additionally we find Lighthouse Album
Pages, circa 1980-90 collections of Juguslavia, Monaco,
Portugal, 1960-72 Czechoslovakia, strong glassine selections of various countries and more. Many, many thousands in all, with much of use throughout, generally F-VF or
better, wel1-suited for breakdown, a careful inspection
invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2114 Hm
Europe (Western), Collection to 1990s, in two
well used albums with mixed mint/used to 1960s and then
mostly mint after mid-1960s, also a selection of better sets
and singles culled from the collection and placed in a stack
of "107" cards, premium throughout including Used Austria
7a, 8, 33, 39, 142, B93-98, Belgium 121, Danzig 241-54,
B21a, Netherlands 1-12 (very mixed condition), Saar 16,
36, 39, Switzerland 30 (Renglli cert), 2O1-9, 2O1-35, Mint
Austria 144, B87-92, B100-05, B110, B112-17, C46 NH,
M21, N10, N15, N19, Danzig 31-32, 200-10, J43-47 NH, Italy 232-38 NH, 258-64 NH, Saar B1-8, B23-53, C12, Switzerland B80 NH, 1O9-16, etc., usual mixed condition, much
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2115 H
Falkland Islands, Collection, 1883-1949, nice
starter collection of mint on Scott pages and including Mint
3-8, 15-18, 19 (signed Bloch), 41-48, 54-64 (£1 light
crease), generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2116 HH
Fiji, Sizeable Selection of QEII, composed of
about 250 gutter pairs plus 33 blocks of 4, mostly from the
late 1960's to early 80's. Includes a fairly good run, with lots
of topically related issues, VF og, NH.
Estimate $100 - 150
2117 Hm
Finland, Fresh & Valuable Collection, Mint
and Used, 1856-1986, starting with the classics, we note
1-3 used plus 4-11, 16, 28b, 33b, 46-58 plus many others,
mint includes 4-13 various perfs, 16, 17 -9, 21-3, 25-30,
31-7, 38-45, 46-58, 60-9, 70 -689 apparently complete,
Semi Postals B1-234 also looks complete with some also
mint & used, C1 (mint and used), C2-10, Q1-17, M8-9, plus
some S/Ss, very nice throughout, high degree of completion, very few faults, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberley.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2118 H
France, Mostly 20th Century Valuable Collection including Semi Postals and Airmails, includes a
few better items from the 19th Century including 29, 36a,
40, 58b (repaired), and some better Sage issues, 64(2), 66,
97-102, 98a, 101a, 104-8, 109-32, 133-7, 138-54, virtually
complete from here until about 1945 with 175b, 197 (mint
and used), 226, 228a, 246, many of 247/254A, 300a-b (as
purchased), 329 (2), later issues also represented, some
better such as 624a (3 sheets of 10), 1100 (7 sheets) plus
some pre-cancels, Semi Postals apparently complete to
1960 and includes B3-10, many were purchased as never
hinged, Airmails complete through C43, missing only Ile de
France (C3-4, which are offered individually in the catalog),
C22 (sheet of ten), also includes some essays, proofs, trial
colors, French Resistance forgeries and Resistance R.F.
overprints, a really clean and desireable collection not
plagued by poor quality as is often the case, exactly the opposite- loaded with premium quality, inspection invited and
will be pleasantly rewarded, ex-Amberley.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2119 Hm
France, Pow erful Dealers Stock, 1849-1900,
mint or used, comprised nearly exclusivily of better items,
each on a countercard, housed in 2 volumes. There are literally scores of premium items such as mint Scott 1, 12,
13(2), 14, 15(6), 22(3), 23(3), 26, 27(2), 30(5), 31(3), 34(2),
33, 36, 54, 54a(right stamp corner missing), 57, 59(2), excellent Bordeaux's like 38(2), 39, 40, 42, extensive 20c values, mostly used, 52(2), 53(4), 56, 58(4), 60, 62, strong
Sage types like 64(2), 65, 66(2), 73, 75, 77(2), 82(2), 84(2),
89, 93, 95(2), 99, 101(2), 102, various milisime pairs etc.
Some used highlights feature 1(7), 2, 3(15 including a pair),
7(3), 6(12, including a pair), 10(2), 11(3), 12(18), 13(21),
20(22, including 2 pairs and a strip of 3), 22(6), 28(7), 31(3),
37(4), 54(4), 38(2), 39(3, including a pair), 40(4), 41(7, including a pair), 42(17, including a pair), 46(6), 47(9), 48(5),
79 and much, much more.There are some outstanding
quality examples here, with many VF to superb examples
noted, a wonderful lot for breakdown, huge catalog value,
inspection invited.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2120 H
France, Spectacular, All Mint, Substantially
Complete Collection, 1849-1990, a magnificent, highly
comprehensive mint collection of generally very high quality, keenly assembled in 4 lovely Davo Hingeless albums.
Aside from the very earliest issues and a small handful of
rarities the collection is virtually complete including premium items such as Scott 3, 14-15, 22-23, 29-31, 33, 49
(rare, APS cert), 56, 64, 82, 84, good Sage types, 109-32,
133-36, 138-54, 156-84, 185-96, 197, 198-201, 226b,
227-40, 241a-b, 246, 247-54A (254 clear APS cert),
264-83, 296-97, 299, 300, 300a, 304 and apparently complete regular issues from there, including booklets, coils,
some footnote listed items, etc. Semipostals areeven
better, including B1-2, B3-10, B11, B12-19, B20-23, 24-26,
B27, B28-33, B34, B35-37, B38, B66-67 and complete from
there, airmails, with C1-2, C8-14, C15, C16-17, souvenir
sheets, including 226, 241, 329, plus dues, occupations,
some essays and specimens, RF and liberation overprints,
precancels and much, much more. A splendid, keepsake
collection, fresh and F-VF or better, inspection invited.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2121 HH
France, Almost 1,000 Modern Imperf Issues,
1951-1986, with some duplication as well as 10 deluxe
proofs on stock pages. A clean fresh very fine group,
owner's catalog exceeds €45,000 + $65,250, ex Amberley.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2122 Hm
France, Excellent Mint and Used Collection,
on homemade printed pages well filled with nearly complete
from 1847 to 1950, including 19th century mostly used, with
values to $3250, 20th century virtually all mint, values to
over $500, includes some good parcel post and telephone
stamps. (Yvert well exceeds €40,000).
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
2123 HH/H
France, Collection, 1863-1980, o.g. to mid
1930, mostly n.h. after that, housed in Davo album, mainly
20th Century with plenty of value in $20 to $300 items, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,000
2124 m
France, Classic Group of over 350 used,
1849-1900, including many high catalog items like Scott 2,
7a, 9, 21 with APS photo cert, 43 and 56a signed Calves.
Condition varies throughout but overall quite nice and useful., ex Amberley.
$25,000
2125 HH/H
France, Collection, 1876-2001, in 4 volume
Davo albums, o.g. in classics and n.h. in modern period,
lots of better, incl. #254, B38, PEXIP souvenir sheet, 1945
Free French Government (Scott unlisted), noted sets, with
and without "FRANCE" at top, Red Cross booklets and
many other $10 to $100, a few minor faults (mostly in classics), but mostly sound and overall fine to very fine.
Estimate $2,800 - 3,200
2126 Hm
France, Collection, 1853-2007, mint and used
collection in five Lighthouse albums sparse in the classics
to mostly complete after 1950s, used and some slight
mixed condition in classics, then hinged to early 1950s, after that n.h., lots of valuable items with cat. up to €400, generally Fine.
Estimate $2,400 - 2,800
2127 Hm
France, Powerful Scott Specialty Album Collection, 1849-1968, a highly comprehensive, mostly mint
collection of many hundreds, beginning with a solid range of
used classics such as Scott 2-3, 9, 10-11, 16, 18-21, 37(2),
good Bordeaux issues, 50--63 plus mint from about 1925
on, largely complete, including 226b, 246, 291-93, 294,
296-97, 299, 300a, 301, 302, 304-28, 329, 342-590 and virtually complete, regular issues from there. Semi-postals
featuring B1-2, B11, B19, B27, B28-30, B34, B35-37,
B42-152a, B173-415, C1-2, C8-13, C15, C16-17, C22 and
much, much more. Attractive. lovely and valuable old-time
lot, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2128 Hm
France, Substantial and Valuable Collection,
1870-1960, neatly assembled with some duplicates or
paraellel coverage, housed in a Scott Specialty album.
Coverage is mint or used, and the 19th Century is relativily
sparse, but does include a used Scott 37, with lots of premium later material like (mint unless noted) 197 (VF+ example), 252, 253, 263, 299, 304 NH, great semi-postals like
B1-2, B3-10 (VF), B11, B12-19, B20-23, B24-26, B27,
B28-30, B34, B35-37, B38, B42-43, B66-67 used, and virtually complete from there on. We also note other BOB like
C14 used etc. Lots of useful goodies throughout, fresh
old-time lot, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2129 Hm
France Stockbook, useful mint and used accumulation in large stockbook with huge catalog value in
earlies with multiple examples of many items to €200+ each
including some mint. Noted are #2 reissue mint, 5fr Napoleon used, and much more. Usual rater mixed condition on
earlies, thought many are F-VF as are virtually all the 20th
century. (Yvert €29,000+).
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2130 m
France, Vast All Used 20c and 25c Classic
Holding, 1862-1875, an extensive, neatly arranged
stockbook selection of 1,100 stamps, 27 of which are the
1862-71 20c Napoleon, most of these in pairs and strips up
to a strip of 5, 82 copies of the 25c perforated Ceres issue
(Scott 58) with the balance of 990 stamps comprised
excusivily of the 20c Bordeaux issue. This lot should prove
to be an invaluable study holding for this popular issue, and
even all cataloged as the cheapest, the current Scott value
for the Bordeaux's would exceed $17,000. Many lovely examples included as well, bulk generally F-VF, inspection
invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2131 Hm
France, Extensive Carton Accumulation, filling a good size carton. We note an attractive range of classics, a binder of definitive issues, several binders of mostly
mint 1930's-80's issues, sometime lightly duplicated, in singles, sets and blocks. Also noted is a large envelope chock
full of issues in glassines, good art series issues even a
touch of colonial issues as well. Majority largely F-VF, good
quantities of material here, well worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2132 )
France, Postal History Collection, a beautiful
and in depth group of covers and cards from 1788 to 1920's
in two groups, one written up on exhibit pages and the second in plastic pages. The first group consists of 20
stampless and 32 franked covers, starts with stampless
from 1788, unpaid letter from 1803 Revolution period and
continues with each item described with date stamps, receivers, rates and franking, includes unused official postcard issued for use with non-piloted balloons, entire group
is well documented, the balance in pages consists of 56
stampless and 57 franked covers or cards, with a wide
range of frankings, rates and destinations, includes nice
aviation label on 1920 cover to London, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2133 m
France, Used Collection, 1849-2001, in 3
KaBe albums, with strength in 20th Century, lots of $50 to
$300 range items, a few minor faults (mostly in classics),
but mostly sound and overall fine to very fine.
Estimate $1,400 - 1,600
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2134 HH
France, Booklets Group, 1930-1965, includes
1930 Smile of Reims Booklet plus 1952-1965 Fourteen Red
Cross Booklets including better like Scott B274a, B291a
and B301a. Nice clean fresh group except for some cover
wear on Scott B346, ex Amberley.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2135 m
France, Exceptional Early Used Semi-Postal
and Airmail Collection, 1922-1950, composed of semi
postals to Scott B100 short only B68-69 and B86-89A but
with extra sets of B12-19, B20-23, B27 type III, B34 and
B42-43 (blocks of 4). There is also a nice group of 29 used
airmails that include C15, C16-17 and C23-27 (2). A overall
clean group of these scarce issues., ex Amberley.
$5,700
2136 m
France, Wonderful Used, Two Volume Collection, 1849-1970's, absolutely chock full of premium values. Includes a wonderful, often duplicated range of
classics, with a sampling of premium items showing Scott
2-3, 7, 9(2), 10-11, 12-15, 17-19, 20(3), 22-23, 25-28, 29-37
often times with duplicates for thsi prior period, good Bordeaux types like 38-42, 46-48, 50-59, nice Sage types,
109-32, 133-37, 138-54, 254, nice semi-postals like B11
B12-19, B20-23, B28-30, B31-33, B27, B34, B66-67, Airs
like C15, C16, C17 and good runs of issues to the 1960's.
Lovely old-time used lot, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2137 Hm
France Collection, 1849-1986, in Schaubek
and Lighthouse hingeless albums, mint and used with
slightly better sets and souvenir sheets, mostly sound after
classic period, generally Fine in classic period, F/VF in
modern period.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
2138 Hm
France Collection, used classics (some with
mixed condition), and mostly mint from 1930s on, with
some better sets and singles, Yvert estimated cat.
€12,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
2139 Hm
France, Useful One Volume Mint or Used
Collection, going to the early 1980's housed in a Davo album. Begins with a representative section of 19th Century
issues, though coverage picks up for 1900 on, with strength
in semipostals, airmails like used C8-14, C15, C16-17 and
more. Ideal basis for expansion, F-VF, examine. Estimate
$750 - 1,000
2140 m
France, Lovely Postally used Collection,
1849-1976, housed in a clean Scott Specialty series album.
Begins with a lovely selection of mostly four margin imperf
classics, and continues on approximately 80% complete for
both regular and semi-postal issues. Also includes a decent
showing of airmails, plus dues, offices abroad, etc. Nice
quality as a rule, fresh and largely F-VF, an excellent basis
for expansion.
Estimate $600 - 800
2141 Hm
France Collection, 1871-1977, fresh mostly
mint 20th century collection with value in $10-$30+ items,
mostly being NH, beautiful virtually complete run of NH from
1950's to 1977, with earlier material which also contains
some scattered used.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2142 H
France, Collection of Essays, 1865-1869, interesting and highly unusual collection comprised of 35
items, including 15 1865 Napoleon Laureate types in different colors, thin or thick paper types, a 25c in orange, double
impression and a similar value printed on the gum side. We
also note a very scarce 1869 Artist proof of the unadopted
Imperial prince design, an 1867 perf in black and imperf in
red, unadopted Napoleon III designs, an interesting, yellow
5c Ceres design, plus 8 Renard produced designs for
postal entires. Nice specialist group, gererally F-VF or
better.
Estimate $500 - 600
2143 Hm
France, Nice Little Collection, 1849-1960, assembled on Elbe Roosevelt pages, offering hundreds in all,
mint or used, with a good variety of used classics, plus nice
mint later such as Scott 128-29, 253, 296-97, 400-14,
B258-63, B267-72, B276-81, B285-90, B294-99 and much,
much more. Fresh and F-VF, useful old-time lot.
Estimate $300 - 400
2144 m
France, Precancel Collection, 1920's-1950's,
lovely and clean mounted colection of 57 different, including issues type Blanc, Merson, Semeuse, Pasteur, Paix,
Mercure, Petain, Ceres and Marianne issues, fresh and
F-VF or better, nice lot.
Estimate $150 - 200
2145 Hm
France & Colonies, 1849-1982, mint & used
collection in four Scott Specialty albums, includes
Alaouites, Algeria, Andorra, Anjouan, Benin, Cameroun,
Chad, Dahomey, French Colonies, French Equatorial Africa, French Guiana with #6 mint, French Guinea, French
India, French Morocco, French Polynesia, French Sudan,
Gabon, Grand Comoro Islands complete mint,
Guadeloupe, Indo-China, Ivory Coast, Lebanon with excellent airmails, Libia, Madagascar(owner's cat value
1700.00), Martinique, Mauritania, Niger, Nossi Be, Obock,
Reunion, St Pierre & Miquelon with #5 used, Saint Marie de
Madagascar with #2-13 mint, Senegal, Somalia Coast,
Syria, Tahiti, Wallis & Futura Islands and extensive France
with excellent Classics, #B7 mint, B8 used, B9 mint, C1
mint, C2 used, a tremendous collection with simply too
much to itemize here, needless to say viewing is recommended for full appreciation of this collection, o.g.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2146 Hm
France & Colonies, 1849-1982, mint & used
collection in six Scott Specialty albums, includes Algeria,
Andorra, Cameroons, Dahoney, Ethiopia, France, Offices
in China, Offices in Egypt, Offices in Turkey, French Colonies, French Guiana, French Guinea, French India, French
Oceania, excellent French Southern & Antarctic Territories,
French Morocco, French Sudan, Gabon, Guadeloupe, Indo
China, Inini, Liberia, Martinique, Monaco, New Caledonia,
New Hebrides, Niger, St Pierre & Miquelon, Syria, Wallis &
Futura Islands, clean & fresh collection, excellent showing
of this popular area, please inspect, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

2148 Hm
French Colonies Accumulation, comprised of
a somewhat scattered, pre-Independence collection of Colonial issues in a Scott album, plus a second, old-time volume with good common design issues, Monaco etc.
Generally F-VF, worth a look.
Estimate $150 - 200
2149 HH
French Southern & Antarctic Territories,
Complete Never Hinged, 1955-1980, an exceptionaly
clean fresh collection of all issued stamps., ex Amberley.
$3,300
2150 Hm
German Area, Valuable Scott Album Collection, an extensive, mint or used collection comprised of
Colonies, Plebiscites, DDR, Occupations and States assembled on Scott pages. We note extensive Memel, very
nice Saar with better mint like Scott B16-22, B23-29,
B30-36, B37-43, B44-46, B47-53, B69-73, good occupation of Poland, solid offices in China, Morocco and Turkey,
good Mariana and Marshall islands, excellent Berlin, including mint 9N1-20, 9N35-41, 9N61-63, 9NB1-3, 9NB4-5,
plus used 9N21-34, 9NB6-7, a fair range of States and lots
more. Good collection of popular material, generally F-VF,
inspection invited.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2151 Hm
German Area, Extensive and Valuable Collection, a vast, well-filled, mint or used collection of many,
many hundreds housed in Schaubek album to the
mid-1950's, comprised of Old German states, Germany
proper, Berlin, French and Soviet Zone occupations, Colonies, Plebiscites and more. Ther Germany proper includes
nearly complete Shields, extensive, used inflations, 1m to
5m high values, excellent Deutches Reich, including Scott
B33 used on partial cover, B49-57 face different set, B68,
C38-39 etc. We also note largely complete WWII French
Zone Occupations, nice Soviet Zone, Berlin mint 9N21-34,
9N35-41, 9N42-60, 9N61-63, 9NB1-3, 9NB3a used, plus
good post-war Germany proper with better sets, and worthwhile States, colonies and more. Very substantial aggregate catalog value, condition ranges on some, though
largely F-VF, a very solid collection, examine.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,000
2152 Hm
German Area, Powerful Three Volume Collection to 1960, assembled in 3 Elbe Roosevelt albums,
mint or used and brimming with interesting and better items
throughout. Begins with a nice selection of mostly used
classics and continues on with better mint like Scott
366-84(376 used), 398-400, 415-31 blocks of 4, bottom
stamps NH, 585A-93, 593A-99, good BOB like B33,
B59-67, B68, B69-78, B102-05, B141-43(2 set, 1 NH), lots
of zussemendruke pieces, airmails such as C28b, C30a,
C35-37, C38-39, C43-45(used), C46-56, plus used B8-11,
B28-32, B38-41 etc. We also highlight 30, circa 1905-40
complete booklets, Berlin, including mint 9N21-31, good
DDR, a lovely Bavaria section and more. Lovely old-time
lot, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500

2147 Hm
French Colonies, Mint and Used Collection,
in 11 stockbook and loose dealer stockcards, mostly sound,
with a few mixed condition, but overall fine to very fine, lots
of medium to better items to be found here. Michel approximately €50,000 ($68,500).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2153 Hm
German Area, Valuable Nice Quality Colonies and States Collection, neatly assembled on black
pages in an old Scott Progressive binder. Coverage is mint
and used, and it should be noted that light duplication or
parallel coverage is included, often for the better values. A
sampling of premium for the highly comprehensive colonies
shows SW Africa Scott 1-25, plus duplicates for 22-25
used, 26-31, new Guinea 1-18, 20-23, East Africa 1-29,
Kiauchau 20, 22, 33-42, marshall islands 1-4, 7-12, 13-25
(less 23), Samoa 57-69, Mariana 11-16, 17-29 (29 used),
Camerouns 1-6, 20-25, Togo 1-6, 7-18, 20-23 etc. Also included are useful German States, with smome nicer than
usual quality examples, with the best being from Baden,
Prussia, Saxony and Wurttemburg. Also includes some offices as well, F-VF, a lovely old time collection, inspection
invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2154 Hm
German Area, Massive Dealers Holding,
comprised of tens of thousands of items, mint or used,
housed in 10 stockbooks, plus a group of sheetfiles, 100's
of glassines, boxes of glassines etc. We note strong
post-war issues, S/S, Saar and Danzig, good semi-postals,
coil strips, lots of mint multiples, tete-beche pairs and strips,
mint DDR, etc. While we note no great rarites, there are
quantities of useful items throughout, as this lot is ideally
suited for further breakdown. Contains little or no states and
little mixed quality 19th Century, bulk F-VF or better. A most
worthwhile holding, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2155 HHHm German Area, Collection on Minkus Pages,
attractive and valuable collection with some good Danzig,
Saar, Berlin (black and red overprints, sets, and more),
good Bundespost with many n.h. sets to over $100, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,300
2156 Hm
German Area, Two Volume Scott Specialty
Album Collection, going through 1960 mint or used,
housed in a clean pair of albums. Much of the value lies in
good used semi-postals like B23-27, B28-32, B38-41,
B141-43, plus comprehensive souvenir sheets like used
B68, B91-92, plus mint B33 and B58. We also note good
sections of Saar and Danzig etc, wonderful basis for expansion, fresh and F-VF, examine. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2157 Hm
German Area, Extensive Scott Specialty Album Collection to 1962, a vast mounted collection of
many, many thousand, often paralell mint and used. Begins
with a solid representation of first issue Shield designs, excellent, highly complete Germania types, 5m Wilhelm II
definitives used, virtually complete inflations and Deutches
Reich issues, good, mostly used post-war, plus semi-postals, S/S and airs. We also note decent Berlin, WWII occupations, DDR and more. A very solid collection in its own
right, yet well-suited for further expansion, high aggregate
catalog value, F-VF, well worth inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2158 Hm
German Area, Interesting “Odd Ball” Selection, housed in one stockbook, strong in Germany,
Michel-listed varieties like 206F, 357y, 226U, 335ADD,
355ya, 907III(2), plus 491(NH), British Propaganda forgeries, several, scarce used 1949 Aerograms, and lots more.
Unusual lot with lots of saleable goodies, F-VF, well worth a
look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2159 Hm
German Area, Collection With States, 1872
to 1990, mint and used, in Minkus specialty album, with various shades, varieties and wholesale quantities of some of
the issues, some mixed condition, with many stamps fine
and better.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2160 Hm
German Area, 1850-1977, mint & used collection in Scott Specialty album, includes German States, Imperial Germany, Third Reich, Postwar Occupational Zone,
East Germany, Danzig, Saar, German Offices Abroad &
German Colonies, includes many parallel mint & used issues, multiples and varieties,condition is mixed on earlier, a
lovely collector's collection, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2161 Hm
German Area, 1850-1977, mint & used collection in two Scott Specialty albums, includes Germany with
#4 mint, 8 used, 13 pen cancel, excellent States, Danzig,
Memel, Saar, Postwar Occupation Zones, East Germany,
German Offices Abroad, loads of complete mint sets, a
fresh clean collection, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2162 )
Germany & Europe Cover Accumulation,
mostly German and all 20th century, includes 56 Hitler or
Nazi cards or covers, along with 99 covers from Germany,
France, Austria, includes 1900 German Hold to Light PPC,
should be quite profitable upon breakup, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2163 HHHm Germany & German Democratic Republic,
1944-1972, several hundred stamps in ten albums on
hingeless pages, includes many mint sets and S/Ss from
Germany, Berlin and DDR, many items including S/S are
NH, a sure winner for the intrepid bidder, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2164 H
German Area, 20th Century Booklets and
Booklet Panes, Germany Michel #13, Bunde #1-2, 7-9, 11,
Berlin #1, SWA #3, plus booklet sheets of Heuss issues and
Olympic set, excellent value and worthy of inspection, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $500 - 750
2165 Hm
German States, Extensive Accumulation,
mint or used, comprised of a highly representative mounted
collection, strong in Bavaria, hamburg, T & T and Baden,
plus a very worthwhile group of 3x5 counterpages, comprised exclusivily of items cataloging in the $100-$250
range, with coverage in all former states. Very significant
aggregate catalog value, condition ranges as normal, but
loads of attractive items throughout, mostly F-VF, well
worth a close review.
Estimate $600 - 800
2166 H
[German States] Helgoland, Interesting Specialized Old Time Accumulation, 1867-1876, assembled
on a group of about 20 manila 3x5 stockcards. Includes 5
cards of genuine issues for Scott 3-4, 5-6, 7-12, 13, 14-18
and 20, nearly all in quantities to about 10 of each, plus studiously arranged forgeries and reprints identified by type on
about 15 cards, with reference literature included, such as
the J Barefoot Ltd guide for Heligoland. highly useful holding of these difficult issues, condition varies as nearly always, still much is F-VF, a most unusual lot.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2167 H
Germany, Impressive and Highly Complete
Mint Collection, 1872-1979, very complete for the earlier
periods Empire, Deutsches Reich and Bunde until the
1960s, the collection begins with some of the loveliest eagles we can remember: 1-11 mostly o.g., several with certs,
12-3, 14-26 o.g. a few NH and a cert, 27-8, 29-36, 52-65A,
65C-79, includes Michel 63a, 64I, 81A, 94AI all NH, becomes strong again at 337-505 all purchased and apparently NH, 634a/58a, 658b/61a all NH, 665-839 complete
and NH including Posthorn set, plus various other modern
issues, Semi Postals in a high degree of completion mostly
purchased as never hinged and including: B8-32, S/Ss
B33, B58, B69 all mint, B34-43 NH, B44-8, B49-57, B55
both perfs all NH, B59-B399 apparently complete and purchased as never hinged, includes S/Ss and imperf pairs of
B292-3, Airmails virtually complete C1-C64 including
Rhein/Main Michel I/III, C27-34 NH, C35-7 NH, C38-9 two
sets, and C40-2 (regummed), C43-5 NH signed Schlegel,
C46-64 NH, includes some Officials, Savings and Occupations, mostly mint, this is by far a magnificent quality collection of an area that is still in strong demand in nice quality,
inspection invited and vry welcoming, fresh and F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberely.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2168 Hm
Germany, Semi Postal Souvenir Sheets,
Compact Valuable Selection (B33, B58, B69), 17 S/Ss
total of just three issues, mint B33 (3), B58 (6), B68 (3 unused plus 5 used), powerful group, some purchased as
never hinged, likely a few are of the IPOSTA and Ten Year
S/Ss, OSTROPA usual brownish gum and a few faults (one
is trimmed), viewing encouraged so that you can make your
own determination as to value, otherwise Very Fine,
ex-Amberley.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2169 m)
Germany, Powerful Used Collection,
1872-1958, tremendous range of key issues including
S/Ss, includes 1-11 with some extra shades, 12-13 pen
plus 13 postal cancel, 14-26 with extra shades and 3 extra
#26, 27(2) 28, 29-35, 36-61, 65C-74, missing the mark values, but the next several pages include a highly complete
(many INFLA Berlin signed) inflationary issues with BOB issues, all identified by Michel number and including 210
(Michel 151Y) signed 1¼ mark watermark quatrefoils, and
many other values, 324b vert pair on pioece, from 337-384,
387-453 apparently complete, then a smattering of issues
including a small page of Bunde, Semi Postals are one of
the strangths of this collection and included are ALL of the
S/Ss, includes B1-7, 10-11, B12-B347 looks complete, includes B33, B58, B69, plus extra blocks on registered covers of B141-3, B292-3 on two separate covers, plus two
covers each with a set and S/Ss B294-5, Airmails complete
C1-56 virtually complete (earlier are in with Infla collection),
extra C35-7, C38-9, C43, finishes with a nice selection of officials, an overall worthwhile collection and some hidden
value in the inflation-period issues, some faulty on the classics (a little more so than usual on this advanced collectors
collections) but becomes very nice very fast, inspection is
almost mandatory to fully appreciate and value this one,
generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2170 Hm
Germany Collection, 1933/45, mint and used
in a nicely filled Lighthouse hingeless album, numerous
better as Used B59-67, B141-43, C43, C46-56, Inselpost
Mi 7A signed Mogler, Mi 12 I signed Mogler, Mint B55,
B55a, B57, B58a-d, B105-06 NH, Inselpost Mi 11 B signed
Mogler, Mi 12 I signed Pickenpack, etc., usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. nice foundation collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2171 Hm
Germany, Collection and Accumulation, in
Schaubek album and series of #10 envelopes. There are
many medium to better stamps here, but they really are hiding, whether it's between pages in the album (very few are
actually mounted) or stuffed in the envelopes. Previous
owner put wholesale prices on the envelopes which are
quite reasonable after one peruses the contents (these add
to about $900, and the album contains certainly more value
than that), but only he who looks carefully will see the value
and doubtless will have a bargain!
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2172 HHHm Germany & Israel Collections, in seven Davo
albums, includes 3 volumes of Israel 1949-1994, and album
of Berlin, and 3 volumes of Germany 1872-1978, many
complete sets and useful singles, please put aside time to
inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2173 )
Germany, Postal History, 1922-1923, 140+
covers or cards in two binders, all written up with postal
rates and frankings, very attractive and informative, excellent lot for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 750
2174 )
Germany, Cover group, 1926-41, 4 covers: a
censored Hindenburg cover, 1926 Nothilfe set on cover,
1932 Holland Flight Zeppelin cover, and 1 1934 25pf Occupations cover to the U.S.A.; a few faults, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
2175 H
German Offices in China, Morocco & Turkish
Empire, 1898-1913, Mint Collection, powerful collection
of issues including Office in China: #1, 1a, 1b, 1c, 2-6,
2a-6a, 16 signed, 24-36A, 37-46, 47-56; Offices in Morocco: Unissued 1st set with Friedl cert, 1-6, 7-19A, 20-32,
32A-44, 45-57; Offices in Turkish Empire: 1-6, 6a, 8-12,
12a signed, 13-24B, 25-30, 31-42, 43-54, 55-9, overall a
high degree of completion, examination suggested so that
one can fully appreciate this lovely and valuable collection,
generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2176 m
German Offices in China, Morocco & Turkish
Empire, 1898-1913, Used Collection, excellent array of
useful sets and singles including a few forerunner items, includes Offices in China: 1-6, 16, 24-34, 35-6, 36b, 36A,
37-46, 47-56 (2); includes Michel #1 Iib on Russian plate
proof on card; Offices in Morocco: 1-6, 7-19A, 19b, 20-32,
33-44, 45-57; Offices in Turkey: 1-3, 5-6, 8-12, 11 block of
four, 13-23, 24, 24d, 24B each tied to small piece, 30,
41-42, each tied to small piece, 43-54, 53, 55-9, a very
beautiful selection of issues in lovely quality and quite valuable, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2177 m
German Colonies, Extensive Used Collection, 1897-1918, a wonderful display of items including
many premium quality and scarce varieties, includes:
Cameroun: 1-6, 7-19, Caroline Islands: 1a-6a mostly
signed BOTHE, plus 1a, 6a extra, 7-19 (many on small
piece), including 9a on small piece; Kiauchau: various 1//6,
33-42 (2) plus extra 41; German East Africa: 1-5, 6-10,
11-21, 22-9, 31-8, 41; German New Guinea: 1-6, 7-19; German South West Africa: 1-4, 7-9, 11-2, 13-25, 26-34;
Marianna Islands: 11-16, 12a, 15a, 17-29; Marshall Islands: Michel #V41b, 42c (€900), 1a, 2a (2), 3a on small
piece (cats $27,500 on cover), 3c(3) plus a pair, 4a (4), 4a
pair on piece, 7-12(2), 7a, 13-25, 22-5, 24-5; Samoa: 51-6,
57-69, extra 69; Togo: 1-6, 7-19, 22, 33-4, substantial value
with many better items and also great potential with cancels
and varieties, many values of importance are signed, a
valuable holding worthy of examination, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberely.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2178 H
German Colonies: Extensive and Valuable
Mint Collection, 1897-1918, containing many individual
values, sets and varieties, includes Cameroun: 1-6, 1a, 1b,
7-19, 20-5; Caroline Islands: 1-6, 1a-6a (1a used), 10-19,
21-3; Kiauchau: 1, 4 (Michel #2 signed H Bloch), 10-22,
23-5, 33-42, 41a, 42 plus varieties; German East Africa:
1-5, 6, 6a, 6b, 7-10, 11-21, 22-9, 31-41; German New
Guinea: 1-6, 1b, 5a signed, 7-19, 20-3; German South
West Africa: 1-6 (5 signed), 1a, 7-12, 7a, 13-25, 26-34;
Mariana Islands: 11a-14a, 11-6, 17-29 plus extra vars,
30-1; Marshall Islands: 1b signed BOTHE, 2a signed A
Diena, 3c, 4a, 1-6, 7-12, 7a, 13-25, 17-25 Specimens, 26-7;
Samoa: 51-6, 57-69, 70-2, 73, 73a; Togo: 1-6, 1a, 1b, 7-19,
20-2, 23B, a very nice assemblage of issues including
scarcer varieties. excellent to begin or for retail sales, quality is very nice and will catalog quite a few Euros. inspection
pleasant and rewarding, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2179 Hm
German Plebiscite Areas, Excellent, Mostly
Used Collection, comprised of hundreds, neatly assembled on album pages. Begins with excellent sections of
Danzig and Memel, each beginning with the first issues
complete and each offering unusual runs of uncommon
used stamps. The Memel also includes excellent Lithuania
Occupations beginning with N1-43 complete mint or used,
plus strong later issues as well. Saar is also included, with
strong regular issues, Semi-postals and more, with some
parallel mint and used coverage as well. Substantial aggregate catalog value, F-VF, well worth inspecton.
Estimate $750 - 850
2180 Hm
German Plebiscite Areas, Useful Selection
of hundreds oon Elbe Roosevelt Pages, composed of
memel including Scott C1-7 mint and C8-19 used on piece,
Danzig including 241-54 mint and B21 used as well as
mostly pre WWII Saar including mint 16, 36-39, 85-98 and
139-54. A clean, fresh appearing lot with sometimes light
duplication, viewing strongly suggested.
Estimate $400 - 500
2181 m)
Germany - Saar, Impressive and Valuable
Used Collection, 1920-1957, includes most of the key issues and S/Ss albeit mounted on pages a little out-of-order,
and with most items signed or with certificate, incluing 1-17
each value used on small piece, 19-20, 22 each signed
NEY BPP(Michel A31, B31, C31 €7,150), 35-9, various
middle value sets including 85-116, 139-54, 155-71, plus a
few more modern issues, Semi Postals B1-14, B16-B64
complete, B67-B98 apparently complete, Airmails C1-12
complete, CB1, 255-7, CB1 on FDC with cert (cat €1200),
plus B64a cert and CB1a a very nice selection including
some powerful issues, extremely high catalog and reatil potential, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2182 H
Germany - Saar, Highly Complete Mint Collection, 1920-1959, lovely quality collection commencing
from #1 -17 with extra 17 var, 19-39 signed, 41-187 complete, 17a-87a first printing signed, 188-321 apparently
complete, some NH. Semi Postals also complete B1-126
some NH, including B64a & CB4a NH, Airmails C1-12
mostly NH, Officials include O1//O38, a lovely highly complete mint collection with some values purchased as never
hinged, examination a must and pleasurable, fresh and
F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2183 HH
Germany - Saar, High Quality Mint N.H. Selection of Better Sets, 1920-1935, including 1920
Germania overprints, 1921-32 Views, 1934 Plebiscite and
several Volkshilfe sets including 1927, 1928, 1932, both
1934, all in immaculate mint never hinged condition, generally Very Fine, a premium lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2184 Hm)
German Locals, Post WWII Old Time Collection, extensive old time collection of mint, used, covers and
items on piece comprised of post-war liberation overprints,
Austria, Czech and Latvia Occupations, Inselpost items,
forgeries and lots more unusual material of the era. Worth a
careful inspection, nice specialist lot, F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2185 m)
Germany - Allied Occupation, Powerful
Used Collection, 1945-1949, includes all the right items
expertised by all the right people, includes 5N28-46 (with
5N41a signed and also on cover Schlegel cert), 5NB1-14,
with 5NB4a, 8a, 8b, 6N30-42, 6NB1-9, 6NB6a, 8N40-1,
8NB1-8, 8NB4a, plus 10NB11, the better values signed H
Bloch, tremendous catalog and retail value, seldom have
we been able to offer such a holding intact as one lot, fresh
and F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2186 H
Germany - Allied Occupation, Mint Holding,
Plus Croatia Stormtrooper Souvenir Sheets,
1944-1949, collection of mint with many never hinged including key values, some expertised, includes two Croatia
B76 S/Ss, each with certificate (APS and Friedl), includes
3N AMgs, French 4N1-13, Baden complete 5N1-5NB14, includes 5N41a, and S/Ss, Rhine complete includes
6N1-6NB9 plus S/Ss, Wurttemberg complete 8N1-8NB11
plus Soviet 10N1-10NB13 includes S/S 10NB11, also
Sudetenland Karlsbad 1938 Michel Bl 1, a valuable assortment with many items never hinged, please inspect, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2187 Hm)
Germany - Allied Occupation - Bizone, Impressive Collection, 1945-1949, of these issues, almost
every item expertised by signature or certificate and includes Michel numbers, mint unless specified otherwide:
52I-68I used (€2000); 52IK-68IK and 52IKDD-68IKDD double and inverted (€2300); 52II-68II used (€3000);
52IIK-68IIK and 52IIDD-68IIDD inverted and double
(€3000); I/I plus used IX/I and I/II to IX/II (€1800); I/I - IX/I
used (€2200); I/IK-IX/IK and I/IDD - IX/IDD (€2100);
AII/IIDD (€1400); Aia/I (€3600); AIX/I (€1200); AIX/IDD
(€1600); AIX/IK (€1600); AIX/IIDD (€1400); AIX/II used
(€2800); 52I/68I (€500); 52II-68II (€800); various 36/51 including I, IK, IDD, II, IIK, IIDD (€1000); 36SI, 36FSI, 38SI,
38I/II DO, 38 FSI, 40I/IIDD, 43FSI, 44I/IIDD (€1000);
52-68II (€800); I-IXII; I-IXIIDD (€1100); AIX II (2) (€1000);
AI/IV II (€800); I-IX II (€1200); 52/68 I (€500), many are
never hinged, examination a must to fully appreciate this
specialized holding and to value properly, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberley. Michel €37,570 as NH plus covers ($51,471).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2188 Hm
Germany - Soviet Zone, Extensive Old Time
Post-War Locals Collection, comprised of many hundreds, mostly mint, including some philatelic covers, S/S,
items on piece, etc, annotated by paper, gum and perforation types. Includes extensive coverage in East and West
Saxony issues, including E Saxony "noyta" 12pf value, plus
coverage from halle, plaven, Runderoth, Fredersdorf,
Saverne,Kop, Rhin Danube, Glauchau, Kurland, Lobau,
Thuringen, Finsterwald, Spremberg, Cottbus, Leipzig,
Meissen etc. Many interesting items throughout, nice
old-time study, largely Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
2189 Hm)
German Democratic Republic, Mint and
Used Collection, 1948-1990, including all the better values, S/Ss and the 10N numbers as well as six complete
booklet sheets, mostly never hinged, at least those that we
spot-checked were, and looks apparently complete for the
period, inspection may prove useful as this one is waiting
just for you, fresh and F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
scans
available
for
most
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2190 Hm
Germany - DDR and Russian Zone, Starter
Collection to 1960s, mostly mint to 1960s on Scott pages
and including DDR 122-36 used (80pf blue mint),
144a-146a imperf NH, B35a, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2191 )
Germany - Berlin, Fascinating and Extensive
PPC Collection, tremendous collection of almost 900
PPcs of Berlin Germany from 1898 to 1930's, many Gruss
aus and special events, better includes 1898 Gruss aus
Berlin hold to light(x3), Berlin triple folder street scene, with
several better ephemera items including 1936 Hotel Excelsior souvenir viewbook, fabulous collection with many
better cards and/or postmarks, formed over seven decades
by the late prominent German expert Werner Bohne and
later by his son, immaculate quality throughout, impossible
to replicate, inspection is mandatory, Excellent.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2192 m)
Germany - Berlin, Decisive Used Collection,
1948-1972, appears complete, with extras of many of the
better values, plus covers, many values signed Schlegel,
includes 9N1-34, plus (N1-20 on two covers, the rest seems
complete to about 9N300s with some better extra values
and sets, Semi Postals complete to about the same time
period and include 9NB1-3, 9NB3a used and on cover, a
valuable group, lovely in every respect, viewing a snap,
generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2193 H
Germany - Berlin, Mint Never Hinged Complete Collection, 1948-1973, hard to beat this one, virtually
every stamp and S/S issued for the time period, we did not
notice anything missing, 9N1-325, 9NB1-82 including
9NB3a, purchased as never hinged and in spot checking
they all seemed nver hinged, lovely and valuable collection,
a breeze to view, fresh and F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2194 S
Germany - Federal Republic & Berlin, Muster
(Specimen) Collection, 1970s-90s, includes between the
ranges of 988//1598, B508//B688 (over 450 stamps plus 3
S/Ss) and Berlin 9N361//548, 9NB153//278, over 250 plus
S/S), a very clean selection and seldom encountered, a total of over 700 stamps and 4 S/Ss, those that we
spot-checked were never hinged, delightful group full of
desireable topical issues, huge retail potential including
internet sales, may want to have a quick peek at this one,
fresh and F.-V.F., ex-Amberely. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2195 H
Gibraltar, Superb Nearly All Mint Collection
to 1995, beautifully presented in one volume, absolutely
loaded with premium items such as mint Scott 1-7, 8-21,
22-28, 29-38, 29-38(54 &64 used), 66-75, 76-92, 107-18
plus scarce perf varieties, 121-22 and apparently complete
QEII including S/S etc. We also note varieties, including
104-06 and 119-20 punched specimens, 2p KGVI (SG
124aa) "ape on rock" variety, numerous inverted watermarks etc. Fresh and largely F-VF or better, a lovely
collection, examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2196 Hm
Great Britain, Powerful Extensive and Valuable Two Volume Collection to 1987, neatly assembled
in a pair of Gibbons Simplex albums. Begins with 1p black
and 2p reds "matched pairs" from the same plates, then
onto an exceptiojal range of premium items such as Scott
used 1(3), 2(3), 4(4), 5(3), 6(3, including a lovely pair), 7(3),
33 a complete plate number study including the rare plate
225,58 complete plate number group including plate 9, plus
similiar coverage for a wide range of other line engraved
and surface print issues. Other premium items show 57(4,
including 3 plate 2 examples), 96(4), 108-09(2),
111-12(mint), 124, 141, 159-72, plus a wonderful mint QEII
section filling a volume, including good Machin types, varieties etc. An outstanding collection, with a correspondingly
huge aggregate catalog value, leave time to adequately
view and appreciate, mostly F-VF.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2197 Hm
Great Britain, lovely mint and used collection
on homemade printed pages with used #1-2, 1d Victoria
plates complete to #225, good range of high values including £1 Green Victoria, Seahorses used with 1st set to £1,
nice range of 20th century with good phosphors complete
including 1959 1 1/2d error, excellent postage dues mint
and complete (except for 1954 set). Excellent collection
with great retail potential. (Stanley Gibbons £38,896).
Estimate $4,500 - 5,500
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2198 Hm
Great Britain Stock, mint and used stock each
sorted and labeled by Scott No., with 2 penny blacks, various Victoria issues with catalog values to $100's of dollars
each, 10s Victoria, £1 Green, etc. Owners SG catalog value
estimate £55,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
2199 m
Great Britain, Excellent Used Collection,
1840-1935, valuable, old-time collection on pages, brimming with premium items, such as used 1-2, 5-7 (a nice set
of these!), 22, 27-28, 34, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 48, 52, 53, 55,
60, 66, 70, 73, 78-87, 96, 98-105, 107, 108-09, 111-22,
127-41, 159-72, 173, 179-80, 209 tied to piece, 222-24 and
lots more. Bulk largely F-VF, huge catalog value, well worth
inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2200 HH/H
Great Britain, Including Extensive Machins
Collection, 1881-1999, appealing collection of Great Britain in four albums, and stockbooks with many varieties including mint #167a & b, 205a-207a, watermark varieties,
booklet panes, gutter pairs and regional issues, also includes complete set of plate numbers for #33 except for
77 but including 225, a set of 7 Machin albums (empty and
just waiting to be filled) is included, a wonderful lot for the
specialist, extensive value, inspection invited, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2201 )
Great Britain, Exhibition Collection of British Mails During World War I, composed of about 125
covers and cards. Begins with pre-war mail from British and
Irish camps ship mails, early civilian censors, mute and
dumb postmarks, then continues on to wartime free franks
including a few Indian Army postmarks and British camp
mail. Overall F-VF and well worth a through review.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2202 Hm
Great Britain, Lovely Collection, 1840-1960,
neatly assembled on Elbe Roosevelt pages, loaded with
better, interesting items such as mint Scott 161a in pair,
173a-74a, 205a-07a in pairs, 210-20, 222, 223(2),
292-308, 309-12, 317-33, 353c-360a, J18-25, J26-33,
J35-38, J53-54, good MEF issues, Offices in Tangiers, Morocco, Qatar, Eritrea and Tripolitania etc. We also note
some nice used, beginning with 2 four margin 1's, plus 96,
108, 111-22 (122 mint), 139-40, 175a etc. Attractive and
clean old-time collection, F-VF or better, well worth
inspection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2203 Hm)
Great Britain, Machin Collection, 1967-2000,
includes mint and used collection with numerous FDCs and
commercial covers, large group of complete booklets, each
identified, and several hundred stamps on black cards, includes regional issues, collection appears mostly very fine
and extremely fresh, a profitable opportunity for the retail
dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2204 Hm
Great Britain Collection, 1840-1993, used in
19th century, mint and used from 1900-1940's, mostly mint
after, in Scott specialty album, regular issues mostly complete, with only a few stamps missing is classic issues, with
better items; 1p Penny Black, 1847 1s pale green Victoria,
better Victoria issues to $100's catalog value each,
1883-84 De La Rue set (98-107), 1887-92 Victoria Jubilee,
1902-11 Edward VII issue, 1912 George V mint and used
set, some 1913-19 Seahorses, 1934 Seahorse set, used
George VI & Royal Arms set, 1948 mint Jubilee set, 1951
George VI mint set, various Elizabeth II definitive sets,
Machins, and more. Condition is mixed, with some faults in
19th century and used, 20th century mint is mostly clean,
centering Avg to Fine in Classics, F-VF in 20th century.
Estimate $900 - 1,100
2205 m
Great Britain, Used Officials, interesting collection and a few uncounted back of book items, most appear genuine, but there are some dubious as well,
inspection recommended, generally Fine.
SG
approximately £7,600 (if genuine) ($11,932) (Owner's)
Estimate $900 - 1,100
2206 Hm
Great Britain, Used and Mint Collection, most
value in early, but much 20th Century incl. along with later
QEII, mixed condition in early as usual, although quite a low
start price.
SG £15,300+ ($24,021) (Owner's)
Estimate $900 - 1,200
2207

Great Britain, Royal Family and Aristocracy
Emphemera Holding, interesting group of approximately
30 notes, letters, bills of account and photos, most from the
Royal Family and their friends, starting with the reign of
George II in 1706 to George V about 1915. Includes a simple note from the Duchess of Teck, ranging to an important
historica 1871 bulletin from Sandringham concering the
health of the Prince of Wales, plus ledger pages for the accounts of the Royal Household, some signed photos, etc.
Lovely, vastly interesting group, F-VF, worth a review.
Estimate $600 - 800

2208 H
Great Britain and Herm Island, Complete
Booklets, 1952-60, lovely, well annotated collection comprised of 16 1sh to 5sh unexploded complete GB booklets,
plus 4 complete 1959 herm Island examples. All panes
identified by Scott numbers, nice specialist group, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2209 Hm
Great Britain and Channel Islands,
Stockbook Selection, comprised of many hundreds, mint
or used, with lots of coverage in GB definitives, Victoia to
QEII, with Machin types, etc. We also note some locals,
used Channel Islands, etc. no great rarities, still lots of mint
mixed in, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2210 HH)
Great Britain - Channel Islands, Comprehensive Specialists Collection, 1984-2006 mint and first day
covers, includes defintives and commemoratives in singles, multiples, miniature sheets, gutter pairs, S/S's, booklets and cacheted unaddressed FDcs, in 11 DAVO
hingeless albums, five stockbooks and loose, Jersey is
complete mint mostly NH, Isle of Man with gutter
pairs,sheetlets, reply coupons and #113a-125a, Guersey
appears complete, and two albums of Ireland 1999-2005,
also one album with unlisted Guernsey-Alderney, Calf of
Man, and Emergency Strike Post issues, German Occupations, with hundreds of extras, with many listed and unlisted
varieties, condition throughout is fresh, one of the finer if not
finest collections of this area that we have had the pleasure
to present and completely intact, inspection recommended
in order to appreciate the scope and value of this holding,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2211 Hm
Greece, Delightful Collection, 1861-1959, begins with Hermes Heads either mint or used, including #1-9
used except #2, 6, 8-9 mint; also #11-24 used except 16-7,
24 mint; 26-33 used, 30, 32-3 mint; 35-47 mostly used a few
mint, 48-58a mostly used including 54a, 56b, 58a, 64-72,
81-7, 89, 90-105, 107-15mint, plus some "a" numbers, 116
used, 117-28 mint and used, plus extra 127-8 mint, continues on wih mint 129-38, 140-50, 151-8, 159-63, 165-78,
179-83, 184-97 plus extra used set, 198-212, 214-76A includes 239a (276A with cert), 276B-288B, 289-98, apparently complete from 299-648 with many purchased as
never hinged, B1-15, Airmails: C1-30, C36-80 many NH,
also includes C5-7 used, nice selection of Postage Due and
Postal Tax issues, ending with some mint Occupations: N1,
N110-29, N130-44, N150-4, 66, N163-4 used. A very fresh
and valuable collection missing only a few of the key values
to the Country for relative completion. Quality is well above
average and viewing will allow one to determine the true
value and potential, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2212 Hm
Greece, Turkey & Related, 1862-1967, mint &
used collection in Scott Specialty album, Greece includes
useful Hermes Heads, #C1-4 mint, Crete, Epirus with #2
used, excellent Turkey with many parallel mint & used issues, #1492a NH and nice BOB, well worth inspecting, o.g.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2213 Hm
Greece & Turkey, 1862-1972, mint & used collection in two Scott Specialty albums, Greece with 35 Hermes Heads 1901 Standing Hermes set, 1917 Postal Tax
surcharges and many complete sets, Turkey with many
complete sets, wonderful opportunity to acquire these two
popular countries, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2214 H
Greenland, Mostly Mint Collection With
Lovely Polar Bears, 1938-1991, maostly your typical collection until you hit the Parcel Posts, regular issues include
1-18 both mint and used, 28-249 virtually complete, 48-65
are corner margin blocks, also a few booklets, but the
Pakke-Porto's are well represented with 18 different, all
mint and very fresh, worth checking the perfs and printings
as we have not, examination a must and will prove
rewarding, ex-Amberley.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2215 )
Hong Kong, Massive FDC Accumulation,
1962-2005, composed of about 1,000 First Day Covers and
Maxim Cards, the majority unaddressed with many different
cachets including premium cachets. A difficult to reproduce
group that is clean and fresh, VF, well worth a quick look.
Estimate $400 - 500
2216 m
Hong Kong, Used Collection, on quadrille
pages, nice collection of various issues, great for retail,
F.-V.F.
SG £3,200 ($5,024) (Owner's)
Estimate $400 - 600
2217 HH
Hungary Collection, 1965-1995, appears
complete, includes many S/S's, in seven Lindner hingeless
albums, extremely attractive collection, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2218 H
Iceland,
Powerful
Used
Collection,
1873-1939, with strong classics, including 1, 2, 3(2), 4, 5, 6,
7(2), 8, 9-14, extra 9-11, 13-14, 15-20(2), 21-6(2), 28(2),
29-30, 34-44B, various 45//68 but includes 53 with cert,
71-85, 86-91, 92-8, 99-107, 108-28, 130-8, 140-3, 149,
162-65, 170-5, 176-87, 199-201, 203-8B, 209-11 213-6,
232-5, 240-5, 272-5, B1-4, B5-6, C1-2, C3, C4-8, C9-11,
C12-4, extra C12, C15-20, Officials: O2-3(2), O4-9, O10-1,
O13-9, O28, O30, O31-8, O40-9, O50, O50a, O51,
O53-68, quality is well above the norm here, many are Very
Fine to Extremely Fine select quality and would rate in the
best of collections, substantial catalog value, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F. or better, ex-Amberley.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2219 H
Iceland, Substantial and Pleasing Mint Collection, 1873-1983, incredibly valuable collection containing many of the key stamps and sets in super quality,
includes 1-4 (extras included but not counted), 5(3), 7, 8(3),
9-14, extra 9,11 & 13, 15-20, 21-30, 31-33A (31 cert),
34-44B, 45-7, 49-51, 58-9, 61 cert, 66-8, 71-85, 86-175,
specimen set 152-65, 176-585 apparently complete and
includes some better varieties (221b, 224b), Semi Postals
B1-24 complete, Airmails C1-11, C12-4 (two sets!), C15-20
(including perf vars), C21-31, O2, O53-67, also includes
some S/Ss and booklets for the period, many of the items
were purchased as never hinged, well above average quality with many premium items present, a pleasure to view,
generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2220 Hm
Independent Asia, 1875-1969, mint & used
collection in two Scott Specialty albums, includes Afghanistan, Cambodia, Indonesia, Japan with #154 used, Korea,
Laos, Manchukuo, Nejd, Nepal, Persia including #428-445,
Philippines, Ryukyu Islands, Saudi Arabia, Shanghai, Siam
including #1-5, 12-18, Tibet, Trans Jordan, Viet Nam, Upper Senegal & Niger and Yemen, plenty of value here with
many complete sets, careful viewing recommended, o.g.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2221 Hm
Independent Asia & Africa, 1875-1972, mint &
used collection in three Scott Specialty albums, includes
Ethiopia, Afghanistan, Philippines with US issues, Ryukyu
Islands with #C1-3, Hejaz, Saudi Arabia, Siam, UAR, Viet
Nam, Egypt, Cambodia, Indonesia, Israel with #16(x2), Japan, Yemen, Liberia, Jordan, Korea with many S/S, Laos,
Manchukuo, Nepal and Persia, clean, fresh collection that
would be perfect to build upon, mixed condition on earlier,
o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2222 HH
India, King George VI Period Sheet File, composed of about 30 sheets overprinted for various States of
King George VI definatives, one 1Rp sheet noted, the rest
are less than that. Gum much cleaner then normaly found,
Some perf seperations otherwise clean and F-VF, examine.
$70,000+
2223 m
India and States, Beautiful Well-Annotated
Revenue Collection, a lovely, well-written up collection
comprised of hundreds of stamps and documents housed
in a clean Scott Specialty binder. Includes detailed, typed
descriptions for the extensive document section and includes a nice representation of Victoria adhesives, including some lovely multiple franking usages on document.
Attractive, well-presented specialist lot, F-VF, inspection
invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2224 m
India, Extensive Postal Card Accumulation,
comprised of approx 2,200 used cards from Victoria
through KGVI, offering a wide range of cancellation potential. We also note a group of stamps mounted on cards, with
identified cancellations, etc. Good specialist holding,
mostly F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 250
2225 H
Iran, Mint Collection of Better Sets, many
Never Hinged, 1939-1963 (871//C84), and includes
876-909 NH, 910-14 NH, 915-30 NH, 931-2 NH, 933-48,
950-65, 966-98 NH, 999-1014, 1015-36, 1039-58,
1059A-72, 1073-1244 many NH, B1-36 mostly NH,
C68-78, C79-82, C83-4. A delightful collection without any
premium affixed to the never hinged items, an excellent opportunity to start and/or expand this difficult country,
F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
$8,700 plus
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2226 H
Iraq, Delightful Mint Selection, 1923-1942
(1//NO22), of these difficult to acquire stamps, includes
1-13, 14, 28-43, 44-60, 61-78, 79-101, O1-12, O13-24,
O39-54, O55-71, O72-89, O90-114)115-22 plus Mesopotamia N28-41, N42-45, N47-49, N50-52, NO11-22, a quality mint selection, F.-V.F., ex-Amberley. SG £1,900 plus
($2,983).
$3,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2227 Hm
Ireland, Wonderful Parallel Mint and Used
Collection to 1985, keenly assembled in 4 binders, including a wealth of premium material such as mint Scott 1-11,
12-14, 15-18, 19-22, 22a, 23-35, 77-79, 77b-79b, 94, coils
like 87, 91-92 and virtually complete commemorative issues as well. Lovely, clean lot, very high aggregate catalog
value, fresh and F-VF or better, inspeciton invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2228 Hm
Ireland Collection, 1922-2000, mostly used to
1966 and then primarily mint NH thereafter including
definitives, S/S, etc., many premium used sets and singles
in the 1920s/50s period (generally scarcer than their mint
counterparts), includes Used 1-8, 11A, 29-35, 56, 65-76,
98, 1950s commemoratives, etc., generally F.-V.F. excellent foundation collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2229 HH
Israel, Powerful Mint Tabs - Selection of
Goodies, 1948-1952 (10//C16), including #10-14, 15 (3),
17-22 (9), 23 (44), 24 (11), 25 (19), 27 (3), 28-30, 31-2 (11),
33-4 (4), 37 (13), 44 (16), 46-7 (12), 48-50 (2), Menorah 55
(13), C1-6 (5), C16 (28) an excellent holding in premium
quality almost never encountered, o.g., never hinged those that we spot checked and, generally F.-V.F.
$20,000 ++
2230 H
Israel, Very Substantial Mint Collection and
Accumulation, 1948-1980's, comprised of a substantially
complete collection of singles or (mostly) tabs in one volume, loaded with premium items such as Scott 1-6 tabs,
7-9, 8-9 with control number singles, 3 imperf block of 6 with
dual tabs, a scarce 1st Coin presentation booklet, 10-14 tab
bloccks and tete-beche gutter pairs, 16, plus tabs of 15, 25,
27, 28-30, 31-32 plus gutter pairs, 35-36(2), 37, 48-50, 55,
C1-6, C9-17, J1-5 singles, J6-11 tabs, plus some Bale
listed varieties, 2 volumes of 1964 and on plate blocks,
some Interim period, etc. Additionally, there are dozens of
mid-1960s to 80s new issues still in the original Philatelic
Bureau envelopes, many still unopened, with scores of
tabs, plates, items of postal stationery, booklets etc. A vast
and valuable holding, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2231 Hm)
Israel, Balance of Collection including Specialized, 1948-1995, but including premium items such as
1-9 tabs (#9 short tab) affixed to presentation sheet, 1-6,
1a-3b used tabs, 10-14 tête-bêche pairs, 15 tabs (2), 16,
tabs: 17-25, 27(2), 28-30, 31-56, others plus C1-6, also includes various sheets such as freedom from hunger and
others, duck booklets, and many other special booklets, 21
booklets for "Juden in Deutschland", plus special FDCs and
booklets, follows with some errors: 1098 imperf pair, 91
missing color, 281 imperf tab block, 840 missing color gutter block of 8 plus two singles, 857 missing color and
shifted, top margin gutter block of 18 and Specimen stamps
and FDCs, a very useful lot brimming with potential, owner
purchased most as never hinged, F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2232 HH
Israel, Beautiful Superb Quality Tab Collection, 1948-1975, assembled in a pristine Lighthouse hingeless album. This keepsade collection is over 95% complete
for the period, including many choice quality highlights such
as Scott 1-6, 10-14 tabs and perfed between gutter pairs,
16, 17-25, plus 18-21tete-beche pairs, 24-25, 15, 27,
28-30, 31-32, 33-34, 35-36, 46-47, 55, C1-6, C9-17, J6-11
and nearly all surrounding stamps. In addition, we note
some Bale-listed varieties as well, routinely Very Fine o.g.,
NH, a splendid lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2233 Hm)
Israel, Extensive Collection & Stock, in six
binders, two boxes of FDCs and box of backup stock, wonderful degree of completeness, many tab blocks and pairs,
better includes FDC #1-9, two #16 S/S mint, with stationery, sheets and commemorative covers, also collection of
Palestine, please put aside ample time to inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2234 )
Israel, First Day Covers & Sheets, 1948, captivating collection of early first day covers and commemorative sheets, a few hundred in four binders and loose,
includes 10-14, 62-64 with tabs, leave time to investigate,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2235 HH
Israel, Lovely Mint Collection, 1948-1960's,
assembled chronologically on a group of stock cards, substantially complete mint singles, including 1-9 (7-9 margin
copies), 16, J1-5 etc. Routinely VF og, NH, nice lot.
Estimate $200 - 250
2236 HH
Israel, Selection of Tab Singles, 1949-1955
(24/55), includes #24(2), 27, 37, 46-50, 55, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. useful.
$640
2237 HH
Israel, Mint NH Tabs Collection, 1965-81,
sets, singles and S/S apparently complete in a Lindner
hingeless album, fresh, o.g., never hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2238 Hm
Italy & Colonies, 1852-1979, mint & used collection in Scott Specialty album with excellent airmails and
BOB, states, Offices Abroad with #3 mint(short perf), Offices in China, Cyrenica, Dalmatia, Eritrea, Ionian Islands,
Italian Colonies, Italian East Africa, Libia, Somalia,
Tripolitania and San Marino, condition is mixed on earlier
and forgeries may be present, high cat value if all genuine,
please inspect, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2239 Hm
Italian Area, useful large carton accumulation,
98% mint, including 2 stockbook binders of mint Italy blocks
and sheets mostly from the 1960's-70's, another stockbook
of useful, mint sets and singles, strong in Vatican and San
Marino, another binder of modern mint Italy blocks and
sheets, some old, circulated APS circuit book, album pages
and more. No great rarities, but lots of clean, mint, largely
Very Fine, examine.
Estimate $500 - 600
2240 Hm
Italy, Italian Colonies, San Marino & Vatican,
1860-1969, mint & used collection in two Scott Specialty albums, includes Italy with #20 used, 47 mint, 49 used, 51
used, 57 used faulty, Offices Abroad, Office in Turkish Empire, Aegean Islands with #1a & 2a mint, Cyrenaica, Eritra
with #58-64 mint, 81-87 mint, Fiume, Ionian Islands, Italian
Colonies, Italian East Africa, Libia, San Marino, Somalia,Trieste, Tripolitanica and Vatican City with Italian States,
fresh clean collection, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2241 Hm)
Italian States, Powerful and Valuable Collection, including many better items, Modena used includes
1-3(2), 4(3), 5-6(2), 8; unused: 10-14, Parma used: 1(3),
2(2), 3(2), 4-9, 10(2); unused: 9, 11-13, 14(2), PR1-2 plus 6
on cover; Roman States used: 1, 2(2), 3, 4-5(2), 6, 8 pair,
9(3), 9 pair, 10, 11(2), 13(2), 14, 16-8, 21-5; unused: 3, 12;
Romagna used: 2(2), 3, 4-5(2), 6, 9, plus 1 pair on cover;
unused: 6-8; Sardinia used: 1-3, 5-8, 10-11, 11g, 11j(3),
12, 13(2), 14-5; unused: 10, 12, 15, 10c, 11i, 11d, 13c, 14,
P1; Tuscany used 1, 1a, 1 on piece of newspaper, 2(2), 4(4
in shades), 5(3), 6(2), 6a(2), 7, 7a, 8(4), 8a, 9, catalogs
$33,000.00 alone, 10-13, 13a, 14(3), 15(4), 16, 17a, 18(2),
18a, 19(4), 20(3), 20a(2), 21(3), 22; Two SiciliesNaples,
used: 1-2, 4(3), 5(2), 6, 9(2); unused: 4, 6a Sicily, used: 11a,
12(2), 13, 13a, 13d(2), 14(2), 14b, 15, 16, 17a; unused:
10a, 15-6, 18; Neapolitan Provinces, used: 19-20, 22(4),
23, 23a, 26-7; unused 21-2, an overall lovely collection with
many sound examples, some faults and maybe a reprint or
forgery that was missed, but well above the normal Italian
States collections, please examine, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberley.
$190,000 + (owners)
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2242 Hm
Italian States, Outstanding Selection, composed nearly exclusivily of premium items, each on its own
stockcard. As nearly every item is premium, the list of better
would be rather lengthy, but it is safe to assume that not
only is this lot brimming with highlights, but the quality is
generally quite excellent, with the vast majority of items in
far superior quality than is what normally offered. Included
are note worthy sections of Roman States, Modena, Two
Sicilies, Sicily and Neapolitan Provinces, Parma, Sardinia
and Tuscany, with nearly every item signed Sorani, some A.
Diena, etc.Generally F-VF, many better, a great lot, with a
Sassone catalog value over €150,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2243 Hm
Italian States, Excellent and Valuable Collection, a lovely, much better than usually encountered collection neatly assembled on Marini hingeless pages. Begins
with an excellent section of Modena, and just a few later
highlights include Tuscany Scott 1 used (Buhler cert), 2
used (Raybaudi cert), plus Two Sicilis 10, 12-14, 16, 17,
used and mint 12, 15, 18 (part o.g.), good Romagne, Roman States 1-9, 20 all used and signed BPP, parma, mint
no gum 1, 5, 9-11, 13, 14 and PR1-2, most signed, plus
used 2 and 8 signed E. Diena and many, many others from
the remaining states. Aside from the overall pretty nice
quality, a great many items are signed by well-known experts, A and E Diena, Buhler and Pfenninger among others.
Bulk largely F-VF, a nice lot with a very substantial aggregate catalog value, well worth inspection.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2244 m
[Italian States] Lombardy-Venetia, Exceptional Quality, Nearly all Used Selection, a lovely, generally very high quality selection, nearly all used, comprised of
generally very high quality examples. Cancellation, paper
varieties and types aside, an overview of face different issues shows used unless noted, Scott 1, 3(7), 6(23), 7(5),
8(20), 9(13), 12(7), 15(2mint, o.g., 3 used), 16(3), 18(3),
19(4), 21(8), 24(9) and others. Some Dr. Ferchenbauer certificates accompany, many VF or better items included, well
worth inspection.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
2245 Hm
[Italian States] Lombardy-Venetia, Quality
Selection of Issues, 1850-1865, 28 items, mostly used including 1, 3, 4II, 4b, 5, 5a, 6, 6a, 8, 8a, 9, 10, 10a, 12-13, 15
(*), 20-24, 20-22*, attractive and useful, generally Very
Fine, ex-Amberley.
Estimate $500 - 750
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2246 Hm
[Italian States] Lombardy-Venetia, Collection, 1850-1861, mint & used collection on pages, includes
#1 mint with partial Papermaker's Watermark, also #7b &
8a used, both with APS certs, some postmark interest, a
collection sure to please the specialist, o.g., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2247 m
[Italian States] Lombardy-Venetia, Nice Little Collection, assembled on a pair of album pages, all but
a stray item used, including Scott 1-6, 7-12, 15-19 and
20-24 with 20 being mint. Attractive lot, mostly F-VF.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2248 Hm
[Italian States] Parma, Attractive Mint or
Used Collection, neatly assembled on a single album
leave, offering better items such as Scott 1-5 used, 6 used
signed Brun, 9-11 mint, 12-13 and 15 mint, 14 used, PR1
mint no gum, signed, PR2 unused pair affixed on piece, etc.
Generally a nice looking group, most copies with full margins, quite a few items signed, F-VF, worth an inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2249 HHa
Italy, RSI Local Overprints, 1944-1945, part
sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., inspect; signed and certified Dr. Avi.
Sassone €67,000 ($91,790)
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2250 m
Italy, Powerful Used Collection, 1862-1970,
housed in a pair of Soviet-era Schaubek albums. The core
of this lovely collection was assembled in the 1950's and
60's, with only scattered coverage after then. There is a
wealth of premium items such as Scott 24-33, 37-44, 52-56,
58-63, 64-66, 76-91, 115-16, 117-18, 133-35, 142B,
140-42, 143-46, 147-58, 159-64, 174B-C, 174E-G, 176-83,
232-38, 268-79 and runs of regular issues from there. We
also note excellent BOB like B23-25, B26-29, C1-2, C3-9,
C10-11, C48-49 mint, E6-8 and much, much more. Some
occasional questionable cancels as nearly always, still
much scarce, genuine material for sure.Generally F-VF, a
lovely old-time lot, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2251 Hm
Italy, Lovely Scott Specialty Page Collection,
1862-1940, beginning with a substantial, mostly used selection of classics as often encountered, but then onto excellent mint from about 1910 on, including premium such as
(mint) Scott 58-63, 115-18, 119-22, 130-35, 159-64,
165-70, 232-38, 242-46, C20-22, 248-56, C23-26, 258-64,
265-67, 268-79, 280-89, C35-39, CE1-2, 290-305, 310-14,
324-28, 359-66, 367-76, C89-94, 377-86, C95-99, 387-96,
good BOB and more. Condition ranges mostly on the classics, otherwise largely F-VF, nice old-time collection, well
worth inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2252 m
Italy, Highly Complete, Intact and Valuable
Collection of Used, 1862-1954, loaded with key values
with proper cancels, includes: 17-9, 20, 21(2), 23-36 (extra
33), 34, 37-44, 39a (signed E Diena), 40a, 42a, 45-51,
52-92, 58a, 94-112, 114-42, 142A-D, 142-64, 165-70with
extra 170, 171a-4a, 174A-G, 175-7, 175a-7a, 178-83,
181a, 188-200, 201-10, 213-46, 248-56, 257-67, 268-79,
280-648 virtually complete with 574-6 on FDC; Semi Postals: B1-4, B7-9, B11-2, B12b, B17-9, B26-34, B39-40,
B43-6; Airmails complete 1917-1948 (C1-128); CB1-3,
CE1-9, CO1-2CTO, E1-26, D1, D9-15, J2, J4-5, J5a,
J6-10, J12-20, J22-4, J25-7, O1-8, P1, Q1-6, a delightful
collection with all of the key stamps present, by far one of
the finer collections we have had the pleasure to offer and
fully intact, catalog into six figures, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2253 H
Italy, Highly Complete and Valuable Collection, 1862-1956, with many better values and sets, unused/mint including: 17, 20-23, 24-33, extra 26, two extra
27 (26 & 28 each with Fiecchi cert), 34, 34b with cert, 36
signed, 37-44, 45-51 extra 46, 52-57 extra 52 (purchased
as NH), 58-63, 58a, 64-66 (66 used), 67-72, 73-5, 76-84 extra 83 (purchased as NH), 86-91, 92-6, 97-110, 112, 114,
115-8, 119-22, 123-42, 142A-D signed, 143-74, 171a-4a,
174A-g, 175-6, 175a-7a, 179-83, 181a, 188-241, 242-427,
439-720 apparently complete including 460a; Semi Postals: B1-4, B5-8 signed, B9, B10, B10a, B12, B12b, B13,
B14, B15, B15A, B16, B17-46; Airmails C1-136, CB1-3,
CE1-9 apparently complete, CO1-2, D2-22, E1-26, EY1-8,
J3//J77, P1, Q37-48 plus a few others including Q412 block
NH, a very valuable collection assembled by a knowledgeable collector who purchased many as never hinged, unused to full og, only an occasional fault (although we didnt
see many), some certificates, many signed, catalog value
approaching six figures, please allow ample time to inspect
this beauty, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2254 H
Japan Accumulation, with each labeled in
glassine or dealer card, mostly mint with several better
items, including; mint 479 1949 8y Purple Moon and Geese
Print (4), 508B 1950 Sports mint block, 308-11 1940 Parks
set in blocks, 521 1950 50y Chunguji High Value, etc.,
mostly sound, generally F/VF.
Estimate $1,100 - 1,300
2255 Hm
Japan, Scott Specialty Album Collection,
1872-1969, mint or used with hundreds in all, includes mint
Scott 5, 9, a98-201, 212-13, lots of Park sets, 227-29, 288a,
C3-7, plus used 36(2), 37-39, lots of kobans and Chrysanthemums, modern mint, etc. Good basis for further expansion, F-VF, worth a review.
Estimate $400 - 600
2256 H
Latin America, Mostly Mint Collection, mostly
mint to 1970s issues in thirteen albums or stockbooks, plus
some loose pages, glassines, etc., strongest in 1950s to
1960s mintand with premium (mint unless otherwise noted)
Costa Rica Airmails, Dominican Rep. #407, useful Airmails,
Haiti C4A, Honduras Airmails and Officials, Mexico
C103-07, etc., nicely augmented with some covers, Postal
Stationery, a few Revenues and Telegraph, etc., usual
mixed condition, mostly fine to very fine, excellent
foundation collection.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2257 Hm
Latin America, Intriguing Collection, substantially filled group of album pages (most Minkus) with
Columbia, Peru and Mexico (excellent Officials plus a
messy envelope), much medium to better interesting to be
found in both mint and used, generally Fine.
Estimate $1,300 - 1,600
2258 Hm
Latin America, 1850-1990, mint & used collection in six Scott Specialty albums, includes Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba including
US issues, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Salvador, Uarguay and Venezuela, wonderful old time collection with many parallel mint & used issues, plenty of S/S's
and imperfs, an excellent lot, highly recommended, o.g.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2259 Hm
Latin America, 1855-1965, mint and used collection in seven Scott Specialty albums, includes Argentina
with #7 mint & 7F mint, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rico, Cuba with US issues, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Paraguay,
Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela, mixed condition on earlier,
a few reference items, excellent collection to build on, o.g.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2260 Hm
Latin America, mint and used collection in 4
volumes with especially good Columbia and many other
nice ranges of others. E to H volume with partial water
damage.
Estimate $900 - 1,100
2261 Hm
Latin America, Extensive Group of Collections to 1960, mint or used, assembled in 5 Elbe Roosevelt
binders. Most countries are represented in one fashion or
another, but the best include one volume of Nicaragua,
good Equador and Venezuela, strong Argentina, plus nice
Brazil, Costa Rica, Guatemala, hati, Panama and others.
Lots of better values noted, generally F-VF, examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2262 HH
Liberia, Fascinating Dealers Holding of Varieties, an extensive, duplicated, neatly assembled
stockbook selection of perhaps 1,000 or more varieties pertaining to several specific issues. The 1958 President Truman European Tour issue (Scott 368-70, C114-17)
receives tremendous coverage, including missing and inverted flag varieties, wrong flag on country issue varieties,
misplaced flags, inperf between strips, perf and imperf inscription blocks of 8 with missing flags, all of these offered in
quantities mostly of 20 to 40 of each. We also note 16 black
proofs of the 1959 Lincoln issue (385-86), unissued 1963
JFK designs, imperf inscription blocks of 10 of the 1955 10c
baseball issue (C88) etc. Superb lot for internet breakdown,
VF o.g., NH.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2263 HH/H
Liberia Varieties, nice lot of varieties, includes
64, 64a, 116, 149, 153a, 154b, 161, O82, O83, O84,
O87,O88, O92, great group for the specialist, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2264 HH
Liechtenstein, Large Sheet Holding, composed of about 50 different sets and singles between Scott
130 and 375 with a bit of BOB and a total Zumstein catalog
value of around CHF53,000 housed in a new G&K sheet
binder. With a small amount of duplication, no more then 2
of each, there are many better sheets to be found including
Scott 130, 243-45, 259-60, 264, 277-80(2), 287-88, 289-92,
308-11(2),356(2) plus many more. A well presented Very
Fine group well worth a careful review. ex Amberly.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2265 m
Liechtenstein, Delightful Used Collection,
1912-1962, on stock pages and contains many better items
and a high degree of completion for the time period, includes 1-3, 1a-3a, 3ab, 4-9, 54-69, 74-80, 82-9, 90-3,
94-107, 108-10, 111-3, 116-29, 130, 131, 136-52, 154-331
mostly complete, Semi Postals include B1-6, 11-13, 15-21,
Airmails C1-37 complete, Officials O1-8, 9-10, a lovely selection and worthy of inspection, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberely.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2266 H
Liechtenstein, Smashing Mint Collection,
1912-1963, loaded with valuable and better quality sets and
singles, many purchased by the owner as never hinged, includes 1-3, 1a-3a, #ab, 4-9, 4-9 imperf, 10-375 apparently
complete and includes many NH, some perf varieties but
valued as the most common, Semi Postals include B1-23,
Airmails C1-37, Officials O1-8, O9-70, Postage Dues
J1-28, S/Ss include 115 Vaduz, 171(3), 238, B14, B18 plus
others, also a block of 130 NH, a virtually complete collection for the period and chocked full of the more valuable NH
sets, examination will unveil this beauty to your liking! fresh
and F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2267 Hm
Liechtenstein, Mint and Used Collection,
housed in nice Lighthouse pages and binder, along with
pages from various other cat. manufacturers, nice collection, with plenty of better, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2268 Hm
Liechtenstein, Useful Collection to 1960,
mint or used, assembled on Elbe Roosevelt pages. We
note lots of better items such as mint Scott 54-62, 94-107,
218 (used), 238, 247-58, 259-60, 261-63, 266-69, B7-10,
C1-6, C7-8, C15-16, plus used B1-6 and lots more. Fresh
and F-VF, nice old-time lot.
Estimate $400 - 500
2269 H
Luxembourg, Quality Mint Collection,
1852-1962, beginning with first issues and with many complete sets, sheetlets and souvenir sheets, Semi Postals
well represented, includes unused: 1, 3, 4-11, 13-4, 16,
17-24 including 22A, 26, 29-33, 37, 39a signed, 39b cert,
40-7, 48-59, 60-130, 60a, 63a, 82a, 115b, 125a (2), 151(2),
152-367 apparently complete with many purchased as
never hinged, 278-9 extra 8 sets in blocks, Semi Postals
B1-B238 apparently complete including key sets and S/Ss,
many NH, Airmails C1-20, and Officials O52-182 looks
complete, plus Occupation N1-32, NB1-9, a very nice collection possesing many of the difficult issues, inspection will
prove useful and rewarding as there is substantial value,
some faults on the calssics but selectively purchased,
generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley. Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2270 m
Luxembourg, Lovely Used Selection,
1852-1940, including key items, a nice run of classics beginning with #1 including 4-12, 13-16, 17-27, plus a range of
others inclusding 39, plus a bunch of duplicates, continues
with 82a, 151 and then Semi Postals B1-B104 including Intellectuals Set and B151 FDC, some faults on the classics,
compact but powerful little group and not to be overlooked,
generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2271 m
Luxembourg, Excellent, nearly All Used Collection, 1852-Late 1930's, a lovely mounted collection beginning with nice used examples of Scott 1 and 3, plus a
solid showing of the Coat of Arms issues. Later items include lots of scarce, postally used sets such as 48-59,
60-69, 75-93, 97-111, B40-44, B45-49, B50-54, B55-59,
B60-65, B67-72, O52-63, O65-74, O80-97, O114-33, good
postage dues and more. Bulk fresh and F-VF, nice old time
collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
2272 HH/H
Malta, Beautiful Mint Collectiion, 1935-1991,
housed in a lovely KA-BE hingeless album, with every
space filled from the 1935 Jubilee series on. Fresh and generally Very Fine og, the great majority NH, nice lot.
Estimate $300 - 400
2273 Hm
Mauritius, Good Collection and Companion
Duplicate Stock, collectivily held in one binder, mint or
used, with coverage to the 1970's. Includes a solid showing
of issues from the Vicky's on, and we note an interesting array of postmarks, some varieties, etc. Current Gibbons catalog value about £2,000, generally F-VF, examine.
Estimate $400 - 500
2274 Hm
Mexico, Mint and Used Collection, substantial group nicely laid out on Vario stockpages and in Scott
specialty album with late 19th and early 20th Century and
much back of book, lots of $10 to $250+ items here, with
scarcer items with certs., note nice mint like University, Airs
mint to 10p, regular mint 1p, etc., also incl. many hundreds
on stocksheets, glassines with possible sleepers to be
found, plus some old documents and miscellaneous, cat.
not counting any of the stocksheet material, generally Fine.
Michel €8,200+ ($11,234) (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2275 Hm
Mexico, Collection in Scott Specialty Album,
mint and used, with much value in earlier material but with
some later as well, mid Airmails and some back of book,
high cat., generally Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2276 HH/H
Middle East, Useful Accumulation, filling a
good size carton, including 2 stockbooks of mint containing
often duplicated offerings froim the Trucial States, Sharjah,
Ajman and Um Al Qiwain. We also note scores of topically
related sets and S/S, plus a nice mint collection of Egypt,
plus sections of Lebanon, Syria, Jordon and others. No
great rarities noted, but good quantities of clean material,
largely VF, NH, examine.
Estimate $400 - 500
2277 Hm)
Monaco, Princely Collection of Mint High
Quality, 1885-1975, includes all the key values, 9-10 (10
with cert) also 10 on cover! (counted as a used single), B8,
B18 cert, C41a-44a, 1021 special S/S perf and imperf, "Albert" Dürrer error (cats €6000), B99 Deluxe Proof S/S. apparently complete for the period and only missing a few
inconsequential sets, Semi Postals, Airmails, Postage
Dues all present and accounted for, the finest quality collection of this popular principality that we have had the pleasure to offer, viewing is a pleasure, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberley.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2278 Hm
Netherlands, Mostly Mint Gorgeous Collection, 1852-1974, mint includes 4-6, 7-12, 17-22, 20b,
23-33, 34-7, 40-54, 55-82, 83a-6, 87-9, 90-101 (some including 101 NH), 102-3, 104-5, 106, 107-9, 110, 111-2
pairs, 113-23, 124-34, 135-63, 164-93 NH, 194-430 apparently complete (with/o perf variations) and mostly NH; Semi
Postals apparently complete through B396 including
B144a-5a, much are NH, Airmails C1-16 plus extra used
C13-4, GY1-7, J3-12, 29-41, used 1-2, 4-6, 83a, 84-6,
104-5, O1-43, a really useful nd delightful collection with all
the KEY issues, examination is a pleasure, generally
F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2279 Hm
Netherlands, Nice Mostly Used Collection,
1852-1930's, neatly assembled on album pages, includes
lots of attractive, fresh examples with better like used Scott
1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 17-22, 23-33, 40-54, 105, J1-2, J3-12, plus a
nice mint surprise, that being GY1-7. Nice old-time lot,
F-VF, worth a review.
Estimate $500 - 600
2280 Hm
Netherlands & Colonies Collection to 1980,
mint and used in two Davo albums, with Netherlands, Netherlands Indies, Indonesia, Netherlands Antilles, Curacao
and Suriname, mostly sound and generally F/VF.
Estimate $900 - 1,100
2281 Hm
Netherlands & Colonies, 1852-1989, with a
mixture of mint and used to late 1930s then mostly mint after, in Minkus album, a nice group with many complete and
some slightly better, worth consideration, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2282 Hm
Netherlands & Colonies, 1850-1970, mint &
used collection in Scott Specialty album, Netherlands includes #3(x2) used and #6(x2) used, #25 used and
#26(x3 faulty) used, Dutch Indies with #1(x3) used and
#2(x3) used, Dutch New Guinea, Netherlands Antilles, Surinam and West New Guinea, an old time collection with
plenty of extras, mixed condition on earlier, viewing strongly
recommended, o.g., generally F.-V.F.Estimate $300 - 400
2283 Hm
Netherlands Colonies, Nicely Represented
Scott Album Collection, of hundreds, mint or used with
coverage through the 1960's. The best section is the Netherlands Indies, which has a high overall level of completion,
followed by nicely representative sections of Antilles and
Suriname. Also included in the Specialty album are pages
for Luxembourg and Netherlands proper ideal basis for further expansion, F-VF, worth inspection.
Estimate $400 - 600
2284 Hm
[Netherlands Colonies] Curaçao, Complete
For Period Collection, 1873-1966, mostly mint with some
used and minor duplication, includes 1-12, 13-44 extra 43
used, 45-307 including all the definitive sets, Semi Postals
complete B1-B72, Airmails also complete C1-50 plus extra
used C44-50, Airpost Semi Postals CB1-36 and Postage
Dues J1-2, J3-4 used, J11-57 plus some "a" numbers,
clean and useful with some never hinged, fresh and F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberley.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2285 Hm
Netherlands East Indies, Complete Mint Including Indonesia and Riau Archipelago, 1864-1949, includes 102a-23a, missing only some postage dues, this is
apparently complete and many never hinged singles and
sets, very fresh and clean, F.-V.F. lot, ex-Amberley.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2286 Hm
[Netherlands Colonies] Surinam, Mostly
Mint Complete Collection, 1873-1967, with a few later issues, includes all the key items plus some duplicated better
values sused, 1-16, 34A, 44-60, 63-7, 74-108, 109-15,
184-207, plus Semi Postals B1-B191 plus S/Ss and
sheetlets, Airmails C1-54, CB1-5, J33-57, appears complete except for some of the postage dues, many purchased as never hinged, quite a delightful collection, fresh
and F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scans available for this lot in its
www.kelleherauctions.commemorative.

entirety

at

2287 H
Nicaragua, Extensive American Banknote
Company Specimen Archive Horde, comprised of hundreds of stamps, nearly all in blocks or strips, fairly well duplicated, with bulk of coverage in the 1914 pictorial issue
(Scott 349/360) in issued or unissued colors, all punched
with "specimen" overprints. Also included are some 1900
postage dues and revenue issues, were talking good quantities her, mostly F-VF, examine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2288 Hm
Norway, Mostly Mint Quality Collection,
1855-1984, a very high degree of completion, starting with
#1 and continues onward with unused/mint 2-5, 6-10,
11-15, 16-21, 22-34, 35-45 (#41 cert), 41 extra used, 46-58,
59-63, 64-73 with some extras used, 74-95, 96-840 apparently complete, Semi Postals B1-67, C1-3 including C1a, a
few booklets and S/Ss, one of the nicest quality collections
from this lovely land that we have had the pleasure to offer,
viewing advised to fully appreciate the beauty and freshness, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2289 H
Palestine,
Lovely
Mint
Collection,
1918-1945, neatly assembled on album pages, including
lots of premium items like used Scott 1, plus mint 2-3, 4-14,
15-25, 37-47, 48-62, 63-84, J1-5, J6-20 etc. Fresh and
F-VF og, nice lot.
Estimate $300 - 400
2290 HHHm Poland Stockbook, small stockbook loaded
with better Poland, much of it is NH, includes #347 with inverted overprints, double overprints and misregistered
overprints, B41 imperf pair, page of various imperf singles
and B107 SS NH, a few locals, nice lot with lots of non-listed
material, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2291 Hm
Poland, Collection, 1919-mid-1950's, assembled in a Elbe Roosevelt album. Begins with the 1919 issues, and continues well represented from there. Includes
some parallel mint and used coverage, blocks of 4, including Scott306-07, useful BOB, some unlisted material and
more. Hundreds in all F-VF, examine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2292 Hm
Portugal, Pleasing Mint and Used Collection, 1853-1966, classics well represented mostly used
and including 1-5, 6-11, 12-16, 17-24, 25-33, 34//66 with a
few vars, some mint starting with #67, 79-96 mostly used,
97-109 used, 132-46 both mint and used and very nice
quality! 156-69 mint, 170-83 used, 185-206 mint, 207-298
Complete mint, 299- 970 mostly complete (missing some
later ones) better sets are there, C1-10, J1-13 mint/used,
S/Ss include 586a, 594a, 602a, 614a, 637a, 641a, 649a,
657a, 661a, 667a, 670a, 674a, 682a, 701a plus a handful of
modern ones, many tems were purchased as never hinged,
especially clean and fresh, some small faults but well above
average,
inspection
invited,
generally
F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberley.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2293 Hm
Portugal Collection, 1853-1990, fabulous
Scott specialized used collection with lovely array of
shades, cancels, perf varieties, blocks, even some interesting covers. Rarely does such a lot come on the market!
Specialists have at it!
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2294 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, 1855-1990, mint & used
collection in two Scott Specialty albums, includes Angola
with #5a mint, Angra, Azores, Cape Verde, Funchal, Horta
with #1a bisect tied on piece, Kionga, Lourenco Marquez,
excellent Macao (owner's cat value 5500.00), Madeira, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Nyassa, Portuguese
Congo, India, Portuguese Congo, St Thomas & Prince,
Tete, Timor and Zambesia, great old time collection with
many parallel mint & used issues, condition is mixed on earlier but many sound fine to very fine material, viewing
strongly recommended, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2295 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, 1856-1982, mint & used
collection in two Scott Specialty albums, includes Portugal
#30 used and 33 used, Angola, Angra, Azores, Cape
Verde, Funchal, Lourenco Marques, Macao, Madeira, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Nyassa, Portuguese
Africa, Portuguese Congo, Portuguese Guinea, Portuguese India, St. Thomas & Prince, Timor and Zambesia,
excellent colonies which makes up about half of the collection, mixed condition on earlier, plenty of sound material
present, viewing strongly recommended, o.g., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2296 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, Mixed Up Mostly Used
in a single Elbe album, strong in early Portugal used including Scott 3, 5(2), 18, 24, 31, 47 and 108 and some
better later mint like 534-39. Colonies are mixed throughout
and include numerous complete sets. Overall clean and
F-VF with viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 500
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2297 Hm
Romania, Lovely Clean Collection to 1928,
mint or used on album leaves and very well filled from 1866
on with dozens of highlights like Scott mint 30-31, 33, 36b,
37, 43, 50-51, 87, 92, 117-31 (few low values used),
144-45, 158-72 (mixed sets), 176-85, 196-205, 207-16,
230-39, 329-35, B1-12 (B1 used), B13-25, etc. Used highlights show 36, 38, 40-42, 45, 47, 60-65, 94-100 and lots
more. Fresh and generally F-VF, a lovely old-time lot.
Estimate $500 - 600
2298 Hm
Romania, Lovely Attractive Collection,
1864-1960, neatly assembled in Elbe Roosevelt album.
Coverage is mint or used, and there are loads of premium
items like mint 20-21, 22-25, 108-12, 196-206(20,
291-301(imperf), plus used 33-34, 36, 37-41, 45, 47, 55-59,
66-72, 158-65, plus strong semi-postals like mint B26-36,
B44-49, B50-54, B63-65, largely complete airs and other
BOB items and much much more. Much better than the
usual. Generally F-VF, nice old time collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2299 H
Romania, Lovely Comprehensive 1919 First
and Second Transylvania Occupation Issues Complete, attractive, all mint old-time collection on album
pages, including 5N1-5NP1 and 6N1-6NP1 complete.
Fresh and F-VF, nice lot.
Estimate $400 - 500
2300 Hm
Russia, Accumulation, 1858-1959, oldtime
accumulation jammed into stockbook with early issues like
#2 used, good Soviet and early post war period incl. back of
the book, look carefully as many good sets are obscured by
the overstuffed format.
Estimate $1,400 - 1,800
2301 Hm
Russia & Eastern Europe, 1858-1990, collection in 5 Scott Specialty albums, includes Russia with excellent BOB, Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, Czechoslovakia,
Romania, Hungary, Poland with C26d mint, Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Yugoslavia and Montenegro, a real collectors collection with many imperfs and parallel mint & used
issues, should prove to be a profitable lot, o.g., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2302 Hm
Russia & Eastern Europe, 1858-1972, mint &
used collection in six Scott Specialty albums, includes Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, Poland, Albania, Bosnia, Bulgaria
with #1 mint, Croatia, Yugoslavia, Russia with #C25a
used, Armenia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Montenegro
and Romania, plenty of extras, condition mixed among earlier issues, worth a careful inspection, o.g., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2303 Hm
Russia and Area, Wonderful Extensive
Mixed Up Two Carton Accumulation, chock full of useful,
odds and ends. One carton is comprised of tens of thousands of neatly arranged, CTO part sheets etc from the 60's
and 70's, while the second carton is very interesting, including a stockbook of 1937 on, S/S and miniature sheets, 2
cover binders, with Empire covers, postal stationery, censors and military items etc. We also note good Republics,
Ukraine Trident issues, Offices, occupations and more. Diverse holding from this popular area, F-VF, well worth a
careful inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2304 )
Russia Covers, interesting accumulation of
covers, stampless and early stationary items to 1940's with
better classics, postage due items, a couple rare WWII diplomatic pouch items to US, registry, rates, etc.
Estimate $900 - 1,000
2305 Hm
Russia, Substantial Mint or Used Collection
to 1960, assembled in a Elbe Roosevelt album, includes
hundred of issues in all, mostly used, with a scattering of
Empire, but most of the coverage in 1930's-50's issues,
with better like used Scott 524-28, 546-50, 551-54, 555-58,
569-72, 1327a, 1360a, good BOB, plus mint 382-400 (393
used), 577-79, 597-604, 643-46 and much, much more.
Nice old-time lot, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $600 - 700
2306 Hm
Russia, Substantial Collection to Early
1950's, mint or used, with many hundreds in all, housed in a
Elbe Roosevelt album. Includes a useful, mostly used, representative showing of Empire issues, and is strongest from
30's to the 50's, with good mint for the period, including
Scott 1518-25, 1325 and dozens more. Nice old-time collection of this popular country, F-VF or better, well worth
inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2307 Hm
San Marino, Extensive Power-Packed Collection, 1877-1962, powerful and virtually complete collection, includes parallel mint and used plus duplication of
better values/sets, 1-24 mixed mint and used, with extra
mint 15(3), 17, plus another mint set 1-24, virtually complete from there on to 184, then 243 to about 490 virtually
complete plus 539, Semi Postals complete to B26, Airmails
complete to C33, then C41 to 148 singles mostly complete
including C62b single, Special Delivieries mostly complete
with a strong showing of Postage Dues (J1-80 some NH),
and Q1-47, also includes the following sheetlets or s/s:
B25-6, 185-7,239, 304, 411, 490, 539, 662a, b, C75(2),
C87, C90-1, C117, C127-8, many items purchased as
never hinged, this is one of the nicer San Marino collections
we have had the pleasure to offer. viewing invited,
enormous value, fresh and F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2308 HHHm Saudi Arabia Stock, 1917-1994, mostly mint
NH 1970s/90s with duplication to 100+ each, includes Scott
498 NH (9), 499 NH (13), 691-711 NH (20 incl 3 sets gutter
pairs), 731-51 (24 incl 3 sets gutter pairs), 833 NH (2),
915-16 NH (11), generally fresh and F-VF., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2309 Hm
Scandinavia Collection To 1970s, mostly
used in a Scott album plus a stack of premium in "107" display cards, generally mint starting in the 1950s, some better
as UsedDenmark 3-8, 11-15, 17, 20, 25-37, 136, P1-10,
Finaland 7 (4), 8, 24, Norway 6-10, 11-15, 59-61, 64-66,
Sweden 6-12, 14, 189 plus B11 NH, very mixed condition in
classic period, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2310 Hm
Scandinavia, Valuable Collection to 1960,
mint or used, housed in a Elbe Roosevelt album. Begins
with solid, often parallel mint and used sections of Norway
and Denmark and continues on to include excellent Greenland featuring mint Scott 1-9, 10-18, 19-27, 22a-27a, 39-40,
Iceland, with used 9-12, 86-91, 92-98, 108-28, 140, 149,
plus mint 240-45, 246-52, C4-8, Sweden used 197-212,
213-25, B12-20, and mint 248-62, plus lots more. Clean
and appealing, nice quality old-time collection, fresh and
F-VF or better, well worth a review.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2311 Hm
Scandinavia, Lovely Two Volume Mostly
Used Collection, housed in a pair of Davo albums, with
coverage to the 1970's. Includes nicely represented sections of Norway and Sweden, Denmark, Iceland and Finland, each with a nice range of sets and singles throughout.
Extensive collection with many hundreds in all, generally
F-VF, well worth a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2312 Hm
Scandinavia Collection, 1850-1966, mint &
used collection in Scott Specialty album, includes Danish
West Indies, Denmark with excellent Classics, Finland with
#8 used faulty, #13 used faulty, Greenland, Iceland with
#144-148 mint and #C2 used, Norway with #1 used, #7
used faulty and Sweden with #18 used, better than usual
collection with many better sets and short sets, please inspect, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2313 Hm
Scandinavia & Danish West Indies,
1850-1964, mint & used collection in Scott Specialty album,
includes Denmark #15 used, excellent Danish West Indies,
Finland #7 & 8 used with excellent semi postals, Greenland, Iceland, Norway #1 & 2 used and Sweden, with plenty
of extras, condition is mixed in earlier issues, ideal for the
specialist, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 603

2314 Hm
Spain, Blockbuster Collection, 1850-1964,
highly complete and extremely nice with many valuable singles and sets, includes certificates as noted, unused/mint
unless noted: 1, 2 o.g. signed, 3 signed, 4-6 used, 6 o.g.
signed, 7 used, 7 o.g. signed, 8 used, 9 o.g. signed, 10, 12
used, 12, 13 cert, 14 used cert, 16 signed, 18 used
signed, 19, 19b cert, 20 cert, 21, 22, 23 cert 24, 25, 25a, 26
used, 26og signed, 27 o.g., 28 sound!, 28a, 29, 30 used, 30
cert, 30a, 31 o.g. cert, 32, 33 used cert, 34a, 36 o.g., 37b,
38, 38a o.g., 39 o.g., 40 o.g. cert, 41, 42 used, 43 used pair,
43, 44 signed, 44a o.g., 45, 45a, 46-8, 49-54, 55, 56 pair,
57, 58 used, 58-60, 61-6, 67, 68 o.g. signed, 69, 70 used,
70 o.g., 71-3 o.g., 74-6, 77 signed, 78 signed, 79, 80 (*),
81-4, 85-7, 88-91, 92-3, 94-7, 98-102, 159-73, 174a,
175-89, 190-200, 201-10, 211, 212-21, 222-30, 232-41, extra 241, 242-51, 252-4, 255-70, 272-86 inluding 1p shade,
288-448 apparently complete, 478-513, 516-23, 546-50,
552-5, 557-71, 572-3, 606-14, 615-7 plus various others
through the modern period, Semi Postals complete including B64-73 signed, Airmails C1//C179 virtually complete
and include C1-5, C6-11 NH, C55a, C97a, C97c plus various souvenir sheets and BOB issues needed to complete
the earlier sets. An absolutely stunning array of material
that is rarely offered in collection format, minmal imperfections on the classics, viewing not only mandatory but could
may well prove to be the best lot in the sale! generally
F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2315 HH
Spain Collection, 1976-2007, beautiful NH
very near complete with only an occasional single or set
missing. Includes souvenir sheets and se-tenants.
Mounted in 2 DAVO international albums. Excellent opportunity to acquire these hard to find issues. (Edifil
€2,000-€2,200).
Estimate $600 - 800
2316 Hm
Spain and Portugal, Useful Collection,
mostly used, with the bulk of coverage and value in the
Spain portion, which is housed in a pair of Davo albums to
the 1970's. Coverage is well represented, still with plenty of
room for expansion, with the post-war years highly complete to 1970. some nice portugal included as well, generally F-VF, well worth a review.
Estimate $400 - 600
2317 Hm
Spain, Mint and Used Collection, in Scott specialty album, with each marked with Scott number and net
dealer price, some faults should be expected, mostly on the
classics, less so on the modern issues, mostly fine and
better. Edifil approximately €3,000 ($4,110).
Estimate $300 - 400
2318 Hm
Spain & Colonies, 1850-1975, mint & used collection in two Scott Specialty albums, Spain includes #199
& 209 mint with punched hole, #235 used, #282 mint, with
Andorra, Cape Juby, Fernando Po, Ifni, Morocco, Rio de
Oro, Rio Muni, Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco and
Spanish Sahara, slightly mixed condition and typical centering through early 20th century issues, the scope & quality
herein will make worthwhile viewing, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2319 Hm
Spain & Colonies, 1850-1990, mint & used collection in Scott Specialty album, includes Andorra, Cape
Juby, Fernando Po including #2-8 mint, Infi, Puerto Rico including US issues, Rio Muni, Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco, Spanish Sahara & Spanish West Africa, overall a
very clean collection with many parallel mint & used sets,
scope and quality herein will make worthwhile viewing, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2320 Hm
Sweden, Blockbuster Collection, Mint and
Used, 1855-1982, incredibly valuable and highly complete
collection starting with the very first issue #1-2 both used
and unused, 3-5 used, 6-12 mint, 13-14, 16 mint, 15 used,
16-27 and 28-38 both mint with varieties, 27 two used extras, 39-89, 93-143, 145-188, 190-1400 apparently complete, B1-58 complete with extra B11 NH and used B1-21,
airmails C1-3, 6-8, City Post LX1-2, Postage Dues J1//22
various mint and used, Officials O1-55 mostly used, a quite
useful and above average collection, some faults on the
classics but generally very nice quality which makes inspection a delight, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2321 HH
Sweden, Massive and Valuable Booklet Collection, composed of about 330 different booklets running
to 1997 with a owners catalog value of SK72,500 = $15,
000+. A excellent lot to build on with many better including
Facit H14, H15B, H18I(2), H20A1, H21, H24, H28, H31,
H32, H37, H55, H65, plus many, many more. A few booklets short a couple of stamps but overall clean, fresh and
Very Fine. Leave plenty of time to review this one as there is
a great deal of useful value to be found thoughout. ex
Amberly.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
2322 m
Sweden, Collection, 1858-2003, used collection in 3 KaBe albums, moderately to mostly complete with
plenty of better items, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2323 H
Switzerland, Astounding and Valuable Mint
Collection, 1862-1968, almost every item has been
hand-picked by a serious philatelist to fill the collection,
quality is well above par and many items were purchased as
never hinged, includes 41-50, 52-9, 56a, 60-8, 69-76,
77-81, 82-8, 82a-8a, 82b-88b, 98-102, 105-11, plus a numbers, 113-8 plus a numbers, 119-25, plus a numbers,
126-45 NH, 135a-44a, 146-52, 153-180, 169c-80a, 181-5,
200-455 virtually complete and mostly NH, 284a-6a in
blocks, Semi Postal Forerunners, plus a virtually complete
run of B1-B338 and many NH, Airmails C1-48 apparently
complete many NH and includes C26 with cert(lightly disturbed gum) (Cat chf 15,000), includes every S/S - the ones
we checked were NH including a few sheetlets, and finishing with S1-15, a very nioe collection wnd worth a strong
review, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2324 m)
Switzerland, Used Collection Including
Cantonals, 1843-1962, a bit out of order but loaded with
better items including 1L2, 2L2-4, 3L1 signed, 5, 7, 7(II)
cert, 8, 10, 11(2), 12(2), 14, then various seated Helvetia
with better and duplication, many useful and nice quality, includes 37a on partially reduced cover, and ends abruptly for
the regular issues with 181-5, 186-8, 193-8, 301-5, then
Semi Postals apparently complete B1-B322, Airmails C1-2,
C3-9, C10-2, C13-5, C25, C25a cert, plus all S/Ss and the
B229a sheetlet, quite a valuable and interesting selection,
some mixed quality but mostly clean and useful, inspection
invited and almost necessary to properly value, time spent
will be rewarded, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2325 H
Switzerland, Mint Officials Collection,
1918-1960, includes O1-47 some NH, 1O1-8, 1O9-16,
2O22-4 NH, 2O32-4 NH, 2O36-41(cats CHF 6,000),
2O65-7, 2O70-90, 3O1-2, 5, 7 (cats CHF 2,100),
4O1-3O57-93, 4O1-48, 5O1-35, 6O1-8, 7O1-39, 8O1-9,
9O1-9, 10O1-9, many NH as purchased by the owner, a
very useful and scarce selection, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2326 m
Switzerland, Extensive All used Collection,
1850-1965, with the large percentage of coverage and
value in nice quality classics to about 1900, plus highly
comprehensive semi-postals and good officials. We note
better items such as Scott 7(2), 8(6), 10(a VF pair, plus 5
singles), 11, 12(2), lots of nice, four margin seated helvetias
like 35-40, 46-47, 52-59, virtually complete semi-postals including B4-40, Officials like O1-18, O1a-9a, O19-47, 2O56,
2O65-67, 3O47, J20 and much, much more. Attractive and
generally clean collection, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,200
2327 m
Switzerland, Used Collection, 1850-1981,
from the early Federal issues through more recent
“cancelled to order” in TWO PALO hingeless albums
(pages thru 2006, RETAIL OVER $750 for albums alone)
and encompassing the full range of Swiss issues (less
Cantonals) - “Rayons” including the three types 1852 15r,
Seated and Standing Helvetia represented including 5r Orange Brown (#14), Numerals, early 1900s definitives, the
post WW I issues including strong Pro Juventute and Pro
Patria with S/S, 1945 PAX including block of 10Fr, then airmails, postage dues, smattering of officials, modern period
is the weakest, some minor condition issues in the classics
but much better than typically encountered, mostly F-VF, a
“meaty” collection offered intact and with considerable
catalog value.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2328 m
Switzerland, Used Officials Collection,
1918-1988, a nicely arranged collection including 1O1-8,
9-16, 2O1-90, 3O1-107,4O1-39, 5O1-25, 6O1-8, 7O1-27,
a very comprehensive selection, seldom encountered, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2329 Hm
Switzerland Collection, clean mint and used
on home-made pages with some good classics and 20th
century.
Estimate $700 - 900
2330 Hm
Switzerland Collection, 1850-1982, mint and
used in Schaubek and Lighthouse albums with many attractive and moderately better items. Mostly sound after the
classics, generally F/VF.
Estimate $600 - 700
2331 m
Switzerland, Extensive All Used Stock,
1905-1920's, neatly assembled in a pair of stockbooks,
comprised nearly entirely of issues from about 1905
through the 1960's, mostly in quantities of about 10-30 of
each. Includes a wondrful run of regular issues, plus
semi-postals, dues, etc. Also includes a binder with some
nice covers as well, generally VF, ripe for breakdown,
examine.
Estimate $500 - 600
2332 m
Switzerland, Powerful & Highly Comprehensive Used Collection, 1900-1972, neatly assembled and
annotated on album leaves, loaded with better values such
as used Scott 98-100, 126-45, 146-52, 181-85, 210-292,
293-305, B1-15, B145, C16-45, plus smoe covers and lots
more. Fresh and generally Very Fine, nice lot.
Estimate $500 - 750
2333 HHHm Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1986, very nice
collection of Swiss, starts with used #8, 10 & 12, good
Seated Helvetias, semi postals are used and extensive,
scattered airmails, postage dues and officials, excellent
start for a beginning collector, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2334 Hm
Switzerland, Collection, 1852-1966, mint and
used collection in Scott specialty album with a lot of value in
classics including. #12, 15, 17, 20, 29, 33 and more, some
faults should be expected in the classics and less so as you
move to the modern issues, overall fine and better collection, previous dealers marked prices $5,640.
Estimate $500 - 750
2335 )
Switzerland, Covers, 1920-1986, over 350
covers and cards, many with semi postals including B17
block of four, clean fresh lot that will please the Swiss specialist, great retail or internet sales potential, please inspect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2336 Hm
Switzerland,
Substantial
Collection,
1850-1940, mint or used assembled on Scott pages, beginning with a highly representative range of classics such as
used Scott 8, 10, 12, 17, 19, etc. through the seated
helvetias, plus good mint from the mid-1920's on including
210-15, 219-25, 226, semi-postals like used B1-9 and mint
B10-84, B116, C3-12, C13-14, plus some dues officials etc.
Condition varies on some earlies as normal, bulk F-VF, nice
old time lot, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2337 m
Switzerland, Useful Used Collection, of couple hundred in Scott Specialty album beginning with nice
group of Helvetica's through the mid 1970's there are numerous complete sets to be found including better
semi-postals. A clean VF collection, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2338 HH
Switzerland, Pro Juventute & Olympics Issues Mint Blocks Selection, 1913-48 (B1/B173), includes 1913, 1924-26, 1929-40, 1942, 1944-46, 1948, nice
grouping, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and choice. $531
w/o premium for blks
2339 HHHm Thailand, Nice Collection and Back Up
Stockbook, comprised of a well represented mint and used
group with strength in modern NH complete sets like Scott
442-49, 469-76, 477-84, 485-88, 501-08, 509-12, plus
much more. A neat, clean, fresh group that also has a useful showing of complete used sets. Viewing a must to appreciate the value to be found here. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2340 Hm
Turkey, Magnificent Cancellation Collection/Accumulation, 1860's-1918, a huge collection/research holding of thousands of stamps primarily from the
1860's through the WWI years, housed in a couple of
stockbooks, stockcards, etc. many items reference the outstanding Coles/Walker handbook, and in addition to the
early Native postmarks, exceptional foreign usages are
noted, including examples postmarked in Libya, Batum,
Lattaquie, Bulgaria, the Greek Islands, yugoslavia, Albania,
Syria, Iran, Iraq, Castellarizo, Alexandrette, Lebanon,
Saudi Arabia, Russia, good Holyland etc, including numerous unlisted, unrecorded examples. The domestic cancels
include extensive multi-framed boxed killers, negative circle types, bilingual, Roman letter cancels by town from
Acreon etc. In addition, lots of covers, multiples and combinations on piece are included. A most fascinating study of
this difficult field, generally F-VF, quite an achievement,
inspection invited.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2341 Hm
Vatican, Highly Complete and Valuable Collection, 1929-1958, mint and used collection, includes mint
1-34, 35-40 mint and used, 41-202 apparently complete,
many NH, B11-4, C1-34, Q1-15, includes 155a, 242a, plus
a used set of C16-7, a very useful selection, fresh and
F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scans available for this
www.kelleherauctions.com.
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2342 HH
Viet Nam (South), Collection of Imperf Margin Pairs, 224 stamps, 112 pairs, all fresh with many choice
topicals, a great addition to any South Vietnam collection,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2343 Hm)
Zululand, Collection, 1888-1896, two volume
collection, including # 1-10, 12-13, 15-23 plus Specimens
of several including #11 and #24, four postal cards including a specimen of the 1/2p, also a few cancels and forgeries
for reference, one volume is devoted to literature and includes "The postage stamps of Zululand" by Bertram W. H.
Poole, published by D. Field in 1909 and includes a copies
of various articles, maps etc., a nice selection of these seldom offered issues and worthy of further expansion,
generally F.-V.F. Scott 1//24.
SG £2,000 plus ($3,140)
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2344 )
Huge Collection Zeppelin Catapult & Flight
Covers, once in a lifetime opportunity, consists of 113 zeppelin flights including 2 Russia, Liechtenstein, Italian Colonies, 2 Austria, 3 Hungary, 2 Spain, San Marino &
Netherlands with the balance Germany, US and Brazil, 37
flight covers, 4 DOX covers and 8 catapult flights, with
plenty of extras- Graf Zeppelin Needle case and 30 zeppelin PPCs, better includes First Flight Ship to Shore Air Mail
San Pedro, 1912 Darmstadt first flight, 1931 Hungary zeppelin flight to auto club, & 1931 Russia Polar Flight cover,
please allow plenty of time for inspection, this group should
prove to be worth several times our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2345 )
Lovely, Premium Selection of 24 Items of
Postal History, many still on their original auction pages.
Includes a strong Germany flavor including 1912 Gelber
Hund "Yellow Dog" cover, plus another used card, a 1933
registered cover with 3pf to 20pf Wagner issues, C38(2)
and C39 South American Zepp cover, GDR 82-84 FDC,
Newfoundland C3b cover, a lovely Victoria 5 issue franking
on cover front to US and much more. Ideal lot for the trader,
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2346 )
Large World Wide FDC Accumulation, composed of a few thousand lightly duplicated, vast majority
from the 1960's and unaddressed filling 4 large boxes. A
few faults noted but again the vast majority clean and F-VF.
A number of better sets mix thoughout like Taiwan
1284-89(12) noted during a quick review of this late entry,
useful and maybe a sleeper to be found.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2347 )
World Wide Cover Accumulation, several
thousand covers in five cartons, mostly US and mostly 20th
century, but should be some sleepers, especially among
the foreign, leave some time to inspect, may prove worthwhile, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2348 Hm)
Worldwide Hoard, diverse collection in one
carton, includes 1935 Ostropa S/S used (faulty), nicely
franked Monaco PPC, tiny cover with #186 to Germany,
and #186 to Germany with full strike of NYFM cancel, several zeppelin covers, France essay for French-American
Friendship issue, excellent lot, should be inspected to uncover any hidden gems, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2349 )
Worldwide Cover Hoard, large carton bursting
with hundreds of unpicked covers form every continent,
even a nice run of Antarctica material, mostly 20th century,
quite a few US FDCs, couple of interesting Russia covers,
many British Commonwealth FDCs, better includes small
group of DC stampless, Civil War patriotic with 50th Regt
New York Vol Engineers with letter, another from Stuart's
Engineer Regiment at Camp Lesley, another from NY Vol.
Engineer Corps, multicolor patriotic with man & flag, PPC
from Vera Cruz 1914, and mixed franked letter to NYC with
US # 213 and Canada #37, typically mixed condition, viewing strongly recommended for full appreciation of the scope
of this abundant trove, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2350 )
Worldwide Postal History Lot, binder with 61
covers, better includes 1944 Great Britain with Czechoslovak Fieldpost cancel, 1934 Australian First Flight to New
Zealand, Roessler FDC #654 on Edison portrait card and
1920 North West Pacific Island cover with three ½p and 3d
stamps, lots of worthwhile material present, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2351 )
Foreign Cover Accumulation, several thousand covers, mostly worldwide & mostly later 20th century
in four cartons, includes Russia, South America, Pacific
rim, Hong Kong, Europe, Middle East, with a few stamps,
excellent opportunity for the foreign specialist, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2352 )
Small Postal History Lot, interesting lot includes 1851 US stampless Pass Christian MS to New Orleans, 1899 Japanese PPC uprated to San Francisco,
Canada #39 strip of four on piece to New Orleans, 1899 Canadian patriotic postal card to Brockhort NY, and pair of
France #1 on piece to New Orleans, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide Collections and
Accumulations
2353 Hm
Massive Collection, in 2 cartons with 28
stockbooks and 2 albums, the books are jammed full of
stamps from all areas, there is tremendous value packed in
all, though it may not appear so at first, as one would look a
bit closer for the real value to become evident, there are
loads of better especially in the earliest section for that
country, view this lot carefully, especially the early section,
there is good value in Commonwealth with much medium to
better mid values to £1 and £2, a bit of Hawaii, Ryukyu and
other smaller countries, lots of Latin America, good Asia especially China, Thailand, Korea, generally Fine. Michel
€100,000 ++ ($137,000).
Estimate $10,000 - 12,500
2354 Hm
Large Bourse Dealer Stock, in 71 red boxes
full of 102 dealer cards and two large boxes of black cards
containing better items $10 retail and up, with some better
items including; Australia used Kangaroos and George V,
Canada 1859 issues, large and small Queens, 84 o.g. 20c
Victoria Oak Leaf, 7c used Quebec Tercentenary, 119 o.g.
20c Admiral, 158 dist. o.g. Bluenose, thin, 227 dist. o.g.,
262 NH $1, C2 (2), Great Britain 94, 3d overprint. Caroline
Islands 19, Bavaria 271-5 used, Germany B313 (2) used,
O40-41 used, 9N35-41 used set, Austria, Barbados 62 o.g.
2 1/2p Victoria, better China, Belgium, Denmark, France 37
used, 83 used, 198-201 dist. o.g. Olympic set, French
Equatorial Africa C11 used, Newfoundland 26 used, 54 h.r.,
Netherlands 3 and 11 used, Netherlands Indies 249 used,
Switzerland 23, 35, 65, 87b all used, Monaco 15 o.g., Mexico, New Zealand, Russia, Serbia 31a o.g., h.r., Singapore,
South Africa, Italy 33 used, 79 NH, C25-6 NH, Spain, Straits
Settlement, Iceland, Ireland, Romania, Thailand, Portugal
23 used, U.S. 237 NH, 287 dist. o.g., 288 h.r., 20 used, 154
used, 151 used, etc., mostly sound, with centering Avg to
VF.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000
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2355 Hm
Massive Collection, in 2 cartons with 28
stockbooks and 2 albums, the books are jammed full of
stamps from all areas, there is tremendous value packed in
all, though it may not appear so at first, as one would look a
bit closer for the real value to become evident, there are
loads of better especially in the earliest section for that
country, view this lot carefully, especially the early section,
there is good value in Commonwealth with much medium to
better mid values to £1 and £2, a bit of Hawaii, Ryukyu and
other smaller countries, lots of Latin America, good Asia especially China, Thailand, Korea, generally Fine. Michel
€100,000 ++ ($137,000).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2356 Hm
7 Volume Scott International Collection & 5
Volume Minkus Global Collection, mint and used, Scott
International is sparsely filled with strength in Western European countries, Global albums are moderately to mostly
filled with British and French Colonies, South and Central
America, Western Europe, Africa, China, Hong Kong and
Asia, with some better items that include; 1956 Ascension
Elizabeth II mint set to 10/-, Bahamas 1964 NH New Constitution set, Bermuda 1962 Elizabeth II set, Great Britain Offices 1957 Elizabeth II mint Tanger Ovpt set, Luxembourg
1957 PAX Europa set, Japan 1938-44 mint parks group,
used 1956 Elizabeth definitive set, etc. Condition is mostly
sound after classic period, generally Fine and better
centering.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2357 Hm
Massive and Valuable, Largely Mint Worldwide Accumulation of Ten's of Thousands, collectivily
filling several large size cartons. We note about a dozen
binders, each with various sets, singles and S/S in glassines, often in light quantities, with nice sections of Argentina, including mint 246 and 256 among many others, St.
Pierre and Miquelon, Iran, extnsive Cuba, Iraq, India, lovely
Mexico, Iraq and others. We also find about 10 small boxes,
jam packed with mint or used in glassines, with a quick review showing mint, Vatican 41-46, 47-54, Ireland 161-62,
Memel C18, good Greece with better, Saar B5-8, good GB
QEII mint in blocks and gutter blocks, Baden, WWII French
Zone occupation S/S, plus topicals, S/S and much, much
more. A wonderful lot for breakdown, ideal lot for the trader,
well worth the time spent for a careful inspection.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2358 Hm
Lifetime World Wide Collection, 1850-1990,
in 40 Scott International albums, mint and used, most of the
albums are sparsely filled or have recent CTO's, but there
are some excellent country collections included, better are
China with local posts, PRC (cat value 1500.00+)with
#1054-1057, 1054-1057, 1067-1075, 1095-1098 and
1211-1214 all mint, Falkland Islands #65-68 mint, France
and colonies, Great Britain with # 1used (faulty), 108 used,
140 used, Germany, Greece, Greenland includes #1-9
mint, 16-17 mint, 28-38 mint & used, 1994-1998 mint &
B1-B4 mint, Persia, extensive Russia, Turkey, Germany,
Italy and Hong Kong with #76 mint, 79 used, and 400-403
mint, all in all a useful interesting collection, perfect to break
up,be sure to leave plenty of time for inspection, o.g.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2359 Hm
Worldwide Miscellaneous Accumulation, of
smaller collections or groupings, with Austria album, Germany, France album, San Marino, Japan, France Reunion,
Luxembourg, Portugal, Netherlands, Greece, Scandinavia,
Czechoslovakia, French Airmails, Malaya & States, Spain
and Vatican album, some mixed condition (mostly in classical period), generally Fine and better.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
2360 Hm
Powerful Group of Country Collections to
1960, mint or used, assembled in 9 Elbe roosevelt albums.
Many countries are nicely represented, including good
Switzerland with mint Scott 226, 293-305, B145, Greece
344-61, 416-20, C71-73, extensive Spain and Italy, one volume of French Coilonies, good Tailand and China, lovely
Baltics, with strong Lithuania and latvia, lots of Serbia, Vatican, including 1-13, E1-2, 41-46, plus Austria, Bulgaria, hawaii, jugoslavia and others. nothing after 1960, thousands
in all, nice old time lot, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2361 Hm
Worldwide Dealer Stock, mint and used on
dealer cards with many better classic items with values from
approximately $40 up to several hundred dollars each, condition is mixed and is generally fine. (Scott $47,453).
Estimate $3,000 - 5,000
2362 H
Selection of Mostly Premium Issues, from
Europe, France, Greece, Belgium, Spain, Vatican City, Italy, Israel, Ryukyu Islands, Canada and UN, many are
never hinged, selection
as purchased as new issues of many of the better key issues including Israel tabs: 1-6, 10-14, 23, 25, C1-6, singles
7-9, Vatican with good airmail sets and early issues,
Greece C5-7, Iceland 144-8, C9-11, Finland C1, Switzerland 329-31 plus s/s, Italy C42-7 (NH), Germany B310-3,
Liechtenstein Zepps and sheets of 266-9(NH), Egypt C3-4,
FSAT C1-2, France 10Fr airmail, Belgium 662a (2), B179,
Ryukyu Islands 1-7, 8-13, 44-53 w/ A#s, C1-28a handful of
Italian Colonies Zeppelin Issues, a few Commonwealth
sets and some modern Australia plus others, please examine as this is a very useful group completely intact as
received, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2363 Hm
Worldwide Old Time Collection, in three huge
Schwaneberger albums with a useful scattering of mint and
used ranges of classics and earlier 20th century. Good Europe, but also some more unusual countries like Hawaii,
various colonial entities (note Gambia Edward VII VF complete to 3/-, mint Bermuda George V commemorative set).
Needs a careful view to spot all the goodies. High catalog
value.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2364 Hm)
Worldwide Mishmash, interesting lot in eight
binders or albums and one box, includes first days and
aerogramms, album of Turkey 1974-2004, album of Cyprus
and Faroe Islands, album of Greenland 1905-1994 on
Lindner hingeless pages, album of Iceland 1873-1985 on
Lindner hingeless pages and album of Iceland 1986-2003
also on hingeless pages, album of SS including Gibraltar,
Cyprus, and Malta, and album of misc including Uruguay,
South Arabia & Yemen, most NH, great lot for the internet,
please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2365 Hm
Worldwide Collection, mint and used collection (no British) housed in 12 Scott International albums
sparse to moderately filled, some mixed condition, overall
Fine and better.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2366 Hm
Abyssinia to Yugoslavia, 1849 to 1939, mint
and used collection in bound Stanley Gibbons album with a
few countries well represented, with good Spanish Cols., in
New Ideal album, moderately filled with thousands,
generally Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2367 Hm
Accumulation From Estate, made up of a
combination of various collections, pages, stocksheets,
etc., incl. Commonwealth, Ireland, Europe, Malaya, St.
Kitts, San Marino, Switzerland, Sweden, Central Lithuania,
France, Italy and Area, Portugal, German States, Hungary,
South West Africa and Spanish Sahara, some mixed condition should be expected, mostly on classics, with many
sound, fine to very fine stamps. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2368 Hm
Old Time Consignment Balance Lot, filling a
couple boxes, includes a nice, one volume used Germany
collection, good Canada in one volume, a 2 volume Supreme Global album collection of hundreds with smoe
better items here and there, several 3-ring binders with
smaller country selections, some UN, Japanese 1948-49
miniature sheets, plus NH sets cut out from Park sheets, a
nice Portugal and Colonies collection purchased at Auction
long ago, plus lots of other odds and ends including a well
filled 1930 Scott International collection to 1930. Useful
mix, F-VF, worth a close review.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2369 Hm
Interesting and Valuable, 19th Century Old
Brown International, the best way to describe this lot is
that the man collected what he like! The obvious highlight of
this collection is the German Colonies, which includes excellent mint, very often NH sets, such as Cameroun 20-25,
Caroline Islands 1-6, 7-19, GEA 31-41 NH (less 38), New
Guinea 20-22 NH, SWA 13-21and 31-34 NH, Offices in
China 43-46 NH, Morocco 47-57 Nh, Kiauchau 33-42,
39-42 Nh, Mariana 31 nh, Marshall Islands 27 Nh, plus similar Toga, Samoa etc. Also includes nice Cuba, France, Italy
and japan, GB, with mint 111-22 and more. Nice old-time
lot, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2370 Hm
Worldwide Stamp Extravaganza, one man's
lifetime accumulation filling nine cartons, tens of thousands
of stamps in binders, albums and stockbooks, heavy in
Eastern Europe but also includes British Commonwealth
including Hong Kong, South America, Western Europe and
Africa, nothing has been taken from this lot, viewing recommended for full appreciation of the possibilities, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2371 HH
Extensive, Dazzling and Clean, Mint, NH Marine Life Topical Stock, a lovely, exceptionally clean stock
of thousands of sets, singles, souvenir sheets and
sheetlets, etc, showing wonderful coverage for fish, whales,
penquins and other sea life, all in glassines by issue, and
collectivily housed in 10 stockbooks. Much of the coverage
and value lies in the issues from French Southern and Antarctic Territories, and many better items are to be found
throughout. An ideal lot for breakdown, well-suited for the
internet dealer, substantial acquisition cost, largely Very
Fine og, NH, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2372 Hm
Worldwide Old Time Mint and Used Collection, in 2 Scott Brown International albums, reasonably well
populated with $10 to $50 items including much fresh mint
with good colonial issues as well as the unusual European
and decent Latin America. (Scott cat estimated $20,000).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2373 HHHm Exciting Worldwide Collection in Old Album,
old time collection in 19th century album, excellent material
throughout, better includes Brazil #26 & 28 used, China 1
& 2 used, Finland 6-8 used, France #1 used, Great Britain #1 used, Greece with 18 Hermes Heads, Hawaii #27,
Italy #21 used(faulty), excellent Japan and Netherlands
#3 used, album is in poor condition, but there are hundreds
of useful stamps within, be sure to leave time to inspect,
there is mixed quality, catalog value is immense and will reward the ardent viewer, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2374 Hm
Airmail A-E Collection and Worldwide A-Z
Collection, mint and used, worldwide collection in Minkus
Global Album, Airmail A-E collection in old time Scott International Air-Post album, with nice sections of China, British
Colonies, French Colonies and Baltics. Condition is mostly
mixed in classics and mostly sound in modern period and
airmail collection, generally F-VF. Estimate $1,100 - 1,300
2375 Hm
Consignment Balance, incl. a Swiss presentation book with mint and used 1945 Lifeboat souvenir sheet,
Russian presentation book with nice assortment of1920s to
1930s issues tied to pages by 1934 Moscow c.d.s. (incl.
#452-54, 489-509, C1, C18-19, C26-29, C34-38), some
Victorian/Edward VII mint blocks, etc., usual mixed condition, most fine to very fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2376 Hm
Massive "A to I" One Volume Scott International Collection to 1940, mint or used with thousands in
all. Many countries are very well represented, including Argentina, which includes a fine showing of the elusive Official
issues, good Austria, Belgium, Canada, portuguese Colonies, Czechoslovakia, France and Colonies, Finland, the
Baltics, Germany and State's plus Plebiscites, Great Britian
with Scott 111-22 mint, Hungary and others. Pretty impressive coverage for thsi type of collection, F-VF, well worth a
careful inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2377 Hm
The "Caboose", Foreign Stamp Balance,
tens of thousands stamps in six cartons, 1880-2000,
stamps are loose, on paper, on album pages, in boxes,
countries include everything from A to Z, plenty of better
items, British Commonwealth, Russia, Europe, Asia, ect.,
mixed condition, lots of fun and value here, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2378 Hm
Worldwide Old Time Suitcase Mess, tons of
misc. mint and used in stock sheets, pages, boxes, etc.
Looks like the usual pile of junk but suddenly value begins
to appear all over the place, especially in the stock sheets.
There is a nice bunch of early Canada with many NH sets
on a stock sheet, and there is much more to be found. Previous owner insisted many, many 1000's of catalog value
here, as his wholesale net was over $3,800!!
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2379 Hm
Large World Wide Mint and Used Hoard,
composed of many thousands in stockbooks, album pages
and a old album. A well represented group with strength in
French Colonies and Germany & States as well as a bit of
Asia. Condition a bit mixed but appears overall F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2380 Hm
Small but Valuable Collectors Back-Up
Stock, composed of a few hundred mint and used in two
stockbooks and loose stock cards. highlights abound with a
small sampling being, mint unless noted, Scott Bermuda
49-53, Great Britain 288(3 used), Japan 2a four margin
copy, Somalia 164-69, C1-8, US banknotes, plus much
more. Condition generally F-VF, don't skip this one as well
worth a quick look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2381 Hm
Floor Sweepings, nice group of all kinds of interesting little items that keep piling up until a lot naturally
emerged, a nice group of mint and used with some premium
items, some mixed condition, mostly fine to very fine, certainly a lot of fun for the patient collector or dealer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2382 Hm
4 Volume Minkus Master Global Stamp Albums, mint and used collection in clean albums to mid
1960s, sparse to moderately filled with many nice sets, souvenir sheets and singles. Some mixed condition (with faults
mostly in classical period), centering ranging from Avg to
VF. A nice worldwide collection with plenty of room for
expansion.
Estimate $800 - 1,000
2383 Hm
Worldwide Accumulation, mint and used in
stockbook with better items that add up to huge catalog
value. Mostly sound after the classics, generally F/VF.
Estimate $800 - 900
2384 HH
Worldwide Mish Mash, mostly NH accumulation in two stockbooks and some loose pages, mostly
French Colonies, Middle East, and South America, mostly
sound and generally F/VF.
Estimate $800 - 900
2385 H
Small Selection of Mint Premium Items, each
on a black countercard. The lot is comprised of Batum Scott
30 (Rare, signed Bloch), plus 23, 33 and 38, each signed
Reine, Uruguay C27-66A complete, Surinam 109-15, plus
Austria B87-92, B93-98, B112-17, B138-41 and C54-60.
Lovely quality, fresh and largely VF, nice lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2386 Hm
Valuable Little Stockbook Selection, of
mostly better issues, we note Italy Scott 477, 2 signed, NH
copies, S. Georgia 1-16, hong Kong 168-73, 3 NH sets,
Bermuda SG 118a and120a, Israel J1-5 etc. Nice quality
fresh and F-VF, examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2387 H
Worldwide Mishmash, balance of collection, in
13 binders in carton, includes US with BOB, Philippines,
Vatican, Germany mint sheets, Canada, noted some better
material, variety of clean stock, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2388 HH/H
Worldwide Hodgepodge, worldwide collection
in seven volumes, countries include Canada with complete
booklets, Canal Zone with US issues, Cape of Good Hope,
Caymen Islands, Ceylon, Cyprus, Falkland Islands, Fiji,
Great Britain with complete booklets and BOB, Norway with
complete booklets, Philippines with US issues, Portugal,
Puerto Rico with US issues, Reunion, Saar, Spain, Suriname and Sweden with complete booklets, excellent opportunity for the booklet specialist, please view, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2389 Hm
Collection to 1914, mint and used, housed in
Schaubek's bound album, sparse to moderately filled with
lots of better, generally Fine. Michel approximately €14,000
($19,180).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2390 Hm
Collection 1850 to 1965, mint and used collection in 4 binders with oldtime and handmade pages, lots of
better sets and singles, some faults (mostly in classics) with
many sound and nice fine to very fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2391 Hm
Scott Specialty Album Collection of Select
Countries, an interesting, mint or used one volume collection of many hundreds, featuring a solid collection of
Czechoslovakia to 1940, a very lovely, largely complete
hungary collection also to 1940, with a solid range of useful
sets and singles, plus some Germany States and plebiscites, Serbia, Italian Colonies, even a showing of Thailand.
Unusual mix, but a nice lot none the less, majority F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $500 - 600
2392 H
Clean Mint Topical Accumulation, carton selection comprised of 7 binders including hundreds of sets,
miniature sheets, S/S etc. Includes nice sections of birds,
monkeys, reptiles, dinosaurs, endangered species, New
year's Issues and sheets, plus some malaria, 1983 GB
Commonwealth Day, ITU and more. Clean and largely VF
og NH, worth a close inspection.
Estimate $500 - 700
2393 Hm
Useful US and Foreign Tail End of Consignment Lot, including a nice, old-time, mostly used US collection on pages which has some better individual items noted,
including Officials etc. We also note some Russia Empire to
1930's, a used Sweden collection with the best being Scott
213-28, a nice, mint Canada and newfoundland section on
Scott pages, Brazil 2, some Argentina etc. Good mix, majority F-VF, worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2394 Hm
Four Country Collections of Almost all Used
in 5 Volumes, composed of Monaco, Greece, Austria and
Japan with the bulk of the value in the Greece and Austria.
Nothing of note but clean runs of used including many complete sets, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2395 Hm)
Worldwide, Grandpa's Accumulation, thousands and thousands of used and mint stamps in albums,
stockbooks, glassines and loose, everything A-Z, includes
a nice section of mint Canada, two China souvenir books,
British Commonwealth book, topical collection of trains,
sure to provide hours of entertainment, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2396 Hm
Worldwide Miscellaneous Accumulation,
collectivily of thousands, loosely organized in 7 stockbooks.
Overall the best coverage lies in British Empire across the
board, but we also note useful worldwide airmails, France
and Colonies, Germany and area, Monaco, Luxembourg,
hungary including an Olympic set, even a bit of US, with
mint Scott C1-3, C4 and C5-6(2). Some interesting pickings
throughout, mostly F-VF, examine. Estimate $500 - 750
2397 Hm
Worldwide Collection to 1960, mint and used
in International album with United States, Germany, Iceland, Philippines and United Nations. Some slightly better
items, some mixed condition, overall F/VF.
Estimate $500 - 600
2398 Hm)
Worldwide Balance, balance in three carton,
hundreds of stamps 1850-1992, includes stockbook of
France, Germany & Great Britain 1978-1981, Israel collection 1948-1992, some mint US postage and mint postal
cards, and three Harris World Stamps albums sparsely
filled, please view, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2399 Hm)
Worldwide Collection, collection in five Scott
International album, I-II, IV-VI, sparsely filled in many countries but close inspection reveals some better including US
#71 used, #116 used, C1-6 used, good China, early Denmark, France with good classics, Great Britain #1, with two
boxed of FDCs and postal history, should prove to be a bargain, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2400 Hm)
Valuable Worldwide Mixture, includes Liberia
#342 var with doubled vignette, #343 var with doubled
vignette, Austria 1948 essay, Newfoundland #196
imperf block of four, Sarawak 26a no period LH, Philippines 580-581 imperf blocks of four NH, Straits Settlements #18 wing copy LH, Ireland 175-176 NH, 1921 Saar
imperf essays, three Greece Hermes Head color trials,
three Suriname imperf singles #2, #14 and #26, Honduras #187 7 187a S/S, Viet Nam #146-149 imperf blocks of
four NH, with plenty of other mint NH sets and singles,
please put aside some time to inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

2402 Hm
Collection P-Z, mint and used mounted into
Minkus album, with better sets in $20 to $100 range, some
mixed condition to be expected, but mostly fine to very fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2403 Hm
Small Accumulation, mint and used in
stockbook with quantities of each issue, and each labeled
with Scott number, Ryukyus and worldwide issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2404 Hm
Worthwhile Tail End of a Consignment Lot,
packed into 2 cartons, we note a lovely, virtually complete
mint 2 volume UN collection, plus a nice 1 volume used collection, 2 binders and additional packets of souvenir cards,
FDC's etc. We also note 2 volumes of used Israel, several
segragated stockbooks of mint and used for Italy. France,
Austria, UN etc. useful mix, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $400 - 500
2405 Hm)
Worldwide Miscellaneous Consignment, includes worldwide collection in Scott International Junior album, four binders of US first day covers, foreign flown
covers, very nice 1958 Brussels World Fair collection in album, small binder of Worldwide, binder of Egypt, and binder
of Vatican, much useful material, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2406 Hm)
World Wide Balance, 1890 to present, mint &
used, thousands of stamps on stockpages, in albums and
loose, includes nice topical collection of railroads in albums,
interesting group of China, PRC and Taiwan on
stockpages, excellent opportunity for packet maker or
internet dealer, o.g., generally F.-V.F.Estimate $300 - 400
2407 m
Worldwide Collection, nice collection on quadrille pages in album, mainly lower priced stamps but includes nice China, Japan and US, please take some time to
inspect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2408 H
Lovely Mint Rotary Collection, neatly assembled on annotated, homemade pages. Includes better like
the 1931 Austria Issue, 1955 honduras overprints and
many other. Largely F-VF.
Estimate $100 - 150
2409 Hm
Grandpa's "Found in the Attic", small selection of a few glassines full of US cut squares (worth a look as
some are better), US blocks of offset issue and postage
due, Canada admiral 10¢ block, Serbia #15a (Cat $225) still
on original lotting sheet and signed Richter, plus some unlikely to this lot AMG overprints. some faults and the blocks
are no gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $100 - 200

2401 Hm)
International Collection, useful collection includes 8 Scott International albums, with good Russia, US,
China and Japan, also one album with excellent mint &
used People's Republic of China, also boxes of foreign,
glassines and envelopes, worth inspecting as useful pickings are present throughout, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Supplies
2410

Collectors Stash of Supplies, filling at least
eight cartons (at press time) and containing every sort of
paraphanelia for mounting stamps and covers, plastic
stocksheets and pages, album pages, stock books, albums, supplements, you-name-it and likely its here, owners
cost many thousands of dollars at retail, enough supplies to
re-sell or utilize for mounting your collections at a fraction of
the original cost, generally Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750
Available only in our CT offices for viewing.

2411

Lifetime Collection Hoard of Supplies, six
boxes crammed with supplies- sheets, binders, slipcases,
albums and stockcards, along with literature including catalogues, includes interesting older auction catalogs for
stamps and coins, high retail.
Estimate $200 - 300

2412

Balance of Supplies & Literature, balance of
pages, mounts (quite a few unused showguard packagesretail several hundred $) and 1940's to 1950's copies of The
Numismatist, should be useful to someone, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Please Visit Our Web Site!
http://www.kelleherauctions.com

Philatelic Literature
2413

2414

2415

Accumulation Of Post Office Guides, lot of
post office guides and other PO literature, guides run fron
1882 to the 1940's, also includes 1880 Report To The Post
Master General, totals approx. 50 guides, great lot for the
postal historian, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Large Lot Philatelic Literature, exciting lot includes many state postal histories including MA, CT, ME,
AK, RI, & NJ among others, volumes on RFD, County Postmarks, fancy cancels, Naval postmarks, embossed revenue paper, flag cancels, a few older Scott catalogues,
books on the Post Office, mostly US, a few general philatelic tomes, fills five cartons, great lot to start your own library or sell on the net, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.
The lots are fully searchable by a variety of
criteria: text, country, Scott number and more.
And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.
Our sale will also be available on Stamp Auction
Network. Go to:
http://www.stampauctionnetwork.com

Catalogs, marvelous group of several boxes of
literature, includes 3 Machin catalogues and miscellaneous
catalogues, a few hundred US Specialist from the 1990's to
2000's, includes many useful catalogs and reference,
please consider.
Estimate $200 - 300
Available only in our CT offices for viewing.

End of Sale - Thank You
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